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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 About houses, sedentariness, mobility and the Neolithic
The appearance of the house in the archaeological record often raises concepts concerning the movement and permanency of people. In this context sedentism and mobility are often viewed in opposition (Milner 2005, pp. 32-33). This association is a common misconception as people who are sedentary can have varying degrees of mobility. According to Halstead (2005), mobility can operate at various scales: daily, seasonal, inter-annual, generational, or longer time-scale. Linking sedentariness to a society based upon a single factor and deriving a particular lifestyle from this is therefore highly problematic. Rafferty (1985) and Kent (1987) offer ethnographic examples where pottery-using and house-building communities are not sedentary. While many factors can be highlighted (e.g. the presence of houses, ceremonial structures, pottery, heavy artefacts, large quantities of artefacts and an increase in mouse bones1, as well as the proximity of sites to water sources), none can be taken as clear indicators for a sedentary society (Rafferty 1985).Although the landscape is to some degree of influence on mobility, people’s lifestyles are not simply determined by the environment. It could be argued that places prone to flooding would only be habitable on a seasonal basis (Bailey 1999; van Andel et al. 1995; Whittle 1996), Rafferty (1985) states that sedentary communities should not be threatened by regular flooding. However, Halstead has argued against this perspective (Halstead 1999, p. 77). The degree of sedentariness is not reflected by the house or size of the settlement but it is part of the wider settlement system. Rafferty (1985, p. 115) draws upon Rice’s definition of a sedentary settlement system: “sedentary settlement systems are those in 
which at least part of the population remains at the same location throughout the 
entire year” (Rice 1975, p. 97). This definition does not set mobility in opposition to sedentariness but allows for its inclusion within a sedentary or non-sedentary society. Milner (2005) proposes that instead of thinking in terms of opposites, discussing the degrees of permanence may present a solution. By doing so, the house, subsistence models, technology, settlement system and monumentality can all become disentangled, allowing much more varied existences. Therefore, the presence of domestic structures or ritual monuments cannot be taken as an indicator of any level of mobility. People are not tethered physically to these constructions; it is the cultural traditions and sociological conditioning that may or may not provide such bonds. It follows that the presence or absence of such constructions cannot indicate a Neolithic lifestyle nor the presence or absence of either mobility or sedentarism. Although the degrees of mobility may have an impact on everyday life, it does not subscribe any society to a certain 
1 Hesse 1979 used the increase in mouse bones as a proxy for the identification of sedentariness.
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type of economic or subsistence strategy in terms of hunting, gathering, herding, fishing or farming. This perspective is fitting when we look at the economic models presented for the Dutch Neolithic where there is a long tradition of using an “extended broad spectrum economy” from Early Neolithic Swifterbant through to the Late Neolithic Corded Ware Culture (Louwe Kooijmans 1993; Louwe Kooijmans 2007a; Hogestijn 1992; Cappers and Raemakers 2008). 
1.2 Into the Corded Ware Culture
The Corded Ware Culture (henceforth CWC) as a phenomenon spans a broad geographic area, from Scandinavia to Switzerland, western Russia to The Netherlands, broadly during the period 2900-2300 cal BC (Drenth and Lanting 1991, Lanting 
and Van der Plicht, 1999/2000, Włodarczak 2009, Furholt 2003; figure 1.1.). Some view the transition to this Corded Ware phenomenon as a break with past traditions (Vander Linden, 2007, pp. 184-185), while others argue for degrees of continuity with the preceding Funnel Beaker Culture (Whittle 1996, p. 230, Sørensen 1997, Furholt 2003, Hübner 2005, Larsson 2009). However, as has been argued recently (Furholt 2014, Beckerman 2015), a phenomenon such as the CWC cannot be cast into a single uni-scalar model as this obscures the diversity that exists in the various regions.In most areas, including the Netherlands, the CWC is mostly represented through its mortuary context; this typically consists of a flat or barrow grave 
Figure 1.1 Modern 
geographic map showing 
the distribution of 
supra-regional Corded 
Ware elements. The star 
marks the location ofthe 
studied settlements (after 
Beckerman 2015, p. 15; 
Milisauskas and Kruk 
2002).
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with a single interment and associated grave goods. Mortuary practice has been a major area of research due to its long history and archaeological visibility. As a result mortuary practice has fuelled much of the recent debate regarding the ideology of the CWC society (see Müller et al  2009, p. 125, Larrson 2009, pp. 63-64, Buchvaldek and Strahm 1992, Turek, 2012, p. 196, Vander Linden, 2007, p. 183, Drenth, 1992, p. 207). Such an approach assumes the shift from collective burial to individual burial reflecting a change in social structure and ideology (Huntington and Metcalf, 1979, p. 5; Fokkens, 1998, p. 483). However, as argued by Lohof, such an approach is not capable of presenting the full picture of a society (Lohof, 2009, p. 99). The daily life of people cannot be inferred solely from their mortuary practices as a reflection of the belief system. For a broader perspective on the CWC world, the settlement evidence also requires investigation. As yet, however, we are in the situation where little has been presented regarding the daily lives of these people as inferred from settlement contexts.While research into the CWC burial contexts in the Netherlands has a long tradition, the investigation of settlements has only occurred relatively recently (Broeke et al. 2005, p. 18). Settlement contexts from the CWC are sporadically known, while many of the generalisations derive from research in central Europe where the absence of domestic dwellings is taken to suggest flimsy construction methods and, therefore, short-lived occupation. This absence of domesticity in the archaeological record has been taken to signify an increase in population mobility and pastoral nomadic or transhumant way of life (Milisauskas and Kruk 1989, p. 435). While much research has concentrated on central Europe (Müller et al. 2009), some of the best preserved evidence for domesticity comes from the periphery of the CWC, the Swiss lake villages (Ruoff 2004), Denmark, especially Jutland (Larsson 2007), as well as the Dutch wetlands (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001).The first excavation of a CWC settlement in the Netherlands was undertaken by Van Giffen in 1929 at Zandwerven, Noord-Holland (see Giffen 1930, table 117). There were no further settlement excavations until after 1945 and it was not until the 1970s that serious efforts to investigate the Dutch wetland area took place. This research took the form of a small number of trial test pits at Aartswoud and again Zandwerven by the A.E. van Giffen Institute of Prae- and Protohistory (IPP) of the University of Amsterdam (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001, see Drenth et al. 2008, 353-357, Fokkens 2005a, 2005b, bcDrenth 2008 et al.). In the 1980s, investigations were undertaken at Kolhorn and Zeewijk by the Biological-Archaeological Institute (BAI) of the University of Groningen2, while the State Service of Archaeological Investigations (ROB)3 initiated the ‘De Gouw Project’ in the late 1980s. Coring campaigns identified the preserved habitation layers of settlements. these were followed by evaluation trenches and excavations at Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker and Zeewijk (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001). These excavations produced the first detailed insights into CWC dwelling in a tidal landscape. Rich find assemblages were recovered from cultural layers consisting of alternating dark humic and shell layers. These layers have received little attention in the way of scientific investigation beyond that of Exaltus and Miedema (1994) but seem to correlate with settlement activity. As such these dark layers are key to the detection of sites and have been used for the 
2 Now the Groningen Institute of Archaeology (GIA).3 Now the RCE (Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed).
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Figure 1.2 Palaeo-geographical reconstruction showing the northern part of Noord-Holland with settlement locations 
(Palaeogeology after Vos and Bazelmans 2011).
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‘delimitation’ of settlements. The research in Noord-Holland eventually resulted in the discovery of at least 20 CWC settlements by far the greatest concentration anywhere. Based on the surveying and excavation results, Willem-Jan Hogestijn, then project leader at the ROB, formulated a preliminary model of the CWC settlement system that was presented in a series of publications (Hogestijn 1992, Hogestijn 1997, Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997, Hogestijn 1998, Hogestijn 2005). Unfortunately, the model has been impossible to evaluate due to the unpublished nature of the data (See Drenth et al. 2008).  It is because of the inaccessibility of this information that an interdisciplinary project was initiated. Jointly funded by the NWO-Odyssey programme, the universities of Leiden and Groningen, the commercial sector, and the RCE, a team of specialists sought to unlock the excavation data to enable further interpretation within a coherent framework. An important aspect of this project is the spatial analysis of excavated settlements, which is the central topic of this thesis. Before defining the research aim and approach more extensively, I will briefly define the palaeogeographical context of the CWC sites in Noord-Holland and Hogestijn’s model in more detail.
1.3 The Corded Ware Culture landscape and settlement system in 
Noord-Holland
The CWC settlements were located in a landscape where salt water was forced landwards through a complex of tidal inlets while freshwater drained from the 
surrounding peat marshes and lakes (see figure 1.2, for more details see Beets and Spek 2000, Vos 2011, pp. 14-15). Such a dynamic landscape included much variation in vegetation and fauna. All settlement sites in this area were located in an open landscape; it was a salt or brackish marshland with few, insubstantial trees and peat development on its periphery. The saltmarsh would have been ideal for grazing; it facilitated the growing of crops and the collection of tubor species, amongst others (Kubiak-Martens 2012, 2013, 2014). The hunted and wild fauna of the time was diverse. Ducks represent the majority of the hunted bird species, but sea birds and, infrequently, birds of prey are also present. Fish originated from both from the freshwater and deep sea, including some catadromous species such as eels. Seals were also present, presumable brought from the coastal areas. Various domesticates, including cattle, sheep/goat, pig, and dog were also kept. (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, 2013, 2014).Hogestijn proposed a settlement model (see figure 1.4) based on the settlement excavations, chiefly those of Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker, Zeewijk, and Kolhorn. Depending on the spatial extent of their associated cultural layers the settlements were divided into two groups: Group 1 settlements with large cultural layers (>3000m2) and Group 2 settlements with relatively small cultural layers (<500m2). According to Hogestijn, the landscape was exploited differently at these two types of site. Hogestijn views the Group 2 sites as seasonal logistic camps that were for specific activities. Typically activities such as fishing, hunting, and the herding of small groups of cattle would be carried out by specific task groups. The occupation of these settlements would have been for short periods on a seasonal basis serving a specific function or activity. This social organisation of labour would have been controlled from the larger settlements (Group 1 sites) which are viewed as the residential settlements. It is at these larger sites that various diverse craft activities would have taken place. These activities would 
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have included crop cultivation and larger scale animal husbandry, as well as storage of goods, produced by the seasonal settlements (e.g. wild fowl, fish, skins, and hides). As a result of this social and functional arrangement, dwelling structures at the more temporary seasonal sites would have been ‘flimsy’ and for specific activities, whereas the larger settlements would have been year-round, and with more robust, durable structures and evidence for various activities. Hogestijn proposes settlement dynamics in a binary system, in which the smaller settlements were organised centrally to supply the larger settlements. One further aspect that Hogestijn raises is the concept of a dual settlement (Hogestijn 1997, p. 30), consisting of a settlement with two concentrations of cultural layer as seen at Kolhorn and Zeewijk. According to him, it is unclear whether such dual settlements were the result of simultaneous habitation or separate habitation 
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Figure 1.4 Hogestijn’s 
annual schema (after 
Hogestijn 1992, p. 204).
Aartswoud (25,150 m 2; 1.4 %)
Kolhorn-Noord (2,504 m 2; 51.9%)
Kolhorn-Zuid (2,145 m 2; 23.3%)
Zeewijk-West (1,092 m 2; 100%)
Zeewijk-Oost (2,984 m 2; 37.5%)
De Vrijheid-Noord (16,370 m 2; 0%)
De Vrijheid-Zuid (906 m 2; 0%)
Flevo 1 (34,356 m 2; 0%)
Flevo 2a (335 m 2; 0%)
Flevo 2b (330 m 2; 0%) 
De Veken (5,850 m2; 0.4%)
Meester Juer (290 m 2; 1.4%)
Maantjesland (16,133 m 2; 0.04%)
Mienakker (216 m 2; 100%)Molenkolk 1 (2,760 m 2; 0.2%)
Molenkolk 2 (6,663 m 2; 0.04%)
Portelwoid (300 m 2; 4%)Keinsmerbrug (369 m 2; 100%)
Figure 1.3 Extent of the 
recorded cultural layers 
(corrected after Drenth et 
al. 2008, p.156).
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events.Hogestijn’s model has multiple implications for the spatial aspects of CWC settlements. When focussing on the nature of individual settlements, it is clear that the Group 1 and Group 2 settlements should demonstrate differences in spatial organisation and composition. In Hogestijn’s model, Group 1 (residential) settlements are expected to show the following characteristics: large area, durable constructions, various activities, evidence of storage, and associated fields. Group 2 (logistical) settlements are expected to show another group of characteristics: small area, non-durable constructions, task specialisation.
1.4 Research aim and approach 
The aim of this thesis is to investigate the spatial aspects of three settlement sites from the Dutch province of Noord-Holland to gain a more developed understanding of the behaviour of the people that occupied these places. The reasons for concentrating upon the spatial elements are twofold: • the analysis of spatial elements helps to develop a better understanding of the spatial and temporal relationships between the various archaeological phenomena at site level. This allows for the possibility of assessing to what extent we can increase our insights into the synchronic and diachronic con-nections within and between discernible distribution patterns of material remains and structural features;• the interpretation of these insights into the spatial organisation and nature of activities (the structuring and social use of domestic space), enables the creation of hypotheses regarding settlement dynamics. 
I will investigate which behavioural contexts stood at the basis of the initial formation 
of the identified patterns, how these activities were spatially organised, and to what extent we can identify evidence for behavioural continuity or discontinuity. Further, the results allow for a direct evaluation of Hogestijn’s model regarding settlement differentiation and settlement dynamics.The approach begins with Hogestijn’s model of CWC settlement variability as outlined above. The research examines the excavation data of three of the settlement sites from Noord-Holland: Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker, and Zeewijk. In Hogestijn’s model, Keinsmerbrug is a Group 2 settlement, and is one of the smaller (312 m2) when considered on the extent of the dark cultural layer. The site has been interpreted as a seasonal logistic settlement by Hogestijn. Mienakker is also a Group 2 settlement (216 m2), but smaller than Keinsmerbrug, and also interpreted as a seasonal logistic settlement. Zeewijk is a Group 1 dual settlement and is among the largest in the region and is defined as a permanent residential settlement.This study takes a dual approach combining spatial and social theory from an archaeological perspective. These key concepts form the theoretical and methodological basis of this research. The case studies that form the foundation of this study are presented in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Discussions of the methods follow in Chapter 6 with the more theoretical aspects of settlement dynamics being discussed in Chapter 7. The thesis concludes by returning to Hogestijn’s model and identifying the key points that the new analysis brings to the debate.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical background and methodology 
of Spatial Analysis
“…we cannot work out what tools we need until we know what sort 
of phenomena there are in the longer-term record to investigate, 
and we cannot investigate those different phenomena until we 
have some tools to do it with. And to solve that paradox we will 
need to work at both simultaneously.” (Bailey 2007, p. 220)
2.1 Introduction
The art of applying spatial analysis to an archaeological dataset can be fraught 
with difficulties. It involves a decision making process aimed at ensuring that the 
applied analyses fit the dataset in terms of data structure, collection methods, and the archaeological questions being asked. In this sense, it is crucial that the spatial processes and the materials which are under investigation are understood from both a spatial and a quantitative perspective. This chapter investigates one of the most crucial assumptions of spatial analysis, that of association by distance, with the archaeological context taking into account the role of site formation processes with respect to palimpsests and the construction of biographies. While Chapter 6 evaluates the excavation methodologies associated with the case studies, the focus here is placed on • the nature of the spatial data;• the form it takes;• its resolution and precision;
• how it is to be quantified;• and problems of visual inspection. 
All these factors influence the types of analysis that can be applied to the dataset and the spatial questions that can be investigated. A selection of appropriate spatial methods are presented and their application explained, taking these factors into consideration.
2.1.1 Tobler’s First Law of Geography
Tobler’s First Law of Geography (TFL; Tobler 1970) assumes the principle of universal association by distance, where “…near things are more related than distant things” 
(Tobler 1970, p. 236). It was widely accepted at the time of its first publication, and many spatial statistical methods (including geostatistical; and  Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), interpolation, and many others) draw from this stance (Wheatley and Gillings 2002, p. 142). However, some three decades later it was concluded that 
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TFL does not represent a universal law (Barnes 2004; Goodchild 2004; Miller 2004; Phillips 2004; Smith 2004; Sui 2004; Tobler 2004). Although everything is spatially related to everything else, things which are close to each other are not necessarily more related than those that are further away relative to the particular systemic context of the phenomena analysed. This has important implications, not only in geography, but also in archaeology. As TFL is the basis for distance-based spatial analysis in archaeology at the inter- and intra-site level, it is important to discuss the concept and implications in some more detail within the context of archaeology. The validity of association by distance depends on the context. Take the example of two villages, which are relatively close to each other but are situated on either side of a deep chasm. In a first example (figure 2.1) both villages are separated by the chasm, and the next village is some distance away, but reached easily. In a second example (figure 2.2) the villages are connected by a bridge, and have therefore become the nearest village to each other. So, even though in the first situation these two villages are close to each other in terms of Euclidian distance, due to the difficulties of accessibility they can be perceived to be very distant. The addition of a bridge connects these two villages, thus changing the possibilities of interaction for the inhabitants. The situation can be further complicated if social factors are brought into play: for instance if the head of one village falls out with the head of the other. Although connected by a bridge, due to the social dynamics or internal politics of the two villages neither might be willing to trade goods with the other. Hence, both villages are closely associated in space but remain separated as a result of social conflict. This is a simple example to illustrate the complexities of applying geographical concepts to real-life situations. Clearly, the idea of association by spatial proximity is flawed by cultural factors, which can be of a very diverse nature.
2.1.2 Tobler’s First Law of Geography and archaeological intra-site per-
spectives
TFL has been introduced by Juan Barceló and Maria Pallarés in the context of the study of archaeological landscapes (Barceló and Pallarés 1996; Barceló and Pallarés 1998, p. 65), but it does not appear to have received substantial attention regarding its methodological implementation beyond this theoretical basis. However, as I have demonstrated above, TFL has some fundamental shortcomings when it is applied to studies on a broader geographical or landscape/inter-site scale. However, in 
Figure 2.1 (top) Fictional 
situation of two villages 
separated due to 
geographic constraints.
Figure 2.2 (bottom) 
Fictional situation of two 
villages connected by a 
rope bridge.
2km




to next village 1km
to next village
Maurice’s Bridge
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Toblers Law Observed Situation
Figure 2.3 Illustration of 
the potential variation 
in a 3D point cloud when 
represented in both two 
and three dimensions.
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dimensions may be separated by a greater vertical distance. This could result in a grouping which is very different to that conceived in the two-dimensional space (figure 2.3).Furthermore, a search method in two dimensions cannot be applied to a three-dimensional dataset. To define associations of artefacts by distance a sphere would be required (cf. Merlo 2010). Although simple and logical, this also has major problems, due to the conceptual nature of the third dimension. The x and y coordinates are defined in Euclidian space. The z coordinate, while spatially residing in Euclidian space, archaeologically is often used as a representation of time. In this case, a uniform sphere is not sufficient to reflect the concepts of this third, temporal, dimension; the sphere would require modification to represent the way the archaeological phenomena are spatially patterned. If site formation processes are uniform over the entire site, then an ovoid could be created to capture this. Such an approach would require very strict stratigraphical controls with a clear theorisation of how the depth of the ovoid relates to time. When the site formation processes are not uniform, then the search radius of an ovoid would have to be distorted and deformed to reflect the different material accumulation rates over the site (figure 2.4). This in turn has major implications for the use of spatial proximity as a basis for contextual association. To conclude, TFL does not represent a universal law. Hence, the assumption that distance can contextually associate objects has to be made clear from a methodological and theoretical stance prior to the application of such distance-based methods. As the degree to which spatial methods can be of use to archaeological analysis depends on the character of the archaeological record, the next section will explore the nature of the archaeological record in greater detail.
Figure 2.4 A vertical 
representation of the 
potential variation in 
material accumulation 
relative to depth.
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2.2 The formation of the archaeological record
2.2.1 Artefacts, activity areas and site formation processes
Artefacts initially enter the archaeological record through depositional processes such as discard, burial, and abandonment. As components of the soil matrix, artefacts are still subject to physical change (chemical, abrasion, degradation, etc.). 
The archaeological patterns as they are recorded therefore reflect the outcome of a multitude of (post-) depositional processes, which also include choices made by archaeologists and post-excavation processes of transformation (Schiffer 1972, 
1976). Clearly, this has implications for the identification of patterns that can be interpreted in terms of human behaviour. In the context of the present study, this raises the question of how the Late Neolithic sites of Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker and Zeewijk can be unravelled or broken down into meaningful spatial units, in order to enable their interpretation in a behavioural context.For this purpose it is necessary to identify spatially activities performed by the settlement’s inhabitants. These activities may have been spatially organised in various ways (restricted areas; large areas; open or enclosed areas), thus defining activity areas with variable traits. The activity area is the location where either varied or specific activities were performed. The creation of activity areas is a particular behavioural trait whereby space is structured for specific tasks. The archaeologist looks for the repetition of similar activities within such a location through the spatial distribution and functional attributes of the material remains. One of the main assumptions associated with the spatial analysis of artefacts is that clusters of artefacts and features reflect spatially bound locations of past activities, and thus human behaviour. (Schiffer 1972, p. 156; LaMotta and Schiffer 1999, p. 20; Lewis 1997, pp. 132-135). We must be aware that materials, although associated in space, may not be associated in use. If an object is found at some location it does not mean that it was used there, nor does it imply that objects located nearby were used in association (Cahen et al. 1979; LaMotta and Schiffer 1999, p. 20). Indeed, it can be difficult to recognise the use and meaning from any particular object (LaMotta and Schiffer 1999, p. 104, Binford 1981, Hodder 1987, pp. 1-2; Gosden and Marshall 1999). What creates a tool, or indeed an assemblage, is human behaviour. Crucially only a proportion of behaviours can be deduced from the spatial distribution of materials. It is therefore the locations of these actions which we can look for. For example making a tool involves a set of actions. To identify a flint knapping event one can analyse the technological features of (conjoining) flakes. If they are located around a feature, such as a hearth, we could postulate that someone was sitting near the hearth creating a tool even when the end product is missing. The association of artefacts with a particular activity is usually complex. So rather than looking for single events we can look for repetitive events, those which take place over a period of time at the same location. This creates an accumulation of material which may be taken to represent a particular action or activity. Although materials which accumulate are not necessarily resulting from simultaneous activity, they may represent repetitive behaviour. As actions and tasks are carried out as part of structured behaviour, they may well become 
associated with a particular area − an activity area.  Under these circumstances materials which are located close together and in higher quantities than the surrounding areas may be the product of similar actions which develop from 
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particular behaviour(s). In this context, the definition of Tobler’s First Law of Geography can be applied with caution.Post-depositional site formation processes come into effect at this scale also. Artefacts which result from a spatially restricted activity may become added to the archaeological record in various ways and at different times, but their location is not necessarily restricted to their place of deposition or abandonment. An example could be a ceramic pot located in a storage area. Once abandoned the fabric of the pot begins to crumble and break. When it begins to fragment, gravitational forces could slowly move the material to lower parts of the site thereby moving parts of the vessel from its original location of use or discard (more details are offered on this topic in section 2.8.1, see also McFayden 2013). Hence, the identification of activity areas on the basis of artefact distributions requires a critical approach to spatial data, where a broad range of transformational processes needs to be taken in consideration. Undisturbed, initial patterns of spatially bound activity are hardly ever encountered and documented. Spatial patterns are almost always the result of transformation processes, which makes their interpretation difficult, and all the more so when merging and mixing of materials has occurred due to the repeated use of space for different purposes.
2.2.2 Settlement as a palimpsest
The area of settlement is witness to a myriad of activities. A ‘settlement’ can be 
defined as the product of repetition, the accumulation of habitual activities within a 
broadly definable area. At its core it is a palimpsest of such activities. Activities which are more or less restricted to particular areas and involve the use of materials which have become part of the archaeological record, provide the potential to identify activity areas and aspects of associated behaviour. Repetitive spatial behaviour, therefore, can lead to the creation of areas of “successional use” (Binford 1981, p. 200) or palimpsests. To Binford, palimpsests are a “structured consequence of the 
operation of a level of organization difficult, if not impossible, for an ethnographer to 
observe directly” (ibid, pp. 197-198). Yet as Foley identifies, they represent “Long term 
trends [that] may be of greater significance to the prehistorian than the understanding 
of a few short events” (Foley 1981, p. 41). These views express some variation. The reason for this is due to the authors differing temporal perspectives, which is largely based upon their time-scale reference (time perspectivism). In Binford’s case, he is a 
first-hand witness to the creation of a contemporary archaeological record, but from his ethnographic perspective he is unable to understand the social organisation as he cannot view the situation over a longer time scale. In contrast Foley views the longer term trends as more meaningful, which Binford, however, does acknowledge: 
“It has been clear to me that the time frame of ethnography is largely inappropriate for 
archaeological research” (Binford 1981, p. 197). This presents the contrast between an event and structured behaviour. These views indicate “that differing timescales 
bring into focus different features of behaviour, requiring different sorts of explanatory 
principles” (Bailey 1981, p. 103). The term palimpsest: “…usually refers to a superimposition of successive 
activities, the material traces of which are partially destroyed or reworked because 
of the process of superimposition…” (Bailey 2007, p. 203). 
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Bailey distinguishes five types of situation:• true palimpsests;• cumulative palimpsests;• spatial palimpsests;• temporal palimpsests;• palimpsests of meaning.
True palimpsests occur when one phase of activity is overwritten by a subsequent activity to such a degree that any indications of former activity are totally lost. This presents a real archaeological problem: while a clear picture may emerge for the 
final activity at a locality, a true palimpsest erases any archaeological evidence which could inform on the activities which preceded it. A cumulative palimpsest does not have this problem as material builds up over time, but due to mixing, patterns can 
get blurred and materials can be difficult to link to particular phases or activities. 
Various activities could be represented and identified, but we would not be able to tell if the area was used in the same way each time or if there was a change in use of an area in successive phases. The spatial palimpsest is just as problematic. Without clear stratigraphical evidence it is nearly impossible to demonstrate that two areas were used at the same time. The temporal palimpsest represents the clearest picture, where materials can be divided into different ‘ages’ based upon some temporal delimitation, e.g. time-depth or contextual changes. Finally, palimpsests of meaning 
“can be defined as the succession of meanings acquired by a particular object, or group 
of objects, as a result of the different uses, contexts of use and associations to which 
they have been exposed from the original moment of manufacture to their current 
resting place, whether in the ground, a museum, a textbook, an intellectual discourse, 
or indeed as objects still in circulation and use.” (Bailey 2007, p. 208). In short: a life-history. These five situation types do not necessarily stand alone; to some degree they can occur in combination. This brings together the complexities which exist when the archaeological record is considered as a combination of successive activities.
2.2.3 Life-histories and a biography of place
In the context of the present study of the Late Neolithic sites in Noord-Holland the ‘palimpsest of meaning’ requires some further explanation in reference to life-histories and their spatial component. The concept ‘life-history’ implies that an artefact is not just a product of sequential events: 
“...in doing the biography of a thing, one would ask questions 
similar to those one asks about people: what sociologically, are 
biographic possibilities inherent in its ‘status’ and in the period 
and culture, and how are these possibilities realised? Where does 
the thing come from and who made it? What has been its career 
so far, and what do people consider to be an ideal career for such 
things? What are the recognized ‘ages’ or periods in the things 
‘life,’ and what are the cultural markers for them? How does the 
thing’s use change with its age, and what happens to it when it 
reaches the end of its usefulness? ” (Kopytoff 1986, pp. 66-67). 
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On reflection, the term life-history can be applied to single artefacts (see for example Gosden and Marshall 1999) as well as groups of artefacts. In this sense a group of artefacts can share a degree of communal life-history. This concept extends to larger organisational structures such as houses and settlements. It is these artefacts (including houses) which, from a modern Western perspective, have become 
“culturally axiomatic” (Kopytoff 1986, p. 84) on every scale. However, the house, the object, has traditionally been viewed by archaeologists in a similar way to artefact categories such as ceramics, derived from a culturally associated typology. Scholars have tried to define the house-plans of particular cultures. A prime example is the Linearbandkeramik (LBK) where the house architecture appears to be based on a uniform design. Such typological research has yielded an expectation that societies conform to a single method of construction (see for instance Waterbolk 2009; Lang et al. 2014). As a result the house has been viewed as an object, which can be represented through phases of use, or use-life (LaMotta and Schiffer 1999, p. 20).Tringham has combined the concepts of use-life, life-history and biography which fit well in this context: 
“...the house has to be considered as an individual, as a dynamic 
entity whose every month of life is significant for the men and 
women who act in and around it. It seems to me that the concept 
of Life-history of the house has a more historical and humanistic 
significance than the term use-life. It concerns the time aspect 
– the duration of the house, the continuity of its generation (its  
replacement), its ancestors and descendants, the memories of it 
that are held by its actors, the ghosts that are held within its walls 
and under its foundations.” (Tringham 1995, p. 98).
Carsten and Hugh-Jones take this idea further suggesting that houses “have animate 
qualities; they are endowed with spirits or souls” (Carsten and Hugh-Jones 1995, p. 37). By being endowed in this way the house may capture the ‘spirits’ and ‘souls’ of the people who dwell within. In this sense, the house can be viewed as a member 
of the community, a protector, filled with the spirits of the ancestors. As houses can be important actors in society, they can be viewed as living entities; therefore it is possible to discuss them in terms of their conception, birth, death, and afterlife. The question ‘what is a house’ has to be dealt with in this context of agency and identity. It has been noted that there is a reciprocal relationship between the shaping of the house and the shaping of society. “Structures are both the medium 
and the outcome of social practices” (Parker Pearson and Richards 1994, p. 2; Duncan 1985, and Pader 1988). The house is constructed on the basis of the ideas and practices of the society; the construction serves to reinforce these social conventions. They may not be explicit but are subtly portrayed through the structuring of the living space and daily routines. Just as the house is a product of human behaviour, it in turn influences the behaviour that are enacted within and around it. In this way the house frames the world in which people play out their lives (Gerritsen 2008, p. 143; Gillespie and Joyce 2000; Parker Pearson and Richards 1994, Gillespie 2000, Gillespie 2007). Houses are not static inert entities, they have an agency of their own, and they are an integral part of the community, filled with ideology, meaning and the focus of a communal conscience. As stated, a house can have a lifecycle that is tied up with the households 
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that inhabit it. Hence, the house is not just a physical element; it can be taken further, beyond its physical form and be developed as analogous to a group of people: a household. The household is a social concept. Unlike a house-plan, the household cannot be excavated and documented, thus it is not visible from an archaeological perspective. Therefore the physical house is not necessarily equivalent to that of a household, and is not in itself a social unit (Wilk and Rathje 1982, p. 618; Allison 2002, p. 4).The house is not the only social scale upon which people understand their world. Gregory and Urry identify that “spatial structure is now seen not merely 
as an arena in which social life unfolds. But rather as a medium through which 
social relations are produced and reproduced” (Gregory and Urry 1985, p. 3). Areas within and beyond the house can hold an agency of their own; each area is not an independent unit but an integral part of the multifaceted nature of the settlement. Locations need not be defined physically but can be defined socially; this ultimately gives rise to an agency of place.Therefore, the house is not the only structuring element but forms a complex part of the wider taskscape. The taskscape, as Ingold defines it, “is an array of 
related activities” (Ingold 2000, pp. 194-195). This creates places where certain activities are allowed, initiated, and conducted. These activities can have spatial relationships and connections to a particular location or area. Activity areas are social and spatial constructs, two aspects that are inseparable. The locations of activities are contextualised within the taskscape with spatial and temporal associations. These are dynamic, as such social activities that have taken place before may impact upon any subsequent social activities (Barceló and Pallarés 1998, p. 60).Therefore the conceptualisation of space is at play at every level of human interaction, both within and beyond the house. The comprehension, understanding and negotiation of space takes place on many social levels, each facet contributing to various degrees of conceptualisation. Every element combines and has its role in the interplay between bounded and unbounded space, thus the house can be the subject of multiple meanings which can alter, depending on the scale at which social practice takes place (Rodman 1992, p. 643; Tringham 2000, p. 344). More complexity is added if bounded and unbounded spaces are considered as non-physical by the society. In such an instance, there could be the situation where the physical house structure can be entered and exited without the consideration of social rules. Access to a physically unbounded space may be restricted as it is viewed as a culturally significant place.In a similar way, the concept of life-histories of artefacts and organisational structures, such as houses, can be expanded to that of entire site areas, as meaningful places in a landscape. A biography of place covers the full range of activities and interrelationships of actions within the site area over time. But clearly, in order to create biographies of place one must be confident that the spatial and temporal relationships we seek within the archaeological record can be understood in terms of behaviour. The site area, then, is composed of the multi-layered pattern of spatial components resulting from activities that have been undertaken within a given span of time. Each of these spatial components is related to a particular section within this time frame, and has undergone a unique, but to a degree shared life-history.
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2.3 Spatial Data
2.3.1 Introduction
This section moves away from the theoretical concepts and discusses the collection, 
quantification, and representation methods of archaeological data with respect to the case studies of Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker and Zeewijk. The excavation methods employed at these sites were similar. However, they all have some variations that require reviewing. As more settlements were excavated, archaeologists became more attuned to their nature; subsequently the excavation methodology developed 
to reflect a better understanding of the archaeological remains. The excavation 
methods presented here identify the problems associated with the recovery of finds from various contexts. For a complete overview of the methods applied to each site, 
please refer to the site-specific monograph (Smit et al. 2012a; Kleijne et al. 2013; Theunissen et al. 2014).
2.3.2 Points, grids and polygons
Usually data can be reduced to two spatial concepts: the vector (point, line, area) or the raster (grid). While point data can be intermittent, with the ability to occur at irregular intervals, grid or raster data represent a continuous surface of 
values. Raster data sets are defined as having a uniform spatial unit with a fixed 
resolution and a defined extent. In contrast, feature units are usually closed polyline or polygonal in form. They represent a change in the archaeological context that is interpreted as some form of meaningful analytical unit: a habitation surface, 
the house floor, a pit, a posthole, etc. These units of data recording will be further discussed below. However before doing so, three overarching principles apply to all of these data forms: accuracy, precision and reliability. Often these terms are used interchangeably despite having distinctly different meanings.An accurate dataset is one which reflects the true nature of the data: for instance, the plotting of finds can be to a point with the accuracy of 2cm; this point would, therefore, reflect the actual location of the find within 2cm. Accuracy defines the amount of potential spatial error in the dataset. A precise dataset relates more to the size of the unit, for example, an artefact recorded in metres could be located at coordinate 1000967,1203658, this has a precision of millimetres, whereas if it is rounded up to centimetres it would be 10010,12037, or to the metre 100,120. A reliable dataset is something that, if it were recollected, would have a low degree of variability between the first collection and the second collection. This reliability can be the result of various excavation methodologies or of different excavators. For example, a field walking survey team specialised in the identification of lithic material could collect a reliable lithic dataset while the ceramic dataset might not be as reliable. A collection of point data may be seen by many as the key to an accurate dataset (if you will, the ‘holy grail’ of intra-site data collection) due to the potentially high degree of precision a point can represent. However point data are not without their methodological considerations and their downsides, they are in fact a reduction of a volume. Point data, by definition, are potentially extremely precise. The definition of a single point can be in two or more dimensions. In two dimensions, their location is pinpointed using two coordinates: an x and a y value. For three-dimensional datasets, a z coordinate can be attributed to a point 
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location; this is commonly an elevation. Polygonal datasets represent areal units, these can be irregular or uniform, polygons can be used to represent a structured grid like that of a raster and, as with the point data, can be linked to a database to store associated information e.g. artefact counts. Raster data are based upon a uniform grid of cells. The cells have various attributes (size and shape) which provide the resolution and orientation of the grid. These areal units can only contain one attribute, like the quantities of artefacts. The resolution of the grid is defined by the size of the cells of which it is comprised. The smaller the size of the cells, the higher the resolution and the greater the level of precision. Within a cell the level of accuracy does not change, the basis of this is on the condition that the artefact resides completely within the cell4. 
2.3.3 Collection methods in Noord-Holland
The data from the case studies have been collected with a clear appreciation for the role of spatial differentiation; the excavators have made particular use of the grid collection method. Materials at these sites mostly resided within habitation or cultural layers, only a small proportion came from negative features.At Keinsmerbrug, the earliest excavation of the case studies, artefact collection was initially to point precision. This was soon changed to a grid system with precision reduced to one metre squares. The main reason for this was time constraints, as this was a rescue excavation. However, the practicalities of point collection created its own limitations. Much of the bone remains were fragmented, and flint splinters were too small to be reliably collected by hand. Therefore the only way to effectively collect this information, while retaining spatial information, was through the implementation of uniform excavation units with further processing. During excavation the grid units were excavated in arbitrary spits, a common method which allows the retention of some vertical distribution information; unfortunately this information was not recorded sufficiently and is largely absent from the archive. Sampling for botanical remains was conducted on, a more or less, checkerboard pattern. The excavation at Mienakker built upon the excavation methodologies of Keinsmerbrug and Kolhorn. Here, an excavation grid of half metre squares was applied to the site, and the material from each unit were passed through a sieve and processed. The squares were excavated in spits; however, this information only survives in the archive for the initial excavation units. Features were difficult to discern, for which reason it was decided only to record the features once the underlying natural layers had been revealed. This potentially means that features which were observed higher in the stratum and those which did not cut the lower natural layers were not recorded. While all types of archaeological material were collected from every excavation unit, botanical information was derived from only a few targeted locations.
4 To elaborate: if one grid cell encompasses an entire settlement site all the material can be represented within that cell; this is an accurate statement. If we create subdivisions within the site, we can then state the proportions of material from each unit. This becomes more precise whilst producing accurate statements for each of the subdivisions. In this example, it is only the level of precision which changes and not the level of accuracy. This is a general source of confusion in the literature. As an example Schiffer states that “the smaller the squares, the greater the potential for accuracy” (1972: 160). This is in reference to the excavation of a site by square units; what he means to say is: the smaller the squares, the greater the potential for precision.
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The site of Zeewijk covers a far larger area than any of the previously excavated sites. Excavation was planned on a uniform grid of two metre square units, each of which was further divided into one metre squares for excavation and recording. With a predefined grid a random selection of squares were excavated in order to get a better idea about the archaeological remains. These formed the initial basis for deciding the location of the larger excavation trenches. Work focused on the western area and the northern part of the eastern area. The final excavations diverged from the grid plan, sending long trenches beyond the grid system in an attempt to clarify the extent of archaeological phenomena; this extent was not established. Sampling at Zeewijk took many forms, as stated the excavation was initially a random sample which developed into a selective sample through the excavation of particular areas, and as with Mienakker, botanical sampling was targeted. Within the Odyssee project the excavated area contained too much material for complete analysis for which reason two smaller areas were selected (see chapter 5).
2.3.4 Quantification of find categories
Archaeological materials can be categorised and quantified in a number of ways; 
these choices are dependent upon the individual specialist and their field of study. 
The variation in quantification methods is perhaps more apparent in this study because of its multidisciplinary nature. As spatial analysis is trying to bring the 
data sets into a more unified spatial context it is important to define the reasoning 
behind the quantification of the materials from the perspectives of both the material specialist and spatial analyst (for the specialist reports see Smit et al. 2012a; Kleijne et al. 2013; Theunissen et al. 2014).
Animal Bone
Bone can be attributed to a class of animals (e.g. fish, bird, mammal etc.) or to a particular species (e.g. cod, dabbling duck or pig). This was possible to a large degree with the bone assemblages from the case studies even though the remains 
were highly fragmented (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, 2013, 2014). Quantification for spatial analysis could have taken two forms, the number of bone pieces or their 
weight. As the material is fragmented the fragment counts would not reflect the quantity of material, the weight is more representative. For spatial analysis it is inappropriate to contrast material from an assemblage directly based on the class 
or species classification. Mammal bone would normally outweigh the classes with 
smaller species, such as bird and fish. When direct comparison is applied it is based upon normalised values (see section 2.4.2).
Stone, flint and amber 
Stone, flint and amber usually occur intact. The creation of these artefacts is an intentional act. Most pieces are part of a larger scheme of processes, either they relate to the creation of an object or are the object themselves.  Each piece in this 
process is categorised (flakes, waste, splinters, fragments etc.). Counts of artefact types provide the quantitative basis for the spatial analysis.
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Ceramics
The quantification of ceramics is particularly problematic. The ceramic assemblages usually consist of sherds representing a number of vessels. In the context of a settlement, spatial dispersion of these sherds over the site can vary according to the particular post-depositional processes involved. Spatial analysis of the entire assemblage may give some indication to the impact of site formation processes 
on the patterns identified. From a conceptual viewpoint ceramic sherds are not single objects; they are part of something larger: the vessel. In the archaeological assemblage, the vessel is represented by a number of sherds, but in most cases parts are missing. Conjoined sherds form larger parts of the vessel. Hence, ceramic assemblages are the cumulative outcome of a process of increased fragmentation, 









 BFigure 2.5 Example 
illustration of the 
differences in visual 
representation of a vessel’s 
spatial distribution when 
illustrated based on the 
weight or number of 
sherds.
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With this illustrative example the sherds from a fictitious Vessel A were initially plotted by count (figure 2.5: top left). This shows a uniform, homogenous pattern. When plotted by weight (figure 2.5: top right) there is a clear difference; the heavier sherds, (the larger sherds), are grouped in the top-right corner. If we now examine the equally fictitious example of Vessel B, these too can be plotted by count, and in this case, there is a grouping towards the top-right corner which tails off towards the bottom-left. If plotted by weight, then it is clear that the heavier sherds are to the bottom-left with those sherds to the top-right being lighter. This example presents an obvious problem when interpreting the spatial distributions either by weight or by count. It is on these premises that the sherds were quantified by their weight. As a result the distribution of the entire ceramic assemblage was spatially analysed, but interpreted with caution; only the distributions of individual vessels were subject to a detailed investigation. However, as the attribution of decoration to the ceramic assemblage allows for the assessment of diachronic change in the decorative form or fashion (Beckerman 2015, p. 104), the possibility of spatially differentiated patterns should be considered. Similarly, the tempering agents within the ceramics may be variable; it is also worthwhile assessing the spatial associations of these characteristics.
Botanical remains
Botanical remains are very different from any remains discussed so far. Regarding 
their quantification a ranked nominal system (equivalent to one, a few, quite a lot, many) was used by the archaeobotanist (Kubiak-Martens 2012, 2013, 2014). Such a system is awkward to quantify; its basis lies in the qualitative knowledge of the 
archaeobotanist producing a classified dataset which is not reflective of subtle variation. It is because of this, and the context-based sampling strategy usually followed, that the botanical remains have been grouped into categories and presented as graduated pie charts within their spatial context. Further experimentation with quantitative methods would be useful to determine the most informative method for the purpose of spatial analysis.
Additional qualitative attributes: use-wear, conjoins, residues and 14C
Additional information about assemblages, such as use-wear, conjoin information, residues and 14C-dates, may contribute both to the overall picture and be relevant in spatial analysis. The incorporation of these types of evidence to the study allows 
for the identification and interpretation of the activity areas. However, this kind of information is intermittent. Use-wear is not necessarily apparent on every implement, nor are all lithics studied for this purpose; conjoins between materials (e.g. lithics, stone, ceramics) are not always recognised or studied; 14C-dates have limitations relating to phasing. Clearly, this sets limitations to the integration of this type of data.
2.3.5 The distribution map
The presentation of spatial data often takes the form of a distribution map. The distribution map was an early spatial tool (e.g. Fox 1932), but as Hodder and Orton (Hodder and Orton 1976, p. 3) state, plain distribution maps lack a critical eye and do not permit detailed comparative analysis. The intra-site archaeological distribution 
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Figure 2.6 Classification scheme for various archaeological materials prior to spatial analysis.
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map serves to analyse the distribution of one, or multiple, criteria/attributes over an area in the anticipation of deriving meaning from the accumulation of spatial data, and in the assumption that a spatial process is at work.
“The distribution map is one of the main instruments of 
archaeological research and exposition, but because it is a 
commonplace of books and papers, do not let us forget what it 
is trying to do - to accomplish and to demonstrate the totality of 
information about archaeological fact, to study the total evidence 
in space regarding one aspect of the material remains of the past” 
(Daniel 1962, p. 80)
This quote still describes the situation today, more than 50 years later. There is still a general tendency in the investigation of spatial relationships to stop at so-called ‘dots on a map’. Although visual inspection of distributions can be informative, it 
does not suffice to ‘interrogate’ spatial data. Visual inspection, however, is a useful starting point to the search for meaningful spatial patterns within aggregated data. With our a priori knowledge we are capable of identifying patterns that help us to understand how space is partitioned and used. The problem is that if we only 
look for what we expect, we will only find the expected, e.g. the search for known 
configurations of postholes (see for example Fletcher and Lock (1984) and Bradley and Small (1985)). Nevertheless, applying nearest neighbour associations between postholes could potentially reveal some partial patterning. Such an approach was implemented in conjunction with the Keinsmerbrug posthole distributions and functions in a similar vein as the creation of the neighbourhoods (see section 2.4.1), except in this case the associations by distance  were visualised and examined. This approach raised many questions but produced few answers. For instance, how close or how far apart should one expect posts associated with structures to be placed? Initial attempts tried to modify the number of postholes that were connected; this did not produce any evidence for a structure. subsequently, another implementation of the same method was attempted, this time in terms of the maximum search distance. Many of the closer postholes joined, obscuring the distribution. To avoid this, the lower threshold, the minimum distance, was increased so those closest together would not join. Various combinations of minimum and maximum distances were tried, but 
Figure 2.7 Neighbour 
assocations of the 
Keinsmerbrug postholes 
based on distance (left 
>0.5 - <1.5m right 3 
nearest neighbours, 
implemented in R using 
the Spdep library).
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none provided any useful outcomes, so the method was abandoned and not implemented with any of the other case studies. Figure 2.7 shows the graphical output of two implementations of the nearest neighbours concept.With the continuous development and adoption of computer-aided mapping, visual inspection is being applied to artefact distributions on a more frequent basis than ever before. The basic distribution map continues to dominate as the most used spatial tool in archaeology (Bevan et al. 2013). This begs the question, is the distribution map a suitable and reliable tool for archaeological spatial data? To answer this, a critique of the distribution map is required. To its credit, the distribution map has allowed for an initial evaluative phase steered by the archaeologist’s intuition. Such an evaluation can yield promising results; however, the main problem is the ability of the observer to interpret patterns coherently, due to individual subjectivity and lack of analytical rigour (Hodder and Orton 1976, pp. 2, 3-10; Clarke 1977, p. 5). How data is represented through distribution maps can influence our perceptions of the structure within the data, resulting in variable interpretations as “the human eye-brain system is not always a very precise instrument to assess 
the strengths of spatial relationships” (Barceló and Pallarés 1996, p. 313). Such an approach is hardly reliable in its outcomes. In order to illustrate this problem an experiment was conducted: a fictive spatial dataset was presented to four groups of students, each being given the data depicted in a particular way. The students had only 5 minutes to interpret the data as illustrated in figure 2.8 (a-d).Group 1 interpreted the numeric distribution (2.8a); they stated that finds tended to be greater in the north (top) of the distribution. Groups 2-4 were given the same data represented by various colour ramps. Group 2 were given figure 2.8b; they defined two clusters in the north, Group 3 agreed with this but they also identified an outlier to the south-east by looking at figure 2.8c. Group 4 looked at figure 2.8d; they agreed with the observations of Group 3 but also allowed the northern clusters to converge. This example serves to highlight the subjectivity of colour ramps. However, colour ramps are not the only way data can be presented; data can also be classified. Figures 2.8 (e-h) present the same data after various classifications highlighting the unreliable nature of data classification. Figures 2.8 (i-l) are a comparison of spatial analytical methods which are explained in greater detail in the following sections. The moving average window (2.8i, see section 2.4.2) does not help to clarify the distribution, kernel density estimation (2.8j, see section 2.4.2) and local spatial autocorrelation methods (2.8k-l, see section 2.4.2) represent the data in a way that allows for the representation localised variation.From the example above it follows that the distribution map should not be viewed as an end product (Clarke 1977). Further spatial methods should be applied in order to gain deeper insights into the structure within our spatial datasets. However, Barceló and Pallarés (1996, p. 314) have identified a further problem: mapping is often perceived as being the equivalent of spatial analysis. With the availability of user-friendly computer software that easily produces visually attractive maps, this erroneous perspective remains persistent. So, should the usefulness of the distribution map be called into question? The answer is ‘no’. Basic distribution maps can be useful for initial data exploration, but we have to be prepared to take further steps if we wish to understand the patterns within our data in a meaningful and coherent way. The next section will 
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elaborate further on the analytical tools that are appropriate to the data of the three case study sites - Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker, and Zeewijk.
2.4 The analytical toolbox 
2.4.1 Local and Global Methods
The application of some spatial analytical techniques can be on a global or local level. Global analysis treats the archaeological assemblage as a single unit; local analysis considers the same data divided into smaller units. A global analysis, therefore, offers generalisations, whereas a local analysis exposes subtleties in the dataset. In archaeological intra-site analysis, global techniques have been applied in the past, but considered to be of little use as the subtle differences in spatial patterning have appeared to be of more interest 5 (See amongst others Blankholm 1991, Hietala et al 1984). An overview of the fundamental concepts is provided below.
5 Global methods such as General G, Moran’s I and trend surfaces were only used for the Keinsmerbrug data. These global methods were found to be of little use so their utilisation was discontinued in the remaining two case studies. The global autocorrelation methods can also indicate that no spatial autocorrelation exists; this would stop the analyst from continuing to a local analysis even though local patterns can 
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Figure 2.8 Various 
methods of data 
visualization based upon 
the values in image a. 
Images b-d apply different 
colour ramps. For the 
classified representations 
(e-h) e implements the 
Natural Jenks partitioning 
method, while f utilises 
an equal interval method 
and g applies a standard 
deviation model. The 
depiction h is based upon 
a manual classification of: 
0-9, 10-19, 20-39, 40-49, 
50-100.
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Neighbourhoods and the spatial contiguity Matrix
The local methods applied in this study use a spatial weight contiguity matrix 
to define a spatial neighbourhood. The definition of a neighbourhood is the area 
surrounding a selected ‘target’, in this case, a specific cell or point within the dataset. To be referred to as a local analysis, the neighbourhood of the target represents only a proportion of the available data. Neighbourhoods can be of various shapes and sizes; they are not necessarily required to be uniform between analyses. In mathematical notation, the target cell is referred to as i, the neighbouring values all as j and the neighbourhood (or weight) as wij. As the data here is based on a continuous grid only three types of neighbourhoods are of concern: rook’s case; queen’s case; and 
those comprised of fixed bandwidths.The definition of the simplest neighbourhood, a first-order neighbourhood, is by those units that physically touch the target cell (Anselin 1988, p. 18). However, such a relationship can be defined in two ways, those that share edges and those that share nodes (corners). This method produces two types of neighbourhood; the first contains four neighbours, referred to as a rook’s case; the second has eight neighbours, and is referred to as a queen’s case.  Each of the methods can have a larger neighbourhood by ‘degrees of separation’. The rook’s case implements a ‘Manhattan’ conceptualisation, in this example only those squares that touch the edges of the target cell are selected. If we extend this to a second-order neighbourhood, then it is not only those cells that touch the edges of the target cell, but also those cells that in turn are connected to the edges of those cells. An extension of the queen’s case implementation would follow the same principles although based upon the sharing of nodes (illustrated in figure 2.9). Another option is the fixed band method (figure 2.10), a circle centred on the centre of the target cell that extends by a set distance selecting the cells based on their centroids (see also Fortin and Dale 2005, pp. 113-117). These neighbourhoods or ‘windows’ are applied to a dataset through an iterative process, moving from one location, or target, to another. Whatever the analysis, a new dataset is produced based on the previous underlying 
Figure 2.9 Neighbourhood 
conceptualisation of Rooks 
case (edges enhanced: left) 
and Queens case (nodes 
enhanced: right). First-
order contiguity (top) and 
second-order contiguity 
(bottom).
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data. The simplest application is through the averaging of the contents of the neighbourhood; this value is then applied to the target cell in the new dataset. These conceptual neighbourhoods can create different results as they rely upon a different selection of cells. When a rook’s case within the first order neighbourhood (cells immediately adjacent) is applied to a heterogeneous dataset, it can result in the appearance of numerous ‘cross’ shapes being visible in the result (known as data artefacts). This is a direct reflection of the applied neighbourhood, and, therefore, it is not suitable in this context. The second-order (adjacent cells, and those touching them see Anselin 1988, p. 18) neighbourhood is not affected by this as the quantities of neighbours are greater and more uniformly distributed. The queen’s case first order is much more suited to the detection of localised patterns and is the finest resolution that should be applied. The fixed bandwidth method has an advantage as it can reflect the rook’s and queen’s case neighbourhoods at the lower orders, particularly at the first and second orders. An increased bandwidth returns to a rook’s case scenario similar to the rook’s case third, or fourth orders, and beyond. This situation does not have the same problems as the first-order as more data is represented within these larger neighbourhoods and therefore the effect of the contiguity matrix is reduced.The change in bandwidths or ‘orders’ reflects a change in analytical scale: from the more localised to the more global.  If the analysis is based on a neighbourhood that is too localised then data artefacts become apparent in the results. If the neighbourhood is too large, the results will stop representing local changes and begin to reflect the global situation. The creation of a spatial weight matrix can be compiled manually or within a statistical package, or, as is the case here, using a GIS, which creates the matrix based on the selected criteria. Such weights can be binary (1 or 0) where those neighbours involved in the analysis of a single point are assigned a 1, and those excluded a 0, for instance in ArcGIS using the fixed distance based method. Other non-binary methods (inverse distance, squared inverse distance, zone of indifference, Contiguity, K-Nearest Neighbour, Delaunay Triangulation, etc.) are also possible. 
Reclassification and Map Algebra 
Another principle concerns reclassification and recalculation of raster data. In such a process, particular raster cell values can be changed; for instance, all values 
equalling a certain number, say 50, can be reclassified to another number, say 100. This method also allows grouping of data, for example, converting pottery sherd 
weights into specific ranges (or bins) allows for a range of weights to be combined. Raster data can be transformed into a uniform polygonal grid structure for use with 
Figure 2.10 Rook 
and Queen’s case 
neighbourhoods simulated 
through a uniform 
bandwidth search radius.
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a vector-based method, but data in a raster form has advantages over polygonal grids as map algebra can be performed. Such a method allows maps to be used in calculations; these can be simple; each cell could be transformed into a percentage value. Alternatively multiple rasters (providing they share the same extent and resolution) can be used with mathematical operators, for example, one raster can be subtracted against another to obtain the difference between the two as illustrated. Each principle is used in at least one of the following spatial techniques.
2.4.2 Techniques applied to the artefact distributions
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE)
Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is a popular technique used to analyse point distributions (Beardah and Baxter 1996; Baxter et al. 1997; Shennan 1997, p. 29; Conolly and Lake 2006; for more examples see Silverman 1986). In general terms, KDE creates a raster representing the data in a range from high to low density. The closer the points, the denser the distribution. Conversely, the further apart, the less dense, or diffuse, the distribution. Single points can be represented as single entities or as values. Although designed for point data, grid data can be converted to a point 
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Figure 2.11 An illustrative 
example of raster based 
map algebra.
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Figure 2.12 The effect of 
various bandwidths for 
density analysis (using 
data from figure 2.8).
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dataset to allow for KDE analysis. Crucially the resolution of the original dataset must be conserved when interpreting the results.There are a few important issues that require consideration; the analysis depends upon a defined distance, a bandwidth. This distance indicates a search radius used (kernel) within the analysis. If the chosen distance is too small then each point will be represented individually, if the distance is too great then local patterns will not present themselves. figure 2.12 demonstrates this by displaying the same data with three different bandwidth values; each bandwidth indicates different patterns within the data.All three patterns are true patterns, but which bandwidth is correct? There is no definitive answer; it depends upon the underlying data and the questions asked. If the bandwidth is too small, then only the individual artefacts would be indicated, too broad and potentially any discrete patterns are missed. A solution lies in the use of multiple bandwidths; this can be described as a multi-scalar approach. The larger (or wider) the bandwidth, the more general, or global, the pattern will be while a lower (or thinner) bandwidth could indicate more discrete, local, areas (Fotheringham, Brunsdon and Charlton 2007, p. 46).
KDE and multivariate visualisation 
KDE can be used in multiple dimensions for multivariate kernel density estimation. Alternatively univariate kernel density estimates can be combined using additive 








Figure 2.13 An exploded 
representation of colour 
addition in RGB colour 
space.
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example shown in figure 2.14. As each density was normalised (0-1) before their combination, the densities are relative. Where the densities are low in all three cases, the colour turns to black. Where all three occur in high densities, it is white. However, areas with a density of zero will be quantified as zero or null, these areas will not be represented and will, therefore, allow the display of the background colour, often also white. While this is obvious, in this authors experience it has been a potential area of misunderstanding. Recently this technique has been expanded to allow for up to four classifications using CMYK colour space (See Deweirdt et al. 2012). The use of four colour bands is useful, but this has not been applied here as only three datasets were combined in this way.
Spatial autocorrelation and Local Indicators of Spatial Association
Spatial autocorrelation, also known as spatial dependence, investigates the degree to which data values cluster or disperse in space. In an archaeological setting, this could be applied to archaeological material distributions to determine degrees of clustering versus dispersal. Essentially it is a measure of the presence or absence 
(relative to the statistical significance) of clustering of the material remains. The following takes a closer look at the procedural approach of both global and local spatial autocorrelation concerning two techniques.The moving average window is one of the simplest implementations of spatial autocorrelative local statistics using neighbourhoods as moving averages (as demonstrated previously in figure 2.8i), also known as a spatial filter or focal operator (Lloyd 2011). In this case, the neighbourhood represents a ‘window’ 
Figure 2.14 An example of 
multivariate visualization 
from the Mienakker case 
study 
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in which all the quantities of material are added together and then averaged. The resulting number is applied to the target cell located at the centre of the ‘window’. The same processes are then repeated for the next cell, and so on, in an iterative process. By definition, this is a spatial autocorrelative technique (Johnson 1984, p. 81). Although this method has been implemented for intra-site analysis (Wansleeben and Louwe Kooijmans 2006; Wansleeben and Laan 2012; Wansleeben et al. 2012; Amkreutz 2013b,146-148 fig5.3c 6) it is not without its problems. These can be explained by using Van Gogh’s Sunflowers as an analogy for an archaeological site.On the far left of figure 2.15a is the original painting, in the initial form as it was finished. As archaeologists, we would want to identify each flower, the stalks, the pot, the table and the background. All of these features can be taken as analogous for certain activities within a site. If this were ‘excavated’, a uniform grid could be imposed and then artefacts (figure 2.15b values of each pixel) within that unit agglomerated thus creating a pixelated image. Essentially what we would like to achieve is the identification of each feature within the site (painting). The moving average method is simulated here in figure 2.15; various window sizes can be applied. For example a 3x3 cell neighbourhood (figure 2.15c) which includes the eight squares directly next to the targeted unit. The following image uses a 5x5 cell neighbourhood (figure 2.15d) and the last, a 9x9 cell neighbourhood (figure 2.15e). With the 3x3 window, the sunflowers can still be identified as can the pot, table and background. Using a 5x5 window the flowers and the pot are harder to, while the table and background are fairly visible. In the final 9x9 window, the flowers and pot blur together leaving little definition with the background and table. This fails to achieve our goal and even makes the hidden patterns harder to recognise. The starting point from an archaeological perspective is rarely with such a clear pattern as Van Gogh’s sunflowers. If this was the case then patterns would be distinguishable without the need for analysis. The main aim of intra-site spatial analysis is to recognise areas of associated material so as to identify what activities, tasks and actions took place at a local scale. We want to, therefore get as close to the sunflowers as possible. In this analogy, it is clear that the use of moving averages shifts the emphasis from the detailed to the very general, offering little to the identification of activity or task-specific areas. Rather than identifying clear patterns, moving average window analysis blurs the distribution, making potential discrete patterns unrecognisable. Returning to the definition of spatial autocorrelation, in its simplest form, it occurs when neighbouring objects or locations are similar. This can be either 
6 Wansleeben is acknowledged in reference to the application of the moving average window method (Amkreutz 2013b,146).
Figure 2.15 Illustration 
of the effect of moving 
average windows 
demonstrated with Van 
Gogh’s ‘sunflowers’ . From 
left to right: the origional 
image; the origional 
image with an added 
grid; 3x3 moving window, 
5x5 moving window, 9x9 





jpg accessed 23rd april 
2013
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positive or negative, areas with similar high or low values. An extreme example of a spatially autocorrelated dataset is illustrated in figure 2.16a. In this illustration high values appear on the left while low values occur on the right. The opposite situation is when no spatial autocorrelation is apparent; another extreme case of this is presented in figure 2.16b.In this instance none of the neighbouring cells (using a first-order rook’s case neighbourhood) are similar to each other; in fact they are completely the opposite. Some neighbourhood based statistics use hypothesis testing methods to define locations where spatial autocorrelation is statistically significant. To achieve this, both a z-score (the number of standard deviations above or below the mean) and a p-value (probability of getting the observed value), are produced. Typically, such significance levels are described in terms of percentiles. For significance the z-score can be either positive or negative but the p-value is a positive range (0-1). How these translate into significance values (confidence levels) is demonstrated in table 2.1. The z-score indicates whether it is positively or negatively spatially autocorrelated and the p-value indicates the significance of the spatial autocorrelation. In this case, we are investigating if the observed value is equal to the null hypothesis, that of complete spatial randomness (CSR), or how likely the result is representative of an alternative hypothesis, e.g. clustering of high or low values.
z-score p-value Confidence Level
< -1.65 or > 1.65 < 0.10 90%
< -1.96 or > 1.96 < 0.05 95%
< -2.58 or > 2.58 < 0.01 99%
A specific family of methods for spatial statistics are Local Indicators of Spatial 
Association (LISA), a group of spatial statistics defined by two criteria. First a LISA 
gives an indication of significant spatial clustering of similar values around that observation. Second, the sum of the LISA’s for all observations is proportional to a global indicator of spatial association. In statistical terms, a LISA assesses the relationship between two (or more) locations and establishes whether or not they are spatially dependent upon one another (Anselin 1995, p. 94). LISA has rarely been applied in archaeology (exceptions are Premo 2004 Chiang and Liu 2012, Nobles 2012, and Mennenga 2015). There are various considerations to be met for the implementation of a LISA: any observations must exist in Euclidian space as a spatial dataset with at least one neighbouring location. Each observation has 
Figure 2.16a left: Idealised 
illustration of positive 
spatial autocorrelation. 
Figure 2.16b Right: 
Idealised illustration 
of negative spatial 
autocorrelation
Table 2.1 The relationship 
between the z-score and 
p-value with reference to 
the confidence level.
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to be quantified in a numeric format and must be variant between observations; therefore they cannot be equal to one (Premo 2004). These types of analysis can be conducted on either a point dataset or a polygon dataset. The use of single artefact locations can be problematic if they are to be analysed as a single entity. To overcome this restriction some method of amalgamation can be utilised, by imposing a grid structure using for example the weights of the artefacts. If a grid is imposed, the shape and size of the polygonal units must be determined with clear methodological 
justification (see sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 for issues). For grid analysis, all cells 




0.5 m grid units 1.0 m grid units
Mathematical Utilised Mathematical Utilised
0 < 0.5 N/A < 1 N/A
4 0.5 0.5 1 1
8 0.707 0.9 1.414 1.75
12 1 1 2 2
24 1.414 1.45 2.828 2.9
28 1.5 1.5 3 3
48 2 2 4 4
72 2.5 2.5 5 5
112 3 3 6 6
148 3.5 3.5 7 7
2.4.3 Modelling post-depositional site formation processes
Although the purpose of this study is to identify spatial patterns of human behaviour, it is also clear that past depositional processes that have transformed initial patterns need to be taken into account. The complexity of post-depositional site formation processes has been raised by various authors, particularly Schiffer and Binford (Schiffer 1987; Binford 1979, 1981; McFayden 2013). While we are aware of their impact on the formation of archaeology, the modelling of such processes is not an easy task. We do not know which processes have been at work and to what degree they have affected the archaeological remains. The long-term effects of processes such as trampling or gravity, cannot be examined in isolation. Their study requires in-depth knowledge of the formation of the site over time.The potential impact of gravitational forces can be assessed based on the 
Table 2.2 Various search 
radii used for the different 
scales of analysis.
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elevation models of the settlements surfaces. The combination of slope and aspect plots allowed for the creation of aspect-slope plots using the method outlined by Brewer and Marlow (Brewer and Marlow 1993, see figure 2.17). This allows for a visual comparison of the artefact distributions and material based spatial analysis with the potential for gravitational formation processes. This method was applied to both Mienakker and Zeewijk as it became apparent that the variation in elevation could be a factor in the location of the material remains. This method was not considered for Keinsmerbrug,  as there are no major differences in elevation (e.g. through gullies and creeks), dramatic effects on the site’s interpretation are not thought likely.The basis of these models is on the final elevations. This can cause inaccuracies if soil build-up was chronologically inconsistent over the sites surface, especially if the focus of settlement shifted spatially and over time. Due to the absence of high resolution data or spatio-temporal processes/patterns of soil build-up, such dynamics could not be taken into account.Another approach used to gain insight into post-depositional formation processes involved Hierarchical Cluster Analysis (HCA), and was applied to the individual ceramic vessel assemblages. The aim of this approach was to identify the scalar clustering of the sherds in a way that the other methods could not. The underlying expectation was that the demarcation of multi-scalar clustering could indicate the way the ceramics dispersed. A comparison with the aspect-slope analysis should allow a visual way to investigate the distributions in connection to the site formation processes. HCA can be determined using various methods. In this case, Ward’s Method was chosen (Ward 1963). This method aims to minimise the total within-cluster variance, the distances between clusters (height) therefore become weighted square distances. As a requirement, the data has to be in the form of a point dataset. Therefore, the grid data was transformed to point data and located to the centroid of the grid unit of recording.  In the first instance, each sherd was defined as a single cluster: a singleton. This defines each sherd at zero distance as a cluster (figure 2.18a). In the next step the two closest sherds are identified (figure 2.18b 1,2) thus forming a cluster. A new centre of the cluster is identified by a mathematical weighting procedure. This is based on the sherds separation 
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Figure 2.17 The 
quantification and visual 
representation of the 
aspect slope plot.
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Figure 2.18 A working 
example of Hierarchical 
Analysis.
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within the cluster, the within-cluster variance. As a consequence, the height value is a squared distance (see the actual figures in chapter 4). The analysis then searches for the next closest pairing etc. The outcome of this process is indicated through a dendrogram (figure 2.18 (on the right)).
2.5 Conclusion
The application of these spatial methods brings with it the expectation that the results should reveal aspects of past social spatial structure. However, alone, this is unlikely to be the case. Any structuring of space can only be understood in consideration of additional qualitative archaeological information and relative archaeological social theory (see section 2.2.3). This may then allow for a greater understanding of everyday life at the settlements. The comparison of the results from the case studies, which follow in chapters 3 - 5, present indications of social practice, this continues into a discussion of the daily routines and the settlement biographies (chapter 7). In 
the final chapter (chapter 8) the current model (see section 1.3) is challenged  and the wider settlement system is contexualised with reference to current social theory.
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The site was first investigated by Frans Diederik in 1985 using a single test pit in which a quantity of bird remains was discovered (Diederik 1986; Herringen and Theunissen 2001).7 The following year a team led by G. Van Haaff conducted a full excavation prior to the site’s destruction for bulb production. The team also included 
P.J. Woltering as scientific advisor and W.J. Hogestijn. They were all consulted during the course of this project. In 1986 the site was divided into four quadrants separated by a one metre wide baulk. Each quadrant was stripped of topsoil down to a depth of 60 to 70cm. The following sections are based on the original unpublished report 
and field notes from the archive. 
Trench 1
The north-western quadrant, trench 1, was excavated to the peat layer. At this point pits were seen to cut into the peat. Initially it was thought that these pits were for the extraction of the clay that lies below the peat, although further investigation revealed that the pits did not reach beyond the limits of the peat layer. The unpublished report suggests these pits were dug to extract peat for compost material, although 
peat can also be used as a source of fuel or roofing material. It was observed that the peat was cut in ‘brick-like’ sods which left a clear turf wall. The base of one of the pits appeared to have been pre-cut ready for the extraction of the peat, which for some reason was never removed. These pits contained very few archaeological 
finds, although they did yield two sherds described as local Roman ware. The report 
states that the southwest corner of trench 1 was akin to firm humus clay putty and 
was towelled with great difficulty. Trowelling nevertheless continued as a previous trial trench had revealed bird bones. The previous statement is inaccurate as the trial trench was in trench 3 as opposed to trench 1. There is very little information 
about finds other than what has previously been mentioned. Only one plan exists for trench 1. All the features are assumed to be Medieval, although it is possible that some contemporary Roman features existed.
Trench 2
Trench 2 was located to the south, adjoining to trench 3 to the east. As with trench 
1, it was excavated down to the peat layer. The first excavated level revealed Late Neolithic remains. The northeast area of trench 2 was composed of peat which lay 
7 This chapter has been published previously in Smit et al. 2012.
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higher than its surroundings. The peat in this area was described as being peatier 
than that on the clay edges. The initial finds were gathered under a single number and included a scraper, quite a few bird bones and some sherds of a Protruding Foot Beaker from the Single Grave Culture. This area was excavated in metre squares at 
depth intervals of 5cms. Where possible the positions of the finds were plotted. Each 
metre square was excavated by trowel and the finds were marked on the trench plan at a scale of 1:20. Finds under 1cm were not marked, though they were still collected. 
The finds were not attributed to a height measurement, but a height point was said to have been taken at the centre of every metre square. No information regarding these elevations was found in the archive. The soil from each square was sieved. Since little material was retrieved it was decided only to sieve the peaty material. It became apparent that the area requiring excavation was much larger than previously 
thought. The excavators therefore stopped plotting the finds and collected them by metre square and catalogued them under the square number. After trowelling the square was cleaned and the features were drawn and sectioned. The feature was then excavated in its entirety. Finds were numbered from 2-1-1 to 2-1-69.
Trench 3
The methodology changes again in trench 3. Squares of four metres were introduced, sub-divided into four metre squares. At least one of these squares was excavated by spade and the soil sieved directly; the remaining three squares were trowelled. Zoological samples were not taken, as sieving was performed using a 2mm mesh, although botanical samples were taken in a checkerboard pattern over the entire 
trench. Continuing from trench 2, finds were numbered from 3-1-70 to 3-1-325. The 
southeast corner of the trench is said to have been fairly empty of finds. As in trench 2, sieving was abandoned in areas of high clay content.
Trench 4
No information regarding the fourth trench is presented in the original site report. It is thought that this is because the report is a summary of the initial results. It is therefore also assumed that a similar methodology was used to that employed in trench 3. Finds would therefore be numbered in a similar manner, as 4-1-380 etc. 
This is reflected in the archive (Table 3.1). 
Original conclusions
The conclusions in the original report are limited. The latest phase of activity dates to the Medieval period. Some contemporary Roman material is noted, but 
no features are identified as Roman. The earliest phase of activity is the Neolithic, with hearths, pits and postholes. Nothing is said about the plough marks. The cow hoof marks (n=80) are in one sentence said to be later than the settlement, this is then contradicted later when it is said they are earlier than the hearths. Many of the Neolithic features were initially thought to be Medieval, as the tops of the features had Medieval layers compacted into them. The posts were hit into the ground rather 
than a hole being dug and then backfilled. There is an area of the habitation layer which is noticeably thicker than its surroundings, possibly caused by build-up due to habitation or by erosion of the layer surrounding it caused by compaction due to occupation. Several peaty layers are said to signify returning habitation. The phasing 
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can be illustrated by a very simple Harris Matrix (figure 3.1). Dating of the site is 
extremely difficult as the report says the pottery is from the Bronze Age, SGC and possibly the Vlaardingen Culture. The striking quantities of bird remains, as well as 
remains of fish, pig and dog, are noted.
trench 1 trench 2 trench 3 trench 4
finds unknown plotted in x,y * collected by m2 unknown
zoological 
samples
 unknown unknown yes via sieve unknown
botanical 
Samples 
unknown  yes yes per m2 unknown
numbering unknown 2-1-1 to 2-1-69 3-1-70 to 3-1-325 unknown
elevation 
(planes) 
unknown yes ** yes ** unknown
elevation 
(peat) 
unknown yes yes yes***
excavation 
method 
unknown trowel three squares trowelled to one square by spade unknown
photographs unknown unknown yes** unknown* Although this changed to m2 in the southern area** Although data unavailable*** Only partially
Assumptions and sources of error
In the interests of transparency, every inference, assumption and guess has been noted. In some cases an educated guess has had to be made. Most of the square numbers could be located from the site drawings. However, some had duplicate or double numbering. All references in regard to direction in this section relate to grid north (which points northeast). In trench 2 numbering starts at 3 and goes to 62, running in four columns north to south. Squares 16 and 17 are also numbered 255 and 270 respectively; this is a result of the baulk removal and derives from the 
numbering system in trench 3. All finds were changed to squares 16 and 17. Six 










Figure 3.1 A simplified 
schematic of the origional 
report matrix derived 
from the text (G represents 
the Natural and T the 
Topsoil).






























































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 3.2 The reconstructed site grid with duplicate numbering included.
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additional squares (63-68) were added as the excavation was extended further south. Square 69 does not exist. The numbering in trench 3 began at 70 and continued to 323, running east to west starting in the northwest. Squares 81 to 83 are duplicated, although one set are also numbered 334 to 336. Those with multiple numbers are therefore assumed to be 334 to 336.Trench 4 starts at 324 in the southwest corner and continues to 437 in the northeast corner, the numbers increase consecutively except in the southwest corner. Square 338 occurs twice, so the square in the far southeast has been omitted. On the basis of the fish remains (later backed up by the other animal remains) one square is numbered 4-1-1, and occurs on more than one occasion. There is a single square missing in trench 4 which is diagonally opposite square 3. This square is also the centre point marked on the excavation plans and it is thought to be the location of a borehole. Having taken all this into account it is assumed that this is the location of square 1. Square 2 has therefore been logically placed to the west of square 1 and to the north of square 3. Some interpretation was required for the location of some of the metre squares. Figure 3.2 shows a plot of the squares. 
3.1.2 Methodology
Digital data for this site had to be acquired from the original site plans and sections by scanning. The site drawings were in digital form in jpg format. No Exif metadata was available from the images, so it is not known how they were digitally captured, what processing they have undergone and what equipment and software were used. 
below N.A.P.
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Figure 3.3 Left: The base 
of the cultural layer. 
Right: The thickness of the 
cultural layer (max 23cm).
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Figure 3.4 The trenches and Neolithic features.

















Figure 3.5 The Neolithic site.
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As they were all drawn on permatrace with an underlying 1cm grid the software VPmap pro from Softelec could be used to adjust the distortion to the grid and rapidly digitise the drawings using its semi-automated functions. Digitising was originally conducted over the course of a month using ArcGIS. However, VPmap pro 
proved to be much more efficient and accurate, taking only three days to re-digitise the same plans. 
3.1.3 Levels
As previously stated, levels were said to have been taken at the top and base of every 5cm excavated square. This data is absent from the archive, though height measurements do exist for the top and base of the habitation layer, also referred to as the cultural layer. In addition there is a contour plot of a shell bank upon which the site is located. The contour lines are marked in such a way that a digital reproduction could be made. Figure 3.3 shows the height of the base and thickness of the cultural layer respectively. No height data exists for much of the south-eastern extent of the cultural layer and for the extremities to the northwest and southeast. The resulting digital elevation model was interpolated from regular points which were taken every metre. Some height points were absent, so these areas of the elevation model were estimated during the interpolation. All interpolation was conducted using the kriging method. The inverse distance weighted method (IDW12) was initially used, but inspection of the derived slope values suggested the kriging method would give a more accurate result. The shell bank was digitised from annotated contour lines. Points were sampled at one metre intervals and interpolated. The contour lines were spaced at intervals of 5m ranging from 190m in the centre to 255m at the furthest recorded extent, giving a concave feature. Examination of the north to south section showed that it should be convex. Documentation also describes it as a bank. It was therefore inferred that these heights were indeed negative numbers below NAP, and thus in need of inversion.
3.1.4 Classification and phasing
The site contained Medieval, Local Roman and Neolithic remains. The topsoil was 60 
to 70cm above a Medieval subsoil. This Medieval layer filled the tops of many of the underlying features. Trench 1 appears to contain all of the Medieval archaeology and 
there is little impact on the Neolithic remains (figure 3.4).
Neolithic remains
To aid in the phasing of the site a Harris Matrix was attempted (Harris 1997). However, due to the lack of stratigraphical information, the attempt was abandoned. 
Only a small fraction of features had their profiles drawn, even though many were 
sectioned, making the stratigraphy difficult to interpret. No context records exist for the site, and any contextual information was taken directly from the site drawings 
(figure 3.5). 
The pits
The pits (n=25) are the earliest anthropogenic feature at the site (figures 3.6-3.9). 
They show signs of rapid natural backfilling and relatively few finds were recovered 
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from them. Many of the pits were waterlogged during excavation and went down to depths of one metre. All of the pits cut the underlying shell bank, and some also cut thinner shell bands. Many postholes cut the pits but it is not possible to assign any of them to an individual phase.
The cultural layer
The cultural layer fills the tops of many of the pits above the natural backfill. This 
layer is up to 20cm thick, and could be represented in the baulk profiles as multiple 
layers, indicating at least a few habitation phases. Within this layer, five charcoal areas have been interpreted as hearths. The hearths cover one of the pits, supporting the theory of an earlier phase. Cattle hoof marks cut into a few of these hearths and are present below others. It is conceivable that these prints are contemporaneous with at least the later phase of the site. The location of the hoof marks suggests that the cows or the herder had some knowledge of the settlement, either through memory or from structural remains. Finding hoof marks within a Neolithic context is not unique. Similar hoof marks were found at the settlement site at Ypenburg near The Hague (Koot, Bruning and Houkes 2008, p. 365).
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Figure 3.6 Sections of pits 
(unknown direction).
Figure 3.7 Sections of pits 
(unknown direction).
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Postholes and stakeholes
Postholes and stakeholes (n=666) form the majority of features at the site (figures 
3.10, 3.11). Many features could not be accurately classified, so if the interpretation of a feature was missing it was classed as a post- or stakehole. An attempt was made to distinguish between the stake- and postholes by looking for a break between the 
perimeter values, but there was no identifiable split in the dataset. Postholes and stakeholes have therefore been kept in the same class and are referred to hereafter only as postholes. There are some differences in the character of the postholes (table 3.2). Most are single postholes but three sets are double postholes within a pre-dug post pit. These are the only features that contradict the original interpretation that the posts were hit into the ground. Some sections show evidence of post replacement, through extraction and replacement, or just replacement.
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Figure 3.8 Sections of Pits 
(unknown direction).
Figure 3.9 Sections of Pits 
(unknown direction).












Figure 3.10 Posthole depths
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shape numbercircle 649triangle 21rectangle 95irregular 42unknown 3
total 840
Other features
In the west of the site there are four possible plough marks, two of which cross at right angles. Without knowing the stratigraphical relationships, or at least the layer which covered them, it is impossible to attribute them to a certain period. They could be Neolithic, Medieval or Modern. However, they could be from a level broadly contemporary with the settlement as they were originally recorded on the same plans as the Neolithic features. Their interpretation remains unclear.
Structures
No house structures are apparent from the posthole arrangements. Looking at the series of lines of posts and possible groups of postholes in isolation, it is impossible to interpret any convincing structures. The spatial analysis in chapter 3.2 helps to shed light on the activities that took place at the site.
Underlying stratigraphy
The underlying stratigraphy of the site is formed mostly of sand with areas of shell with clay and sandy clay around the edges of the site. Below this is a series of thin shell bands and a shell bank. The shell bank would have been visible on the ground surface as it protruded through the top of the cultural layer. It is possible that this bank might have formed a geographical feature in the local landscape, discrete but still visible. It may have been covered by vegetation, but this would have led either to greater or to stunted growth of the plant life. The original excavators believed this bank to have natural origins. In the absence of further evidence to oppose this view, the original interpretation remains. Below the shell bank is a thick clay layer. Only a 
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Figure 3.11 Sections of 
postholes.
Table 3.2 Shapes and 
quanitities of postholes.
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few features reach this layer and none extends beyond it. The full extent of this clay is not known.
3.2 Spatial analysis
3.2.1  Introduction
The features failed to reveal any information regarding the structures at the site. It is possible that no large structures existed and that people lived in small ‘lean-to’ shacks. Alternatively, it may be that the postholes of the structures are too similar to the others to be recognised visually. This chapter explores the extent to which any information can be reliably extracted from a dataset gathered using an inconsistent 
methodological approach and recording techniques which were specific to the time. 
Can assessment of the spatial relationships between finds from a legacy dataset provide any insight into the internal functions of the site? In essence: is the original interpretation of a settlement without any clear structural elements still valid? 
Can spatial analysis of find categories improve our understanding of the activities conducted at the site beyond the interpretation of the features?This chapter will attempt to identify spatial patterns in a multitude of different datasets; care has been taken to apply the appropriate analysis to each data type. A computational statistical approach was adopted as a way of investigating whether such an approach can yield additional information. This therefore goes beyond the visual interpretations made since the original excavation. It applies some techniques which are relatively new to archaeology but have been tried and tested in ecology and remote sensing. Milco Wansleeben and Leendert Louwe Kooijmans recently attempted to apply spatial analysis to the Middle Neolithic settlement of Schipluiden (Wansleeben and Louwe Kooijmans 2006). This report has been heralded as a case study for spatial analysis in the Netherlands, and might seem the obvious to attempt to emulate. A new approach was nevertheless taken, since their methodology has prompted a number of concerns. It includes a moving average method whereby the data is smoothed from a one cell neighbourhood to another; in this case, to a 3 x 3 cell neighbour-hood and then further to a 5 x 5 followed by a 9 x 9. The authors used only a visual spatial assessment as they made no attempt to quantify their results. This method therefore only smoothes the data to give visually pleasing results. Furthermore, no reasons were given as to why these scales of smoothing were appropriate. This method of visual analysis is not inherently bad but, if it is used at all, it should merely be as an initial exploratory technique, and acknowledged as such.The problem with their method is visible in the results throughout the published images. For example, their figure 4.6 on page 74 has a series of what are known as data artefacts. Not to be confused with archaeological artefacts, these data artefacts are a direct result of their technique. In this case, one cell has a much higher value than the surrounding ones. When the moving window passes over it, the target cell is averaged out over the area of the neighbouring cells. Due to this one anomaly the result is a pixellated square which distorts the cells surrounding it. This effect is illustrated below (figure 3.12). If this method is adopted then a single cell can cause a pseudo-clustering effect within the wider area of that cell, thus creating major problems for archaeological interpretation. In this case of Schipluiden, area D could be interpreted as a large cluster solely 
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because of the presence of a data artefact in the analysis. If this technique is employed then it should only be used in an investigative manner, with further supporting analysis, rather than in isolation.However, apart from this criticism, the authors must be commended for their attempts at spatial analysis. They were able to show that distribution maps of artefact types should no longer be considered adequate for a full site interpretation. They realised that investigative techniques need to be applied to the distributions to identify the spatial patterning of Neolithic remains. Unfortunately, in this case, their method was inappropriate for their dataset. A more suitable technique for their data might have been kernel density estimation (KDE), which has been applied previously in archaeology and indeed will be used to some extent in the latter stages of this report.8 This has a few implications for the Schipluiden settlement; it does not necessarily mean that the final interpretations are incorrect, only that they must be considered exploratory. In this authors opinion these areas should be regarded with some degree of scepticism requiring further detailed analysis to justify them fully.Given the above criticisms, a new direction was sought for this report. It is hoped that this study will help archaeologists appreciate the role of spatial analytical techniques that go beyond the standard Geographical Information System (GIS). This study should be seen not as a ‘how to’ but more as a ‘what is possible’. The author would strongly argue that there is no such concept as a universal method which can be thrown at archaeological data. Each dataset is different and each analysis should be chosen on the basis of methodological considerations, as well as the proposed research agenda. Before arguing ‘this is how they did it, therefore we will do the same’ one should consider the underlying data. Perhaps ‘this data was gathered with a similar methodology as site x, so maybe we can implement similar analyses to answer similar questions?’ might be a better argument. Take particular note of the use of the question mark here. In any case, each analytical method used should be subjected to serious thought prior to its implementation based upon the underlying dataset. The analysis here by no means constitutes a complete set of conclusions, merely results which can be assessed, criticised and theorised further. However, if this methodology is replicated, it should only be when the data allows it, when it is applied to material gathered in metre squares. It is not known whether this is the best methodological approach for intra-site analysis at Neolithic sites. Further research is required to pursue this issue, although some investigation of flint 
8 For archaeological examples of the use of KDE’s see Baxter, Beardah and Wright 1997 as well as Baxter and Cool 2010.
original 3 x 3 window 5 x 5 window averaging result
Figure 3.12 Data artefact 
effect upon cells with high 
values.
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scatters has been conducted (cf. Spikins, Ayestaran and Conneller 1995).Computational spatial analysis is a relatively new as a method in archaeology, dating back only as far as the 1970s. Hodder and Orton’s publication highlighted its potential in archaeology (Hodder and Orton 1976), the past 40 years or so have seen a great deal of methodological development within this multidisciplinary field. This is still continuing as this study employs some techniques which are relatively new to archaeology and, until recently, the only examples have related to other social science disciplines. 9
3.2.2  Aims and objectives
The aim of this research is to assess the datasets individually and as a whole. In some cases it is appropriate to look within the single dataset and further subdivide it to try and identify past activity areas. In such a large and wide-ranging project, several objectives are required to encapsulate the datasets. Before starting any analysis it is important to quantify the remains to get a proper grasp of the data before analysing it. Statistical datasheets were created which include basic spatial and statistical 
information with a graphed summary. This defines the general character of the data so appropriate analysis can be employed.From this, the following objectives can be defined:• Assess the global trends in the data.
• Identify underlying factors influencing the spatial distributions.• Identify any temporal relationships.
• What are the local spatial configurations of the data? Can they help to identi-fy activity areas?• Interpret how these areas were being used by the people inhabiting the settlement.• Identify areas of future research which can further enhance this study.
Although we are talking about ‘data’, it should never be forgotten that the entire premise of this analysis is to try and identify what people were doing in the past, how and why. Furthermore, returning to the idea of activity areas, in this study they are 
defined as areas of clustering, be this positive or negative (presence versus absence).
3.2.3  Guide to this chapter
This chapter is intended to be accessible to archaeologists with or without technical knowledge of spatial analytical techniques. A full technical summary has therefore been provided in chapter 2 (see also Nobles 2012 appendix 10.1) for those who wish to explore the processes used in greater detail . It is expected that readers will proceed to the sections of this chapter which are of interest to them and only a few will read it in its entirety. The chapter is therefore divided as follows:
9 For instance Anselin’s (1995) use of the Gi* and Ii statistics (spatial clustering) in regards 
to African conflict 1966-1978, or tree contact zones as in Swenson and Howard’s (2005) paper. Premo 2004 and more recently Crema, Bevan and Lake 2010, 1122-1123 as well as Lasaponara and Masini (2010) have applied these techniques to archaeological questions. However these are the only uses of these techniques to archaeology but 
specifically related to landscape archaeology. No instances appear in regards to intra-site analysis.
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• 3.2.1 to 3.2.3 Introduction• 3.2.4 to 3.2.5 Digitising methodology and initial analysis of the separate datasets• 3.2.6 Results• 3.2.9 Discussion• 3.2.10 Conclusions
Even though it is divided into sub-sections this should not detract from the importance of all the sections in this chapter as a whole.
3.2.4  Critical analysis of the dataset and the recovery process
Prior to any analysis it is essential to evaluate the data from its current state and the procurement strategies which were employed for its retrieval.
Criticisms from a spatial approachThe dataset is constructed from the physical remains, documented evidence and general deduction. It consists of:• Digitised site drawings• Documentation• Animal remains• Botanical remains• Flint artefacts• Stone artefacts• Pottery (some with surviving residues)
The main criticism of the excavation is the methodologies which were employed. It is the pluralisation of the methodology which causes the most problems and concerns. Initially the methodology was ideal for detailed two-dimensional spatial analyses, the plotting of each and every artefact with x and y coordinates, but with no z (height). This would have allowed for detailed density analysis and, more especially, multi-scalar point pattern analysis, amongst other techniques. However, the methodology was altered to a grid collection method, although this does still allow for grid-based analytical techniques. As the site was excavated in 5 cm layers some three dimensional information could be attributed to the data. However, these layers could not be located in the archive. The only height measurements which could be accurately reproduced were the top and base of the cultural layer and a contour diagram of the underlying shell bank. The second criticism is the lack of documentation, an incomplete unpublished site report and several unordered sheets, including scraps of paper with annotation. There are no context sheets or drawing indexes, and all the context information and interpretation is stored on the original drawings. Some drawings and annotations have been inked over, and some of the pencil has faded and is now unreadable.
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Table 3.3 The archive of 
Keinsmerbrug.
Retrieval of finds
As previously stated, finds were collected in metre squares. However, some lay within features. They have no square number and are instead associated with the feature in 
which they were excavated. A proportion of the finds have been examined since their deposition but no published results can be found. Some artefacts had indecipherable 
numbering in which the square number could occasionally be identified, but in 
other cases only the trench or layer number was identifiable. These finds without 
any spatial reference had to be omitted from the analysis; they are identified at the start of the appropriate section. Table 3.3 shows there were 37 sheets consisting of 65 drawings (plans and sections) in total.
type countsheets 37 (65 drawings)
flint 416stone 94animal bones 31683samples 83residues 16pottery 458ornaments 3
Original collection methods
In the original excavation the finds were collected by hand as well as by sieving. Only in the case of the animal bones do we know which were found by each method. This is discussed in section 3.2.6.
3.2.5  Methods
Data acquisition
All the data was digitised, including the plans and sections as described in the 
previous chapter. The finds specialists used databases and spreadsheets to record their data, which were incorporated into a single database ready for analysis. Every 
find, sample and residue was assigned a unique identifier starting at 1 and ending at 2851 (see table 3.4). This ensures that each reference is unique. Many items had duplicate numbers as they all came from the same square, so each specialist used different methods to identify each item. Both the specialist recording method and 
this unique identifier have been entered in the resulting database to ensure future research is possible. The botanical remains required two sets of numbers, one for each sample and the other (in parentheses) assigned to each species within a sample to enable the joining of the database tables. Once all the various data sets had been imported and converted for compatibility, spatial analysis could take place.





Figure 3.13 Trend surfaces for animal bone (weight) distribution: top left to bottom right orders 1-12.






Figure 3.14 Trend surfaces for flint (count) distribution: top left to bottom right orders 1-12.






Figure 3.15 Trend surfaces for stone (count) distribution: top left to bottom right orders 1-12.






Figure 3.16 Trend surfaces for pottery (count) distribution: top left to bottom right orders 1-12.
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Figure 3.17 Botany ranked 
order.
animal remains 1-1457, 2799
flint 1458-1873stone 1874-1967botany 1968-2048, 2800-2805 (2049-2324, 2806-2851)pottery 2325-2782residues 2783-2798
Outline of analysis
Several analyses were conducted on these datasets. As stated above, distribution 
maps with basic statistical quantification have been produced for each type and class. These include an overall plot for all of the animal bones, and also plots for the classes, birds, mammals, etc. Global analysis has been applied to these types, but not the classes. This initially takes the form of exploratory trend surface analysis10, which visualises any general trends in the data and suggests directions of trends 
or areas of clustering (figures 3.13 – 3.17).  Getis and Ord’s General G and Moran’s 
I were employed to describe any clustering within the dataset (see Getis and Ord 1992 and Moran 1948).11 Where clustering is apparent and where appropriate, Getis and Ord’s Gi* statistic and the Local Moran’s Ii statistic have been used to investigate the phenomena further.12
Presentation
All the maps which utilise a stretched colour ramp do so by means of the standard deviation of the underlying data. Categorical maps such as the distribution maps 
were classified depending on the data source, with items which could be classed 
as single entities. In the case of flint, for instance, whole numbers were used. 13 In cases where actual weights were used as the unit of distribution the standard deviation was applied to the colour ramp. To represent the spatial cluster analysis 
the standard deviation technique was also used as it relates to the significance levels and can provide a visual aid for the reader. A three tone ramp was used which is best 
presented in colour, in this case red – white – blue. Some plots are represented by 
symbols; the botanical distributions are sized by their rank (figure 3.17).The pottery pie chart symbols in figure 3.36 were also sized in diameter by the weight of sherds in a square. In this case using the actual weights was impractical as it caused ambiguous and chaotic representations. The weights were therefore normalised, restructured from 0 to 1 using the following equation:
10 see Grohmann (2005) and Sutterlin and Ghastings (1986) for further uses. No statistical analysis was applied to these results11 Key references are Getis and Ord 1992 and Anselin 1995.12 Except for generalisation, for instance some flints were from 1 of four squares, but it was 
not known which one, therefore 0.25 of a flint was attributed to each of the four squares. 
Although a source of error these flints were few in number.13 Except for generalisation, for instance some flints were from 1 of four squares, but it was 
not known which one, therefore 0.25 of a flint was attributed to each of the four squares. 
Although a source of error these flints were few in number. 
Table 3.4 Unique 
identification numbers.
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                                         (value – minimum)normalised value =                                           rangeWhere:
range = maximum - minimum
This means that the smallest weight is not represented as it is classed as 0; the highest weight value is now classed as 1, and all the remaining weight values fall within this range of 0 to 1. Upon these graded circles pie charts denoting the occurrences of fabric types were plotted, after discussion with the pottery specialist14 the indeterminate sherds were discounted from analysis. Sand fabrics were also excluded from one of the plots as it was agreed that sand could be found locally within the natural clay 
matrix. Where appropriate this method was also applied to the botanical figures, although without normalisation, as it is ranked data.
Brief outline of the statistical analyses
Various statistical spatial analyses were performed on the datasets. These techniques 
are very briefly discussed below in the form of a non-technical summary. Global methods return a single value for the study area, in this case the excavation area. The global Moran I gives a value which describes whether the artefacts are clustered, randomly distributed or dispersed. The General G describes the degree of clustering. The local methods are the most relevant for this study. Unlike the global ones, they look at the artefact distributions and suggest areas of clustering within the excavation. For instance, the global method may suggest there is one cluster whereas the local analysis may suggest two areas of clustering. The local methods employed were Gi* and Ii. The Gi* is the local version of the General G method, which looks at the quantity of artefacts from a metre square and applies a mathematical formula, resulting in a positive or negative number which is then assigned to this square. The analysis moves to the next square and the process is repeated. This continues until every excavated square has been analysed (Getis and Ord 1992).The Ii method is very similar to the process described above, although in this case rather than averaging the surrounding squares the quantities of artefacts from a square are compared with the quantities of those surrounding it, again at a set distance. This time the focus is on the differences between the quantities: how similar or dissimilar they are. If they are similar then a high value is given to the square; if dissimilar, a low number (Anselin 1995).Density analysis (KDE) takes the central point of each square and compares the quantities of finds from each square. This is an averaging technique based on the character of the data, which shows where there are high and low densities of artefacts (Baxter, Beardah and Wright (1997); Baxter and Cool (2010)).Hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) creates a tree graph (dendrogram) of associated squares at different distances (Connoly and Lake 2006, pp. 168-171). In this case it was used only for the ceramics dataset, each sherd of pottery being 
14 Personal communication Sandra Beckerman (2010), for further details see Beckerman (2012).
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The dataset was relatively high–quality. With the exception of one sturgeon plate 
every bone came from a specific square or feature. This bone was omitted from any analysis. The animal bone remains were described by weight per location. The weights of animal bone from botanical samples were given an average weight by the 
bone specialist (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012), as described below. All of the fish bones came from botanical samples. An average weight per bone per species was 
derived from the total weight. Table 3.5 identifies the average weight for each class type. Since they were from botanical samples the weights of the bone will be quite 
small, although not necessarily insignificant, as this depends on their location and quantity.
bone species class average weightbird duck 0.46gteal/garganey 0.30gteal 0.15gwigeon 0.16gmallard 0.15gcarrion crow or hooded crow 0.10gbird, indet. 0.10ggull 0.10gjack snipe 0.10gmammal ground vole 0.07gsmall rodent 0.05gvole 0.05groot vole 0.05gcommon/french shrew 0.02gshrew 0.02gpig/wild boar 0.10g
fish all classes 0.08549g
Characterising the data
A total of 31683 pieces of animal bone were recovered from the site, as shown in 
table 10.4. Bird and fish remains make up the majority of the assemblage. Of these remains, 1862 bones were recovered from features and 29820 were from the cultural layer, with one omission.
Table 3.5 Animal remains 
classes.
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Table 3.7 Animal bone 
class summary from all 
contexts.













Figure 3.18 animal 
remains collection bias.
number of squares probability number of pieces1 1 3302 0.5 54 0.25 16
type amount %amphibian 25 0.08bird 27396 86.47
fish 2924 9.23mammal 635 2.00mollusc 699 2.21reptile 3 0.01
total 1682 100
Spatial distribution
All of these results refer to the finds from the cultural layer, rather than finds 
from features. Some of these finds were recovered by sieving, although a greater 
weight of animal remains were directly recovered by excavation (figure 3.18). The concentrations in the sieved material appear to be relative to the quantities 
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recovered through excavation.
General
The overall distribution map for the animal bone shows a general spread of remains across the site with a few high quantities to the south, but the majority to the north and northwest.
Trends
The first-order trend surface (see figure 3.13) identifies a westerly trend. Increasing orders show a central trend which decomposes to a central northern group with possible subdivisions and a potential southern area.
Global statistics
The Global I and the General G statistics display a significant global clustering at all of 
the spatial lags. On a global scale, therefore, the bone exhibits significant clustering, emphasising presence of bone rather than absence. Both tests are complementary and both have a 1% chance of making a type 1 error. It is therefore possible to reject the null hypothesis of complete spatial randomness (CSR) and accept the alternative hypothesis that the distribution is not statistically random. The general G also allows the conclusion that the bone remains are clustered together.
Local statistics
Local analysis attempts to identify the cluster or clusters on which the global assessment is based. The trend surface suggests two clusters with higher weights of bone to the north. The Gi* statistics demonstrate a single cluster which possibly 
fragments at smaller scales (figure 3.19). Initially three clusters are apparent, to the north, south and west. The western cluster combines with the northern cluster until 
one cluster remains in the north. The southern cluster is significant at low-scale analysis. However, the northern cluster is the principle factor at all scales with high values of bone weight clustering together. The local Ii statistic suggests clustering in 
the northern area dividing into four sub-components (figure 3.20).










































Left: Figure 3.19 Cluster 
interpretation of animal 
remains using the Gi* 
statistic at multiple scales.
Right: Figure 3.20 Cluster 
interpretation of animal 
remains using the Ii 
statistic at multiple scales.
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Flint
Data quality
The flint assemblage was recorded by metre squares. However, on a few occasions, 
flint finds were recorded within their two by two metre square or a two by one metre square. As a result they had a 25% probability of belonging to any of the four squares or a 50% chance of belonging to one of the two metre squares. A probability was therefore assigned to each square. The 0.5 class consisted of one core, three waste 
pieces and one flake. In the 0.25 class there were nine flakes, five waste pieces, one 
blade and one piece which was unidentified. Twelve pieces of flint were lacking a location within a square or feature. Flints 1458 to 1469 could not be located spatially. Of these twelve numbers 1460, 1461, 1464 and 1465 were from the topsoil, and 1466 and 1467 are from an unknown metre square. The remainder are assumed to have been from the topsoil as they have a trench and a layer number but no square 
number. Three flints are numbered 2-1-586 but square 586 does not exist. All of the 
aforementioned flints (15) were disregarded in the analysis.
Characterising the data
As shown in Table 3.8, 416 pieces of flint were found at the site. Waste and flakes 
make up the majority of the assemblage (García-Díaz 2012). Of these flints 354 were found within the cultural layer and 47 in the features. As previously mentioned, 15 could not be assigned a location.
type amount %waste 190 45.67
flake 159 38.22blade 23 5.53core 10 2.40unknown 10 2.40splinter 8 1.92core fragment 6 1.44
primary flake 5 1.20pebble 2  0.48test pebble 2 0.48nodule 1 0.24
total 416 100
number of squares probability number of pieces1 1 704 0.25 10
Spatial distribution
All of these results refer to the finds from the cultural layer, rather than finds from features.
Table 3.8 Flint type 
summary from all 
contexts.
Table 3.9 Generalisation of 
the data (flint).
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General
The overall distribution map for the flint finds shows a general spread of remains across the site with a few high quantities to the south and west but the majority to 
the north and northwest. There is a general lack of finds, except for a few squares, in the southern central area heading east.
Trends
The first-order trend surface identifies a southerly trend. Increasing orders show a central trend which decomposes to a central northern group and a more responsive southern area. A group can also be seen to the west. The southern high value is not 
likely to be due to edge effects (figures 3.13 – 3.16).
Global statistics
Both the global I and the General G statistics display a significant global clustering 
at all of the spatial lags. On a global scale, therefore, the flint exhibits significant 
clustering of the presence of flint rather than absence. Both tests are complementary and both have a 1% chance of making a type 1 error. It is therefore possible to reject the null hypothesis of complete spatial randomness and accept the alternative hypothesis that the distribution is not statistically random. The general G also allows 
the conclusion that the flint artefacts are clustering together.
Local statistics
Local analysis attempts to identify the cluster or clusters on which the global assessment is based. The trend surface suggests two clusters with higher quantities 
of flint to the south. The Gi* statistic identifies one to five significant clusters (5% 
confidence level), depending on the scale of analysis (figure 3.30).This demonstrates more than one or two clusters as suggested by the global results. Three clusters appear, to the north, west and south. The western cluster lowers in significance with scale, and beyond the 3m scale it combines with the northern cluster, resulting in only two clusters at the 4m scale. At a 1m scale the northern cluster divides into two, splitting northwest to southeast. The southern cluster is significant until the 4 to 5m scale; the northern cluster is significant at all the assessed scales.The Local Ii statistic illustrates three to four similar groups of high values, using the same confidence levels (figure 3.31). Unlike the Gi* a much more static graph is presented. At a 1m scale the northern cluster divides into two, splitting northwest to southeast. At the 2m scale the northern cluster becomes one. At 5m a new cluster appears in the very north, suggesting edge effects are starting to distort the analysis, especially as no finds were found in that area. At the 7m scale it is much more likely that there are one or two clusters with the southern cluster, falling below the significance threshold at the 6m scale. Given the two local results, an analysis at the scale of 1.75m appears to be the most suitable for this dataset.
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Figure 3.22 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 6m.
Figure 3.21 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 7m.
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Figure 3.24 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 4m.
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Figure 3.23 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 5m.
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Figure 3.25 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 3m.
Figure 3.26 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 2.9m.
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Figure 3.28 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 1.75m.
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Figure 3.27 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 2m.
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Figure 3.29 Gi* and Ii plots at a search radius (d) of 1m.










































Left: Figure 3.30 Cluster 
interpretation of flint 
using the Gi* statistic at 
multiple scales.
Right: Figure 3.31 Cluster 
interpretation of flint 
using the Ii statistic at 
multiple scales.
Burnt flint waste
During the excavation five hearths and two charcoal patches were discovered, all within metres of each other. As recognised by Sergant et al. (2006) it is possible to locate additional non-structured hearths using burnt artefacts as a proxy. Obviously, this assumes that the artefacts stayed within the hearths after burning and were not deliberately burnt for another purpose or moved by anthropogenic processes 
(for example by cleaning or dumping). The waste flint was thought to be the most suitable to test this hypothesis, as it should be less susceptible to anthropogenic 
factors. The majority would be the result of flint knapping, and therefore small. 
Visually, the burnt flint waste appears to be distributed randomly within these three 
clusters; the unburnt flint also displays a similar pattern in visual terms (figure 













Unburnt int waste Burnt int waste
Figure 3.32 Distribution of the burnt and unburnt flint waste, values less than 1 are due to the possibility of multiple 











Figure 3.33 Location of flint with signs of use-wear and interpretation from the lithics specialist.
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3.32). Significance testing would need to be employed to test if these patterns are 
statistically random. In this case it does not aid the identification of further hearths, which suggests no other hearths existed. This approach was not explored further.
Use wear
The flints showing signs of use wear were plotted (figure 3.33; García-Díaz 2012). Although there appear to be various groupings at this stage, it is important not to 
rely too heavily on this distribution for the interpretation of specific activity areas. 
Only twenty flints showing use wear were located to a square. Four other pieces 
of flint with use wear could not be assigned a locality. One of these came from the topsoil and the other three had unknown locations.
Stone
Data quality
The stone was collected by metre squares. As with the flint some items were recorded in a two by two metre square. As a result they had a 25% probability of belonging to any of the four squares (see table 3.9). A probability was therefore assigned to each square. Three pieces of stone were lacking a location within a square or feature (UID1874-6). These were omitted from any analysis.
Spatial distribution
The overall distribution map for the stone finds shows a general spread of remains across the site, mostly occurring singularly or in pairs, with occasionally three or four in the same square. Otherwise they give a general visual impression of being randomly dispersed.
Trends
The trend surfaces initially display a southern bias at the first order. The second order suggests a central tendency; it is not until the 7th order that three areas emerge from the data. No further patterns can be observed beyond this order. None of the surfaces is overly convincing.
Global statistics
The stone artefacts display different global spatial characteristics. General G at a 1m scale exhibits a random distribution, which may be because a 1m scale is unreliable. This view is supported by the fact that the other spatial lags exhibit clustering at the 
0.05 and 0.01 significance levels. This thus allows rejection of the null hypothesis with a maximum 5% chance of making a type 1 error and acceptance of the alternative hypothesis of spatial clustering. The Moran’s I, although agreeing with Global G, does so at a lower significance, all but one scale exhibiting a 5% chance of error and one a 10% chance. The alternative hypothesis is therefore still accepted, albeit with more caution.
The local analysis
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The Gi* statistic identifies one to five significant clusters (5% confidence level), 
depending on the scale of analysis (figure 3.34). This suggests the three areas 
depicted in the trend surfaces could be significant. However, this must be viewed with caution due to the relatively low numbers of this type of artefact.The Local I statistic, above, illustrates three similar groups of high values (figure 3.35). Using the same confidence levels unlike the Gi* a much more static graph is presented. As with the Gi* statistic this is likely to be due to the low quantities of artefacts and may be more likely to be a random distribution as identified with the Global I (d=1m). In view of the two local and global results, further spatial analysis of clustering is not appropriate for this dataset.
Ceramics
Data quality














Figure 3.36 A normalised 
pie chart plot sized by 
weight of sherds and 
categorised by temporing 
as identified by the 
ceramics specialist.
Left: Figure 3.34 Cluster 
interpretation of flint 
using the Gi* statistic at 
multiple scales.
Right: Figure 3.35 Cluster 
interpretation of flint 
using the Ii statistic at 
multiple scales.
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squares or a 50% chance of belonging to one of the two metre squares (see table 3.10). A probability was therefore assigned to each square. Given the fragmentary 
nature of the ceramics, the weights are a better indicator of significance rather than the counts. 373 sherds weighing 2900.27g were located to a square or a group of squares, 21 sherds weighing 271.61g were from features, and 77 sherds weighing 562.14g were lacking a location. These 77 sherds were disregarded in the spatial analysis.
number of 
squares 
probability quantity weight (g)
1 1 352 2546.032 0.5 9 200.414 0.25 15  153.83
Spatial distribution
All of these results refer to the finds from the cultural layer rather than finds from features.
General
The overall weight distribution map for the pottery finds shows a general spread of sherds across the site, with higher weights occasionally occurring in isolation or in small groups. Slight clustering would therefore be expected.
Trends
The first-order trend surface indicates the pottery has a bias to the west of the site, the second order suggests a grouping in the south west, orders 3 to 5 and maybe the 6th order suggest a general band of pottery running from the south to the north.
Global statistics
Pottery has a significant clustering of values based on the Moran I statistic, clustering at scales of between 2m to 5m and displaying signs of randomness at the 7m scale. The General G statistic defines these clusters as being clusters of high values, suggesting high weights of pottery clustered together.










































Left: Figure 3.37 Cluster 
interpretation of pottery 
sherds using the Gi* 
statistic at multiple scales.
Right: Figure 3.38 Cluster 
interpretation of pottery 
sherds using the Ii statistic 
at multiple scales.
Table 3.10 Generalisation 
of the data (pottery).
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Local statistics
The Gi* statistic identifies one to three significant clusters (5% confidence level), 
depending on the scale of analysis (figure 3.37). Two clusters are prominent in the 1.75m to 5m analyses. The Local Moran’s I suggest that there are one, two or three 
clusters, depending upon the scale of analysis (figure 3.38).Pottery sherds are difficult to interpret as many sherds can represent one vessel and therefore cluster. Equally, a vessel can smash and scatter. It is possible to assess the clustering of sherds or fabric types. However, this will not aid in the identification of individual vessels. Many vessels can be produced in the same way but have different designs applied to them. With this in mind interpretation might suggest the locations of three vessels (Beckerman 2012). When compared to the distribution of ceramic tempering types, this is even more suggestive of three separate vessels, especially given the fact that all the significant clusters contain a grog and sand tempering. It is likely that a fourth grog tempered vessel is present, in view of the quantity of similar sherds in close proximity.
Ornaments: Amber
Data quality
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either to a metre square or to a feature.
Characterising the data
These three pieces of amber were recovered during the excavation, two of them fragments and the other representing half a bead (García-Díaz 2012). General spatial analysis is of little value on such a small dataset, however. Visually, they occur in the north of the site. The broken bead was found in feature 1002 (UID10106), an irregularly shaped posthole below square 85.
Botanical remains
Data quality
Botanical samples were originally collected in a checkerboard pattern. It is therefore assumed that a 50% sampling strategy was employed. On this estimate 83 out of 216 botanical samples survived for processing. This therefore constitutes a 38% sample of the site. It is apparent from the plan of sample locations and the remaining samples that the checkerboard was generally adhered to, but that there were occasional deviations from the pattern. The sample locations were plotted and 













Left: Figure 3.39 Botanical 
interpretation of samples 
in a spatial context.
Middle: Figure 3.40 
Distribution of cereal 
grain and chaff.
Right: Figure 3.41 
Distribution of processed 
plant remains.
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Characterising the data
The botanical data were described in a ranked manner, from high to low. The data cannot therefore be characterised in the same way as the other datasets.
Spatial distribution
Unlike the majority of the results sections this one only comments on the distributions. The 38% sample is thought to be generally representative of the site, although more 
samples to the west would have been preferred (figure 3.39). The majority of the chaff from the samples is located in the north of the site, spreading from the cultural layer beyond into the wider landscape. The grain remains, which are predominantly 
barley, appear to the north but also around the hearths (figure 3.40). Three samples just north of the small charcoal areas also contain barley, which also appears in other locations. This possible association of barley to charcoal is interesting, and 
will become significant later in this chapter. Processed plant material is also found in samples within the cultural layer, except for on one occasion to the east. It appears visually to be dispersed throughout the samples, albeit more to the south and east 
(figure 3.41). Again, there is a lack of samples in the west (Kubiak-Martens 2012).
3.2.7 Finds from features
In view of the recording methodology and the site stratigraphy, finds from features 
were analysed separately. Due to the relatively low quantities of finds from the features (compare table 3.11), no spatial analysis was conducted. It is thought that 
the features, especially the pits, filled rapidly due to flooding and sedimentation. Furthermore, no contextual information is available. It is not therefore possible to 
isolate finds from the primary deposits from those in the overlying cultural layer. 
Due to this inaccuracy only distribution maps of the quantities of finds in each feature were produced and inspected visually. They are not presented here.
find type quantitypottery 18 sherds
flint 49 piecesstone 11 piecesbone 1,655 grams 1862 fragmentsbotany not quantifiedresidues 3 residues on 3 sherds
A significant majority of the animal bone is found in pit 1041(UID10033), under the cluster from the later cultural layer. This therefore strongly suggests that the bone was intrusive from the overlying layers. By way of further explanation: the cultural layer filled the tops of the pits as seen in the pit sections; during excavation, therefore, the finds from this context could be identified as from a pit rather than associated with the cultural layer, so the association of these artefacts to that pit could be unjustified. This interpretation can only remain a theory given the lack of information regarding the location of these finds within the pit stratigraphy. This same theory may apply to all of the pits; the other find types are in very low quantities, so no further comparison is possible.
Table 3.11 Finds from 
features.
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3.2.8  Comparative analysis
The previous section brings the quantification and description of the archaeological remains in isolation to a close. The following section brings the different datasets together and investigates whether any further conclusions can be drawn.As seen in the previous chapter, the features show no signs of any obvious structures. Although many lines of postholes can be drawn, no convincing structures can be presented. The features were superimposed on the Gi* plots 
(figures 3.42 – 3.48). The flint plots, especially at the 2.9m scale, help to identify four lines of postholes which surround the main cluster. When combined they form a rectangular arrangement, and upon closer inspection larger posts can be observed in a rough line through the centre of the cluster on the same alignment as the rectangle of postholes. This is seen as the basis of a structure with the larger central posts forming a central post line supporting a roof and the outer smaller posts forming the external wall.Turning to the animal bone (Gi*) clusters, a cluster can also be seen in a similar area contained by the proposed structure, and at the same scale (2.9m). All the hearths (5) are within this confined area, except for two areas of charcoal to the southwest of the main hearth group. These are later suggested to represent a hearth.Having observed the nature of these postholes, similar post alignments can be deduced. In the south of the site there are more lines of postholes, two of which are parallel. One line consists of widely spaced postholes, whereas the other has many small postholes with the occasional larger posthole in the same line. Both lines stop at the northeast where there is possibly another shorter posthole line. If one regards the larger widely spaced post lines as representing a central post line and the smaller parallel postholes as an external wall also comprising the shorter posthole line which is perpendicular in orientation, it is possible to interpret them as a partially excavated structure. Interestingly, where these posthole alignments cease there is also a change in the soil matrix, to either a clay or peat layer. The clay may either hamper the identification of further postholes, or lie above them. It is more likely that the area required further excavation. Furthermore, the excavation strategy defined this area to be of low importance given the relative lack of finds and was therefore abandoned due to time constraints.Having isolated these as potential structures, a third posthole alignment becomes apparent. It is located between the two structures on the same alignment as the northern structure. Initially it appears to lack an external wall, but it is in fact within that of the northern structure. A curving line from the Northern structure forms the western wall and a sparser posthole line to the south is proposed as the southern wall, which just overlaps the proposed southern structure. 
Southern structure
The isolation of these structures from the remainder of the postholes means they can be subjected to closer inspection. The southern structures can be divided into two overlapping structures, in which some posts or postholes were occasionally reused. Both structures share the central post line and possibly the northeastern wall. A loose line of larger posts form the northwestern wall of the second structure, 
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Figure 3.42 The identification of the Northern Structure 1 from the flint cluster analysis and features.
Figure 3.43 The identification of the Northern Structure 2 from the flint cluster analysis and features.
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Figure 3.44 The identification of the Northern Structures 1 and 2 from the flint cluster analysis and features.
Figure 3.45 All of the interpretated structural posts before and after intepretation.
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set at an angle of 8.2 degrees from the wall of the first.
Southern structure 1
The first of the southern structures can be quantified by the presence of 84 postholes, 76 forming the external wall and eight in the central post line. The central posts are 
generally larger in diameter than the external posts, with three exceptions (figure 3.47a). The extreme value, as presented in the box plot below, is caused by a large post set within the structure, which might not therefore have formed part of the 

















































































3.47 An ordered scatter 
graph displaying the 
differences in post hole 
widths between the 
central and external posts 
for the southern Structure 
1 (left). A box plot of the 
post hole widths from 
Southern Structure 1 
(right).
3.48: An ordered scatter 
graph displaying the 
differences in post hole 
widths between the 
central and external posts 
for the southern Structure 
2 (left). A box plot of the 
post hole widths from 
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Figure 3.46 An interpretive 
outline of the possible 
limits and features of the 
Southern Structures.
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wall posts less than 0.1m, with some exceptions (figure 3.47b). The rises in these graphs are due to the ordering of the data and do not correspond to any statistical application, they are merely ordered scatter graphs displaying two separate datasets. It is extremely difficult to characterise the structure, since only a proportion remains. What remains of the exterior measures 13.3m in perimeter, with a central post line 6.6m long. The excavated area is 24m2. There is a possible entrance measuring 1.2m on the north-western side; a few large gaps appear between the postholes, giving regular spacing up to 0.6m. What remains of the structure measures 10m in length and a maximum of 3.5m from the north-western wall to the central post line.
Southern structure 2
This structure is formed by 32 posts, reusing the central post line (8) of the former structure, with the remainder forming the external wall (15). The diameters of the central post line are the same as in the previous structure. However the external posts are larger, all but one at least near the 0.1m mark, with the majority between 0.1m and 0.2m in diameter, as with the central posts. Three posts are larger, with measurements between the 0.2m and 0.3m threshold. The box plot illustrates this 
similarity (figure 3.48). Again, this structure was only partially identified, so no overall measurements can be given. The remaining perimeter is 14m, with a central 
post line 10m long, defining an area of 33m2. The distance between the northwestern wall and the central post line is 4m at most. Unlike southern structure 1, two large gaps occur in the wall, 3.1m and 2.8m wide (from southwest to northeast). There is a gap of 1.6m in the same wall, but at the corner, where there was a highly speculative entrance to the former structure. These two sets of postholes have been interpreted as structures, since the overall form is indicative of a rectangle and can therefore be related to structures of a similar form. Although presented here as structures, it is possible that they are not, however. One alternative interpretation could be a cattle corral, although the cow hoof marks do not correlate with this division of space.
Central structure
This structure comprises 60 postholes, five of which have been disregarded in the analysis. They are however on the same alignment, and could be part of internal features. Of the remaining 55 postholes ten form the central line and 45 the exterior wall. Posthole diameters vary from close to zero to nearly 0.6m, seen in both the 
central and exterior posts (figure 3.50a). The box plots do however suggest posts of the central line tend to fall in the range 0.3m to 0.45m, whereas the exterior posts 
are smaller, between 0.05m and 0.2m (figure 3.50b). Smaller posts are therefore more commonly used in the exterior of the structure. This pattern is also apparent in the more reliable northern structures.The overall structure measures 11.75m by 7.1m in the east and 11.75m by 5.8m in the west. Although technically trapezoidal, its rounded corners present a more ovoid construction in plan, encapsulating an area of 71.5m2. Distances between the central post line and the external wall vary; in the west it is 1.4m, in the south 1.7m and in the north up to 3.9m. From the eastern end the distances are 2m to the east, 2.7m to the north and 3.8m to the south. The larger posts in the exterior wall are spaced between 1 and 2m apart with smaller posts between. There is a larger gap of 3m spanning the southwest corner. Based on the spatial 
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analysis of the flint cluster, this is thought to represent an entrance. The central post line appears to form two groups at each end of the structure spaced closely (up to 1m) with a larger gap between them measuring 2.3m. Most notably, the two largest posts occur in isolation at the eastern end.
The northern structure









































s) 3.50: An ordered scatter 
graph displaying the 
differences in post hole 
widths between the 
central and external posts 
for the Central Structure 
(left). A box plot of the 
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3.49: An interpretive 
outline of the possible 
limits and features of the 
Central Structure.

































Figure 3.51 The location of drawn sections for the Central Structure.
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3.53: An interpretive 
outline of the possible 
limits and features of 
Northern Structure 2.
Northern structure 1
Northern structure 1 is identified by 61 postholes, eight of which constitute the central post line. The diameters of the postholes display a clear division in diameters 
(figure 3.54a). All of the central posts are wider than 0.2m and only one is larger 
than 0.4m (figure 3.54b). All but three of the external posts are less than 0.2m in diameter. Gaps between the external posts differ greatly. On the south side they are fairly regular, with a few larger gaps, whereas the northern side has wider gaps. This 
could be due to unidentified posts or posts which did not impact upon the ground surface to any great degree. The largest gap is 3.72m and, based on the spatial 
analysis of find distributions, it has been classed as an entrance, because the flint 
waste and flakes extend through and away from the structure at this point. The gaps between the central postholes are larger, as much as 3.4m, 2.6m and 3.2m from east 
3.52: An interpretive 
outline of the possible 
limits and features of 
Northern Structure 1.
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Left: Figure 3.54 an 
ordered scatter graph 
displaying the differences 
in post hole widths 
between the central and 
external posts for the 
Northern Structure 1 
(left). A box plot of the 
post hole widths from 
Northern Structure 1 
(right).
Right: Figure 3.55 an 
ordered scatter graph 
displaying the differences 
in post hole widths 
between the central and 
external posts for the 
Northern Structure 2 
(left). A box plot of the 
post hole widths from 


















































































to west. The overall maximum dimensions of the structure are 14.5m by 6.1 m in the east or, in the west, a trapezoidal shape with rounded corners measuring 14.5m by 7.7m. The area of the structure is 95.2m2 at most, with a perimeter of 39.7m. The distances from the northern wall to the central post line are 3m in the west and east but from the southern wall they are 4m in the west and 3m in the east. It is therefore the alignment of the southern wall which results in this trapezoidal shape.
Northern structure 2
This structure comprises 54 posts, 11 central and 43 external. Three posts were excluded from the analysis as they could also be part of an internal feature. The posthole diameters do not display a clear division between the central and external posts, although the majority of the external posts are below the 0.2m threshold 
(figure 3.55a). One posthole is above the 0.7m threshold. This is a very irregularly shaped posthole and it could conceivably have held a post which collapsed, disturbing the area around it, or it could be a tree throw. This outlier can therefore be disregarded. All of the central posts are between 0.2m and 0.4m in diameter 














external wall (m)Kmb SS1 10*  3.5*  24*  rectangular sharp  84(8/76)?  0.1-0.2 < 0.1Kmb SS2 10*  4*  33*  rectangular  sharp  23(8/15)  0.1-0.2 0.1-0.2Kmb CS 11.8  7.1  71.5  ovoid  rounded  55(10/45)  0.3-0.45  < 0.2Kmb NS1 14.5  7.7  95.2  trapezoidal  rounded 61(8/53)  0.2-0.4 < 0.2Kmb NS2 15.2  8.1  115.9  rectangular  rounded 54(11/43)  0.2-0.4 < 0.2
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Comparison
Table 3.12 compares the main attributes. Even though few sections were drawn, many depths were recorded; these are illustrated in the previous chapter. The comparative posthole depths are not very informative. The following graphs have however been created by grouping the depths into their structures and then subdividing them into 
structural elements (external wall and central post line; figure 3.56, 3.57.These graphs illustrate how shallow the postholes are. The deepest from the walls are up to 0.35m deep, but all the structures have their deepest posts in the 0.02-0.05m category. Central posts are few in number but have a wider range of depths, from 0.02 to 0.4m. The internal posts mostly fall in the 0.02 to 0.1m range with a unimodal appearance. These graphs could be misleading, as deep posts may have a small diameter despite their depth. The following graphs therefore show the depths against diameters, where known. The reader must bear in mind that these represent a sample rather than a complete dataset. The association of posts to individual structures is also largely arbitrary, based on those which best fit a straight line.The central structure is characterised by shallow yet relatively wide posts in the central post line, whereas the external wall posts range from thin and shallow to thin and deep (figure3.58a). There is a more obvious break in the data in the case of northern structure 1, where the central line is generally wide in diameter but varying in depth (figure 3.58b). The external wall posts are thin, ranging from relatively shallow to deep but narrow in diameter. The overlap is caused, in part, by the posts which form the top of the ‘Y’ configuration.Northern structure 2 displays more of an overlap between the two groups, although the central posts generally fall into two groups: shallow with varying widths or relatively deep but thinner (figure 3.58c). The wall posts range from thin but shallow to wide but shallow, or shallow and thin to deep and thin in some cases. This overlap could also be due to some of the external wall posts being deliberately wider than their counter parts, as they may have supported cross beams.
Internal analysis
In this analysis, it was not possible to clearly isolate the finds from either of the northern structures, so they can only be observed as a palimpsest. They are nonetheless worthy of assessment. Kernel density estimates (KDE) were conducted 
upon the datasets at the find class level, specifically bird, fish and mammal remains 
as well as flint flakes and flint waste. The other classes were assessed but found to be too few in number to be of use. These densities display several high density areas, which have been designated areas 1-6; area 7 was derived from the botanical evidence and will be discussed in due course (see section 3.2.8).The identification of these activity areas assumes that the use of the space within the two structures did not change between construction phases. Area 1 is the largest of the assigned areas which can be further subdivided.  The mammal remains, though located in this area, are firmly within the structure located at the entrance side of the central posthole line, but not affected by high degrees of trampling from the entrance. The bird bone density is also in this area and spreads further into the entrance, although it does remain within the structure. The same pattern is seen in the fish bones.

















































































Left: Figure 3.56 A comparison of the number of post holes and post hole depths (in cm) between all 5 structures for 
the wall post holes. Right: Figure 3.57 A comparison of the number of post holes and post hole depths (in cm) between 
all 5 structures for the central post hole lines.
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The flint flakes are also located in this area but the density is more elongated, perhaps suggesting two areas which have become merged. Another high density area is found outside the entrances to the northern structures, possibly associated with the central structure. A further high density area lies beyond, located within the central structure, and is possibly associated with that structure. The flint waste has a lower density in the entrance of the northern structures, but a higher density immediately outside, and again within the central structure.Area 2 is located around the hearths in the northern structures. It has a relatively low density of mammal bones but high densities of both fish and bird remains. The flint flakes and waste also show high densities in this area. Area 3 is located opposite the entrance towards the back of the structures, and contains high densities of bird, fish and mammal remains, flint flakes and waste. Area 4 only has high densities of flint waste and flakes, but also some slight densities of bird remains. Area 5 has no mammal remains, very low densities of bird and fish remains, and very low densities of flint waste and flakes. Area 6 lies beyond the northern structures and has high densities of mammal and fish remains and flint flakes and waste, but is notably lacking in high densities of bird remains. Having defined these activity areas the remaining artefact types need to be assessed on the basis of these areas.
Ceramics and activity areas
Pottery sherds do not exhibit any useful patterns. Some sherds do cluster but vessel locations cannot be inferred from this as the sherds contain varying temper matrices, indicating that many of them come from several vessels. Prior to analysis 
the ceramics specialist identified sherds which relate to vessels using a minimum number of individuals technique based on rim sherds (Beckerman 2012). This 










































Figure 3.58 Depth vs 
diameter (in m) displaying 
a comparison between 
the external post hole 
and the central post holes 
for the Central Structure 
(left); Northern Structure 
1 (centre); Northern 
Structure 2 (right).
































identify the possible original vessel locations.
Original vessel locations
Pottery is susceptible to movement around a site. Once a vessel breaks into several 
sherds it can be very difficult to identify its original location. One can expect sherds which belong to a vessel to cluster around the original discard location, although this depends on the level of disturbance of the sherds prior to natural deposition. This also assumes that the sherds were not deliberately dispersed or grouped together after the vessel was no longer in use. Vessels were classed by the ceramics specialist and then analysed spatially using hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA).HCA can display levels of clustering at different scales. It first assumes every single sherd is a cluster at zero metres and then groups them together at differing spatial scales. The resulting dendrograms can then be interpreted 
(figures 3.59 – 3.63). Using these results, it is possible to interpret sherds from vessels 12, 1 and 4 as clustered and vessels 3 and 5 as dispersed in relation to the size of the site. The grog-tempered vessel whose sherds were found solely in square 10 is also clustered, but was not analysed with HCA as the clustering is obvious. Based on these results, we can tentatively suggest that vessels 12, 1 and 4 have a possible original location from the time the site was abandoned. It must however be noted that these results are highly susceptible to any changes in the numbers of sherds, and it would take only a few extra sherds to drastically alter the picture. The numbers displayed at the ends of these dendrograms or trees represent single sherds from the site and relate directly to the opposing location plot of the square centroids on the right in the figures below. The lower 
3.59: The dendrogram of sherds from vessel 4 and the distribution of sherds by quantity for vessel 4 (values less than 
1 are the result of multiple locations of a sherd).
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Figure 3.60 The dendrogram of sherds from vessel 3 and the distribution of sherds by quantity for vessel 3 (values less 
than 1 are the result of multiple locations of a sherd).
Figure 3.61 The dendrogram of sherds from vessel 12 and the distribution of sherds by quantity for vessel 12 (values 
less than 1 are the result of multiple locations of a sherd).
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Figure 3.62 The dendrogram of sherds from vessel 5 and the distribution of sherds by quantity for vessel 5.
Figure 3.63 The dendrogram of sherds from vessel 1 and the distribution of sherds by quantity for vessel 1.
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the position of the value the closer and therefore more clustered the sherds.
Residues
Having identified the possible locations of some vessels it may be possible to assign a use to the vessel by analysing the surviving residues. This in turn may aid in the characterisation of these activity areas. Sixteen samples were assessed for their residues (Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2012). Of these, only nine were on sherds with a context, all of them located in the cultural layer with a square number. Residues were taken from sherds on which they had survived and it was not, 
unfortunately, possible to target sherds from vessels in specific areas. As a result, 
only four sherds were from the cultural layer, and five lay beyond it. Any spatial or temporal extrapolation from these nine residues cannot therefore be applied to the entire site due to the potential under represen tation in both a geographical and chronological sense, although they can be used to suggest patterns.
Botanical remains in activity areas
The cereal and plant tissue remains were plotted over the site and are interpreted here from a spatial analytical perspective (Kubiak-Martens 2012). The majority of emmer chaff is located to the north, just beyond the cultural layer, with some emmer grains and barley grains. This suggests a possible grain de-husking area (area 7). The barley at the site occurs with no immediately observable spatial patterns. However, barley is located around the hearths in the northern structures. Crucially, barley is also located near the two charcoal patches in the central structure, an important point which we shall return to below. The plant material is located further to the 
south, but any further patterning is unclear (see figures 3.39 – 3.41).
Comparative internal analysis
The artefact distributions are mostly within the northern structures, most likely 
due to better preservation. This suggests that the northern structures were the final construction phases at the site. If habitation or human activity had continued, this distribution pattern would be expected to begin to disperse and erode. Erosion could 
be the cause of the low quantities of finds associated with the other structures. The 
northern structures are therefore used for comparison. Even though find densities 
are low within the other structures some parallels can be identified between the central and northern structures.Area 1 has high densities of flint flakes and waste. These densities occur in the southwestern area of and outside the northern structures, suggesting an entrance. These high densities also occur in the central structure, again in the southwestern corner. This parallel could therefore also indicate an entrance. It is possible that these densities within the central structure are from later activity associated with the northern structures, but trample is unlikely due to the high densities.The hearths of the northern structures are located centrally, but also towards the southern wall. The central structure has two areas of charcoal; these could be the remains of a partially eroded hearth, which is also located centrally but towards the southern wall. Barley identified around the northern structures hearths also occurs near to these charcoal patches, as well as elsewhere.
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K1 unknown 2783 2 3 none highly carbonised mixture of animal fat/oil and starch (in)K2 4-2-1041 2784 2 3 none noneK3 3-1-140  2785 6 X none noneK4 4-1-333 2786 10 5 none noneK5 3-1-200II 2787 20 21 cooking emmergrain food noneK6 2-1-1958 2788 21 X cooking emmergrain food not measuredK6 3-2-1006 21 X none noneK7 4-1-1040 2789 22 13 none medium carbonised mix-ture of animal fat/oil and starchK8 1-1-19 2790 22 22 none noneK9 2-1-57  2791 22 22 cooking emmergrain food potassium contami-nationK10 2-1-32 2792 2 7 9 none potassium contaminationK11 1-1-10 2793 9/18 X none traces of animal lipid and starchK12 3-1-136 2794 9/18 10 none traces of animal lipid and starchK13 unknown 2795  extra1 X  cooking em-mergrain food highly carbonised mixture of animal fat/oil and starchK14 4-1-384 2796 extra2 4 none(in)K15 3-1-102 2797 extra2 4 cooking (vegetative) parenchyma-tous food
traces of animal lipids and starch
K16 3-1-262 2798 extra3 8 cooking emmergrain food medium carbonised mixture of animal fat/oil and starch Three vessels were identified as possibly originating in area 3 within the northern structures, located opposite the entrance beyond the central post line. In the central structure a vessel was also identified, albeit tempered by grog. This was located opposite the possible entrance between two posts of the central line. It is therefore possible that the central structure echoes a similar internal layout as the northern structures.One key observation is the lack of disturbance between the northern structures. This is especially obvious when the fish bone densities are examined. The fact that the density partly lines the wall of the first northern structure indicates good preservation of the spatial distribution. Since the second of the northern structures is built upon the same location but with the wall line placed 
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beyond this density the question arises as to why this previous pattern remained undisturbed. Given the fact that the later structure contains this density one would expect this distribution to have been eroded. There must therefore be a reason why it has been preserved. It may be that the fish bones were embedded 
in an earthen floor matrix or – perhaps more likely – that a floor was laid, thus unintentionally protecting the spatial distribution. Furthermore, this pattern is not repeated in the later structure. This could be due to a lack of a further floor to preserve the fresher remains, or it is possible that there was a change in the subsistence strategy between the time of these two structures.
Summary – why a house?
Before continuing this discussion, a clear explanation is required as to why the structures have been recognised as such. The structures have yet to be defended and no roles have been assigned. They are deliberately referred to as structures rather than anything which suggests a function. All of the presumed structures have the following attributes:
Central post line
External post lines (walls) bordering a broadly rectangular space, mostly constructed from stakes but also occasional larger posts. The central and external post lines are fairly parallel or perpendicular to the central post lines.There is more evidence for some structures than for others, however:
The northern structures• contain hearths (5);
• clustering of artefacts, thus defining a space which fits within the outline of 
the structure; the density of the fish bones describes two lines and a corner of the wall of northern structure 1.
The central structure• two patches of charcoal, possibly a former hearth.• many parallels with the northern structures, in terms of the locations of the hearth and door, the door width and a vessel.• same orientation as the northern structures.• barley near the charcoal (hearth?)
Southern structures• very little evidence other than the post lines.• possible door on the long wall near the corner.• these are the only structures with a possible parallel (Zeewijk-Oost and Mienakker).• respect the pits.
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3.2.9  Discussion
A new approach
This study has taken a uniquely different approach to post-excavation site analysis of a Neolithic settlement. Traditionally, all Neolithic buildings are interpreted as such by the excavators during the excavation. They are best placed to explain the site as they have a full grasp of the features which have been discovered. It is not currently possible to conduct high-level spatial analysis during the excavation without impacting on cost and time. It is therefore quite possible that Neolithic structures have been excavated but remain in the archives awaiting discovery.Traditional identification in the field during excavation has been viewed as the most reliable way to identify structures. These identification procedures, as presented in table 3.14, give greater validity to the structures if they are identified during the excavation rather than observed during post-excavation. Following this research, it appears this table should either be revised or another one created for the post-excavation process. Both recommendations will be 
investigated following the completion of the three site reports of which this – 
Keinsmerbrug – is the first. The table also suggests that the identification of structures in the post-excavation phase is less reliable, but the author would argue that with sufficient post-excavation analysis this method could be either just as valid or even more so. At present, no studies are adequate from a spatial 
Class Class DescriptionIa Very reliable house-plan, recognised and described during fieldwork. Constituent features checked for consistency as being part of the structure within a wider group of features. Preferably exposed and investigated in full. There are no doubts on its validity by the excavator.Ib Reliable house-plan like those of category Ia, but for which elements are missing due to limited excavation (unit) size or local soil-processes or disturbances. There are no doubts on its validity by the excavator.IIa Plausible house-plan that was recognised and investigated as such during 
fieldwork. Some results of the investigation are inconclusive; post are 
unexplainably absent, or differ distinctly in shape, section or fill. There are some doubts on its exact former nature by the excavator.IIb Possible house-plan of which the main parts have been discovered during 
fieldwork, but during post-excavation analysis the structure has been revised, extended or altered. As the association of the posts added during post-excavation 
analysis was not based on field-observations on their properties, these houses of inherently weaker quality than classes Ia, Iib and Iia. There are some doubts on its exact former nature or overall validity by the excavator.IIIa Tentative house-plan which was reconstructed during post-excavation analysis. 
Based on the documentation there is sufficient evidence to suggest that constituent features were once part of a single structure. As the association 
of the posts during post-excavation analysis is not backed or checked by field observations on their properties, these houses of inherently weaker quality than classes I & II. There are some or ample doubts on its exact former nature or overall validity by the excavator.IIIb Improbable house-plan which was reconstructed during post-excavation 
analysis. Based on the documentation there is insufficient evidence to suggest that constituent features were once part of a single structure. As the association 
of the posts during post-excavation analysis is not backed up or checked by field-observations on their properties, these houses of inherently weaker quality than classes I & II. There are severe doubts on its exact former nature or overall validity by the excavator.
Table 3.14 Classes for 
houseplan-reliability from 
Arnoldussen (2008, 73) 
cited in Fokkens & Jansen 
(2002, 10) and Berkvens, 
Brandenburgh & Koot 
(2004, 58).
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analysis perspective to allow identification of house plans from Dutch prehistory for the purposes of such a comparison.The dot-to-dot method used in the field is the best way to identify post-built structures from any period in history or pre-history. However, some structures were either not built in a way which impacts upon the soil sufficiently to leave any trace or the structures were temporary, so the postholes appear sparse and not associated. The latter was observed in this case. Other features also distracted from the interpretation of structures, hiding the structures due to the quantity of features in a relatively small area.This study has taken a uniquely different approach from the traditional, using an artefact to features method, as opposed to a features or features to artefact method. In other words: artefacts are used to define spaces, then the features are assessed relative to these areas, rather than either just assessing the features 
or assessing the features then incorporating the artefacts. Figures 3.64 – 3.66 illustrate this with the application of kernel density estimation (KDE).
The pits
The majority of this section discusses the structures. However, the pits could have 
played a crucial role in the early establishment of the site (figure 3.67). In some cases it is not certain what type of natural stratigraphical units these pits are cut into. Of the pits with stratigraphic information, (10 of the 15) all but three cut into the natural sandy clay and the shell bank which lies below (see chapter 3 part 1). 
They are relatively devoid of finds and contain a number of fills. Some have an upper 
fill of the later cultural layer, while others lack this information. These pits therefore 
















Figure 3.64 Fish bone densities (left); mammal bone densities (right).











































Figure 3.66 Flint waste densities (left); activity areas based upon the artefact densities, ecofact densities and the 
botanical evidence (right).






































Figure 3.67 The location of pits and sections, note the orientation of the sections are not known.
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the northern and central structures. This sand or sandy clay, and especially the 
underlying shell bank, could filter particles from the water, possibly making it better and safer to drink. It is therefore suggested that at least the majority if not all of the pits functioned as water pits or even wells. It is not possible to identify how many of these ‘wells’ would have been open at any one time, or how many habitation seasons they represent. None are cut by subsequent wells, indicating they were either left open, marked in some way, or it was obvious where they had been. Their phasing is discussed later in this section.
Building methods
There are a few possibilities for how these structures may have been built. Some may be more applicable than others. As has been concluded on the basis of the original excavation, the postholes do not show signs of having been pre-dug. It is therefore assumed that the posts were driven into the ground. If this is the case there are two possibilities: either they were physically hit or forced into the ground, or the structure was placed on the ground surface and sank under its own weight. Both these arguments are supported to some extent by the diameter-depth graphs for the northern and central structures as discussed later in this section. The wider central posts are shallower than the thin external wall posts. Generally, with exceptions, the central posts do not go deeper than 0.15m. The external wall posts display a greater 
Figure 3.68 Structural 
forms of LBK Long Houses 
from Carter (2009) used 
with permission.
Figure 3.69 Possible roof 
terminations for the 
Southern Structures.
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range. Conceivably, it would be easier to drive the thinner posts into the underlying clay, sand, sandy clay and shell matrix. These interpretations are tentative, as only 
a sample of the postholes yielded sufficient information on their depths. Once this frame of central posts and external wall posts were in place cross beams may have been added to lend greater stability. It is possible that these beams would have been 
attached to the vertical posts using twine, plant fibres or sinew, which could have been applied when wet so it would shrink and tighten as it dried.Southern structure 1 has regularly spaced stakeholes between the sparsely spaced posts of the external wall. These would have been used to construct a wattle wall, possibly with or without daub (no daub remains). The wall posts in the northern and central structures are widely spaced. No evidence of regular closely spaced stakes for wattle exists. The wattle stakes may therefore have had little impact upon the ground surface and these intermittent stakeholes might not have survived in the archaeological record. Daub could have been added, but no evidence remains. Botanical evidence supports reed roofs and floors which would have been laid upon the constructions between the central post line and the external wall with some degree of overhang (Kubiak-Martens 2012). Again, plant fibres, twine or sinew could have been used to secure the bundles of reed to the frame. Materials for building such structures could have been found scattered locally, or some resources could have been brought to the site. The heights of the structures are not known. Heights of 2m for the walls and 4m for the central post line were used in the reconstruction images. These measurements are arbitrary and were used as a basis for illustrative purposes. They should not therefore be mistaken for fact.
Architectural design
Having accepted these post configurations as structures it is possible to postulate ideas regarding their form. However, some important points should be considered before any attempt at reconstruction.
Ideas about architectural styles
A series of postholes can lend themselves to various interpretations of a structure’s 
form, although some configurations are integral to a structures design. In this case, all of the posts have been interpreted as having been driven into the ground; the maximum depths are 0.5m, suggesting a structure at most 1m high (based upon the one third below, two thirds above method). This is not very likely. An arbitrary estimate has therefore been used: 2m for the external walls and 4m for the central postline. Further attributes which form a structure are doors, windows, walls, roof, 
stairs, floors and cross beams. Based on the botanical and posthole evidence the walls are thought to be a wattle construction made of willow, as the burnt remains have a diameter of 5 cm (Kubiak-Martens 2012). Oak, maple or ash could have been used for the central post line and more structural elements. Hazel and alder might also be considered possible building materials. There is no evidence of daub (Kubiak-Martens 2012). Given the width of the postholes and their arrangement 
it is not thought that these structures could have supported a second floor. The 
botanical analysis also suggests the presence of reed, a good roofing and flooring material (Kubiak-Martens 2012). When the structures are compared various types 
of posthole configurations emerge. A number of posthole layouts are presented in 
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figure 3.68 displaying how they which relate to roof form. Although these relate to LBK houses the posthole distributions are still a good indicator of roof forms.
The construction of the structures
All of the structures are thought to have a post construction with wattle walls and reed roofs. Although built using similar building materials they differ greatly in building styles, falling into two or three sub-types.The southern structures (1 and 2) are of a similar style, the excavated remains measuring 3.5m x 10m and 4m x 10.4m respectively. This is not their full extent, as the widths would have been 7m and 8m, though the full length can only be inferred from a single example, Zeewijk-Oost (see figure 3.79), which has a similar width but a length of 22m. These structures could therefore be of that order, though Zeewijk-Oost is very different in terms of posthole diameters and uniformity of configuration. The structures’ floor plans are rectangular with evidence of a sharp corner and a central post line which adjoins the external wall. A possible door is located in the northwestern wall. Based on the posthole configuration the roof is likely to have had a gabled end although possibly set at a slight angle leaning inwards. This gabled end could have been a wattle or reed construction (figure 3.69). The walls of the structures are thought to be vertical or near vertical. Based upon the plans and using an arbitrary measurement of 2m for the walls and 4m for the roof, an illustrative 2.5D representation can be produced (figure 3.70 and 3.71). These models have a slightly sloping roof on the northeastern side with a gabled roof on the southwestern side. The central structure is vastly different in plan. The central post line does not join with the external wall, the structure has two straight walls which are parallel 
neither to each other nor to the central post line, and the corners are rounded – so much so that it suggests a more ovoid shape. This suggests a continuous roof covering the structure and therefore no defined ‘end’ to the structure. Again, a 2.5D representation is shown below (figure 3.72).The northern structures are again different, both from the other structures and from each other. Both have a central post line which splits at an angle of 100 degrees and continues to the ‘corners’, giving a ‘Y’ shaped central post line. The two structures share the top of the ‘Y’ construction but have different main post lines.Northern structure 1 is trapezoidal in plan and very symmetrical with rounded corners. This configuration yields a unique structure, at least for this period of Dutch prehistory. It is wider in the west than the east and the top of the ‘Y’ at the eastern end would produce a structure with a hipped roof as seen in figure 3.73 The roof at the western end may either resemble that of the eastern end, or be completely different. This alternative suggestion is based on a collection of postholes near to the western wall (see figure 3.74), which could have supported a more ‘lean-to’ gable-like roof, in this case deviating from the vertical by approximately1m, with an angle defined by the height of the roof (which is unknown). The former roof type is illustrated below (figure 3.74).The next structure, northern structure 2, reuses parts of the former structure, although it undergoes a 10 degree realignment (figure 3.75). The roof is similar to that of the previous structure, including two possibilities for the western part of the roof. In this case there is one larger posthole which could have supported a leaning roof at a distance of approximately.1.6m from the wall.
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Figure 3.70 Southern 
Structure 1 viewed from 
the south (Interpretation 
of post hole locations 
illustrated by the closed 
roof ).
Figure 3.71 Southern 
Structure 2 viewed from 
the south (Interpretation 
of post hole locations 
illustrated by the closed 
roof ).
Figure 3.72 Central 
Structure viewed from the 
south with a continuous 
roof.
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Only two house structures have been identified during excavation in the Noord-Holland area, especially within the palaeo river basin. The discovery of five new structures therefore adds vastly to our knowledge of the archaeology of the area at that time. Now we have seven structures to compare at Keinsmerbrug, Zeewijk and Mienakker, can any typologies be inferred? Each structure has its subtleties, but two or three general observations can be made (table 3.15). The walls of all the structures include some of the following elements: parallel sides, rectangular, ovoid, trapezoidal, rounded corners, sharp corners, regular post spacing, sparse post spacing, relatively large and small posts. The central post lines are a single line central to the structure, the only deviation from this rule being the northern structures at Keinsmerbrug, which have a ‘Y’ arrangement at their eastern ends.The table below assesses these attributes at a basic level. Only two pairs of 
structures –Zeewijk-Oost and Mienakker – share identical attributes. However, Zeewijk is 22m long and Mienakker only 6m. The same applies to Kmb S1 and Kmb S2, although they are not complete. No single distinct building tradition can therefore be observed. This raises a further question: were there any building traditions or were construction techniques dictated by the individuals rather than the rules of the wider society? More structures from different types of settlements are required before any attempt can be made to answer such a question. Stricter social constraints may have applied to construction at long-term settlements than at outlying seasonal base camps. However, this assumes that such long-term base camps existed, an assumption that is yet to be fully investigated.
Figure 3.73 Northern 
Structure 1 viewed from 
the south.
Figure 3.74 Northern 
Structure 2 viewed from 
the south.
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Phasing
Chapter 3 showed a phasing based upon the original excavators’ comments. This can 
now be developed and adjusted (Table 3.16). The first phase saw the building of the 
first structure, southern structure 1. This is inferred from the fact that the postholes were smaller in the exterior wall prior to their replacement by larger posts for 
the next structure. This first structure does not interfere with the pits, which are completely separate. However, the pits exhibit a general northeast to southwest alignment, whereas the structure is aligned northeast to southwest. They are therefore set at approximately 90 degrees to each other. Furthermore, two plough marks were found on this alignment. It is not however possible to tell whether these plough marks were in fact ard marks or if they are of a later date. These features neither cut through nor overlap each other. This lack of stratigraphy and respective orientations suggests contemporaneity, which may have led to further development in the next construction phase.
phase construction phase elements1 1 southern structure 1well pits2 southern structure 2well pits0 0 none identified2 3 central structure4 northern structure 15 northern structure 2
The first structure was replaced either partially or completely. It appears that some posts may have been replaced or reused at the north-eastern extent; this would not have been the case at the opposing end due to the altered alignment. The pits may have continued to be dug during this phase. Construction phases 1 and 2 yielded similar structures built at the same place and on almost the same orientation. The next phase departs from this tradition, however.The central structure represents construction phase 3, possibly marking a major change at the site. Beyond its obvious change in orientation to east-west, it appears far less formal than the preceding rectangular structures with sharp corners and straight parallel walls. Indeed it is more irregular, tending towards an ovoid shape in plan. The central post line does not interact directly with the external wall, the roof instead acting as the connector. Depending upon the beam 
Table 3.16 Phases of the 
Keinsmerbrug settlement.
element wall corners endsStructure parallel irregular trapezoidal ovoid rounded sharp flat roundedKmb S1 Yes YesKmb S2 Yes YesKmb C Yes Yes YesKmb N1 Yes Yes YesKmb N2 Yes Yes YesMienakker* Yes Yes Yes
Zeewijk –Oost* Yes Yes Yes
Table 3.15 Comparison 
of structural forms 
between Neolithic 
structures from Noord-
Holland (* Mienakker 
and Zeewijk are subject 
to reinvestigation later in 
this report series).
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configuration it may have been less stable as a result. However, it uses larger posts than the other structures, so both supporting beams and the roof could have played an important structural role.The fourth construction phase (northern structure 1) again shows a change in building method, returning to a more formal symmetrical trapezoidal construction. The ‘Y’ shaped central post line is a unique technique, no other examples of which have been identified from the SGC period to date (other than the later example in phase 5). It has a similar orientation to the previous structure and either reuses some posts, or is positioned immediately beside the external wall of the central structure, which may still have been in existence. The fifth and final construction phase builds upon the former, in both technique and location. Northern structure 2 reuses the eastern part of the former central post line but is aligned 10 degrees northward. Crucially, one of the central posts cuts a hearth, providing further evidence to suggest this phasing is correct. The external long walls are parallel with rounded corners and curved ends; the southern wall possibly reused posts or postholes from the central structure or the previous northern structure.The characteristics of the structures in relation to their phasing suggest two or three temporal phases. Even though only one structure would have been in use at any one time it is not known whether the structures were left standing. Both southern structure 1 and northern structure 1 must have been dismantled in some way prior to the building of southern structure 2 and northern structure 2. Since the central structure overlaps the southern structures it is unlikely that they remained during the third construction phase. However, it is curious to note how both of the northern structures reuse or are at least built upon the former northern wall of the central structure. Could this structure have remained standing in part, or even in its entirety? The lack of any overlap suggests at least some recognition that a structure was there, be this through physical remains or memory. This notion is further reinforced by the fact that the orientation remains similar, if not the same. This is in great contrast to the southern structures. The northern and central structures, though apparently different in form, share many similarities. They share the same orientation, the doors may have had similar positions, and they are ovoid with straight sides, similar to northern structure 2.The southern structures share a different orientation and possibly similar sized entrances. This appears to mark a clear divide in the site, not physically as such, but perhaps temporally. It is possible that two general phases can be identified. Construction phase 0 is also worth noting. This marks a period when the site was not in use: an abandonment phase, therefore. 0 has been used to make the reader aware that this is a two-phase site (phases 1 and 2), with a hiatus (phase 0).The main aspect which defines these phases is the orientation of the structures. Since the last three structures share the same orientation and do not overlap (though they do reuse elements), they can be grouped into a separate phase. This places the southern structures in another phase, based on the same arguments. It is possible that the change of orientation occurred as the former structures were no longer visible and did not therefore serve as a point of reference for new structures. This suggests that some time passed before the site was returned to. Either it was abandoned by one group of people and later adopted by a second group, or abandoned then returned to by the same group after society had changed, specifically in terms of building design. This change in 
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society, if it occurred, may have been a gradual shift in cultural values, no longer requiring strict formal buildings but allowing the creation of more irregular, less linear structures.
Activity areas
The analysis identified activity areas within the area of the site, as well as beyond. The spatial analysis can identify characteristics of these areas but specialist input 
is required for a full interpretation. Flint waste and flakes are represented in all the areas other than areas 5 and 7. Ceramics are mostly from area 3, although another concentration, interpreted as a single vessel, occurs near area 1. Animal remains show large concentrations in areas 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6, although more informative patterns are observable when assessed at species level. Fish and bird remains occur in all of the afore mentioned areas except for area 6 where densities of bird remains are much lower. Mammal bones are mostly in areas 1 and 3, being clearly underrepresented around the hearths (area 2). These results suggest that mammal bones are deliberately absent from the hearths or were physically removed from that area by the occupants. This leaves a few possibilities: either the meat was removed from the bones in area 3 and then hung over the hearths for cooking, or alternatively the meat could have been cooked on the bone and then the bones discarded in area 3. This would explain the low densities around the hearth. However, this low density could be caused by activities such as bone working or other activities which require the use of bone. These areas (1, 2 and 3) could be a cooking area, preparation area and discard area. Area 3 would have been for preparation, area 2 for cooking, and areas 1 and 3 for discarding the remains. Area 1 may also have a meat preparation role due to the degree of light. The interpretations posited here are by no means certain; there are currently no comparable sites for this area or period that have been subjected to detailed spatial analysis and further analysis is required to explore these areas.Very little has been said about any internal elements within the structures, as they represent a palimpsest of activity features within activity areas. Elements could be related to different phases of the site, not associated with the structures solely because of their location. However, one group of stake holes are of further interest. They are located to the southeast of the hearths, positioned close together to form a straight line, with further stakes perpendicular to the ends. This could represent some kind of rack, possibly for hanging, drying or roasting meat, hide processing or another purpose or purposes.
Population estimates
Population estimates based upon floor area are very inaccurate, although they could 
suggest a representative figure for the settlement. A 2 by 2 metre area was thought to 
be adequate space for a person to sleep in. This figure is taken from Grogan’s paper based on Irish examples (2002, pp. 520-521). This method has been applied to both 
the floor area and the proposed sleeping area of the northern house, whereby the sleeping area constitutes 23% and 30% of the area within the overall structures. This ratio has been applied to the other structures using a high, low and medium method: low = 20%, medium = 25%, high = 33%. These span the two values given by the northern structures. This provides an underestimate, overestimate and an 
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intermediate estimate. All are given, since the precise area is uncertain, especially in the case of the southern structures. If the entire house area was used for sleeping then between 19 and 41 people could have been occupying the site depending upon 
which structure was there at the time (figure 3.75). It is not proposed that the whole 
floor surface was used for sleeping at this site. A smaller area of the structures is more 
likely to have been used. This brings the minimum and maximum figure to between 
4 and 14 people (figure 3.76). If the size of the structures relates to population size, a general description may be more appropriate.The construction of the second southern structure would suggest the population increased slightly from its original size. The construction of the central structure indicates a drop in the population below that of the original structure (southern structure 1). Northern structure 1 suggests an increase in population, with a further increase for northern structure 2. This last population estimate is higher than that associated with all of the preceding structures if assessed at the lowest threshold, otherwise it is just under the original estimate (intermediate) or nearly 50% lower than the higher estimate. Assuming the sizes of the structures are proportional to the population size many inferences can be made. This may not be applicable to the society as a whole beyond this settlement; it simply means different numbers of people occupied or were allowed to go to this temporary settlement. Further assessment of more permanent settlements would need to be made before any general comparative trends were extrapolated.Furthermore, the structural architecture suggests that, rather than a single group using this site, two or three micro-traditions may be present, each with different ideas as to the form of the dwelling structures. These micro-traditions could be either completely separate groups of people or represent a shift in the general tradition of a single group within the wider Single Grave Culture. Indeed, a mixture of these ideas might apply, with the one group building the southern structure and then another group building the central structure. Building fashions may then have changed in this subsequent group, resulting in the northern structures. But any number of interpretations based upon this theme would also be possible.
What’s in a name?













































Bottom left: Figure 3.75 
Estimated supported 
population if the entire 
house floors are used 
(Southern structures use 
predicted floor areas).
Bottom right: Figure 
3.76 Population estimate 
based on the area of 
the interpreted sleeping 
areas of the structures 
(Southern and Central 
Structures are based on 
the Northern Structures 
percentage area).
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this term suggests a canvas-covered temporary structure. Neolithic canvas would be made from animal hides. The structures presented here are thought to have had reed roofs and wattle walls, however.Shelters perhaps? These structures are large, but shelters are perceived as small. Dwellings? The term dwelling is not commonly used in reference to modern structures. It implies that people were occupying a structure, but does not attribute any modern sociocultural meanings. This term may therefore be the most appropriate for the northern and central structures. However, the southern structures lack information regarding the activities which took place within them, so the term structure is more appropriate here, as it is generic and avoids any attribution of function (figure 3.77).
Implications
This study raises important issues for Neolithic settlements in this area and beyond. 
In the immediate area only the settlements at Zeewijk and Mienakker have identified structures. The structure named Zeewijk-Oost is referred to as a ritual house (Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997, p. 116). If the southern structures at Keinsmerbrug are comparable, then are they also ritual? Or does Zeewijk-Oost need to be reconsidered? The author acknowledges that Zeewijk is very different in nature due to its regularity of postholes in terms of both distribution and size.Beyond the study area, this research presents three unique forms of Neolithic structure. Although the northern structures are similar they do display subtle variations. This therefore reduces them to two new types, the Keinsmerbrug Northern Type and the Keinsmerbrug Central Type. The author presents these types very tentatively and they should not be used as terms, as more structures would be required to create a type series. It could be that more structures of this type exist, but that archaeologists have yet to identify them, since structures of this type have never been identified before.At Keinsmerbrug the find distributions suggest these structures would have been used in a similar way despite their differing forms, which suggests the style of the structure may be less important than what happens within and around them.
Some house comparisons
Contemporaneous structures
Only two other structures from this area are known, Zeewijk-Oost and Mienakker. 
These have been referred to in this report and their plans are shown in figure 3.78.A structure at Vasse in the municipality of Tubbergen has been compared to Zeewijk and, on this basis, dated to the SGC period (Hogestijn and Drenth 2000/2001, p. 66). Hogestijn and Drenth identify vast differences between the two structures, but they also question whether the Vasse structure is a house at all. In these authors opinion it is a structure. It measures approximately 30m by 8m, but its form is very different from Zeewijk. If a post in the northeast is excluded and a posthole to the south is included, a structure emerges that bears some similarity to Hesel 1 in figure 10.79, which is from the early or middle Bronze Age. There are particular similarities in terms of the locations of the doors, although some internal features are lacking and it is only 17m long. The 
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Figure 3.77 House plans/structures Keinsmerbrug: top left kmb N2 (SGC); top right kmb N1 (SGC); central kmb C 
(SGC); bottom left kmb S1 (SGC); bottom right kmb S2 (SGC). Presented to a relative orientation and scale.
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Vlaardingen 1 Vlaardingen 2
Zeewijk-Oost Mienakker
5m0
Figure 3.78 House plans: top left Vlaardingen house plan 2 levels 1 and 2; top right Vlaardingen house plan 1 
after Van Beek bottom left Zeewijk-Oost (SGC); bottom right Mienakker (SGC). After Hogestijn, J.W. & Drenth, E. 
(2000/2001) Presented to a relative orientation and scale.






Figure 3.79 House Plans: top Noordwijk-Bronsgeest (EBA); top left Hesel (EBA); left centre Slootdorp-Bouwlust (TRB); 
bottom left Haamstede-Brabers (Vlaardingen Culture). After Hogestijn, J.W. & Drenth, E. (2000/2001) and Waterbolk 
H. T. (2008). Presented to a relative orientation and scale.
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author therefore proposes that it is more likely to be attributed to the Hesel B type and is not therefore from the Single Grave period. As a result, it is not useful for any contemporaneous comparison with the Keinsmerbrug structures.The Single Grave period was preceded by the Funnel Beaker Culture (TRB) and Vlaardingen Culture. A settlement at Slootdorp-Bouwlust revealed a structure from the TRB Culture, rectangular in plan. At Vlaardingen houses 1 and 2 were identified as belonging to the Vlaardingen Culture. Haamstede-Brabers also includes a house from this culture. Structures from the Bronze Age, which followed this period, are shown in figure 3.79 (top left, top right and top). The general similarities between structures at Noordwijk-Bronsgeest, Vasse and Hesel should be noted. The structures mentioned are only a selection. Any attempt to identify cultures or micro-traditions through architectural design must be based on many more examples. 15
3.2.10  Conclusions
Spatial analysis
The reader may infer from this report that the Keinsmerbrug methodology is completely appropriate for detailed spatial analysis. Although it presents a highly detailed and thorough investigation, much information and detail could not be discovered. This methodology was developed because the data were not suitable for established techniques. Point pattern methods would have been the most desirable, 
but the majority of finds were recorded on a metre square scale. This only allows for an analysis beyond the 1m scale, which means lower scale patterns will be missed. Even though the distributions were analysed at a minimum scale of 1m only the 1.75m scale and above (excluding the 2m scale) are thought to be reliable. The reasons for this are explained in chapter 2 and Nobles 2012 appendix 10.1).Using a 1m square technique of excavation, every find lies within 0.7m of the centre of the square. Other methods may give better results. If the size of the excavation unit were reduced to 0.5m squares, each artefact would be within 0.354m of the centre, doubling the resolution and quadrupling the number of squares. Point collection with the aid of a total station would provide optimal conditions for spatial analysis, especially if Z coordinates were attributed. This would also result in an error, albeit significantly less than the other methods. The error is in fact likely to be less than the total width of the artefact. Perhaps point locations are too accurate as artefacts are volumetric and thus cannot be attributed to a single point. Squares of 20 to 25 cm may therefore be more appropriate.Beyond the methodological problems of this study (which were due to the excavation technique), the results it yielded exceeded the author’s and the rest of the team’s expectations. Prior to analysis the site seemed to be a disorderly mix of postholes and pits with some hearths. Structures were believed to be there, but they could not be distinguished. Analysis at a metre scale would not have aided any identification of structures. It is the multi-scalar perspective of the find distributions which helps with the interpretation of the site’s features. The 
15 The images in figures 86 and 88 mostly originate from Hogestijn and Drenth’s paper (2000). The structure from Hesel is derived from Waterbolk 2009. They have all been aligned on a common axis and scaled to allow for a better visual comparison. The orientation of the structure at Hesel is arbitrary.
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analysis alone cannot identify the structures, but it does help the archaeologist to find them.Scale appears to be the most important issue in this study, not only the scale of analysis but also the scale of data collection. It raises the question: at what scale should archaeologists collect spatial information and at what scale should it be analysed? For now, the latter is of less importance, but the scale of collection is crucial for successful spatial research. Two scales are important at this site: the 1.75m and 2.9m scales. The latter revealed the northern structures and the former identified activity areas, as well as confirming the presence of a wall through density analysis (see figure 3.65).These scales were discovered through explorative techniques. There was no prior knowledge of the best scale for analysis. Most analyses were therefore performed at multiple scales. It is not known if these scales will be applicable to other sites, but the author would recommend the use of multiple scales in any intra-site analysis.As a result of this type of analysis, five formerly unknown structures are proposed, all from separate phases. They are likely to be associated with dwelling rather than any other function, such as ritual. However, this is not to dismiss the possibility that ritual activities took place at the site. Indeed, the building of these structures could in itself be viewed as a ritual process, or at least a community event.The organisation of the space within the northern dwellings is structured, thus allowing individual activity areas to be identified. These areas would have been used repeatedly for various activities. As discussed, seven activity areas were identified. Only areas 1-5 were within the northern structures. The distribution of flint flakes and waste suggests that flint knapping for flake retouching may have occurred in areas 1-3. These areas have further associations with the hearth and the entrance.The degree to which find segregation occurs in these areas requires investigation. However an important source of information for comparison of the areas is missing: F. Diederik’s trial trench from 1985, which separates the hearth and entrance areas (1 and 3). It is highly possible that these two areas merge, as the original 1986 report refers to the fact that the previous excavation found a large quantity of bird bones.The reconstructions of the structures presented here are illustrative. They are thought to have been light structures, possibly only intended for use during a single season, although they could have received some running repairs to get them through a second season. The author believes this would be unlikely, however.The spatial analysis supports the theory of a temporary settlement site with at least five habitation phases. Duck hunting would have been a primary focus for the inhabitants, although other activities also took place (Zieler and Brinkhuizen 2012). This interpretation applies only to the latter two construction phases of both northern structures. Fish may also have been of more importance in the fourth phase. An area to the south of the site at the boundaries of the first three structures has a notable lack of bird remains, yielding mostly fish and mammal remains. The location of the settlement may not therefore have been driven by a single subsistence strategy. It is expected that all the structures would have contained quantities of artefact material. However, throughout the life of the settlement, the daily routines of the inhabitants would have eroded the remains 
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of the previous visits.One further element at this site are the cow hoof marks which do not correspond to the final structures. These marks, which cut through their stratigraphy, could have been later than the settlement, having been made by cows seeking higher ground. It is possible that the cowherd was seeking shelter at the recently abandoned site, or just passing by. This requires further investigation.The population size has been estimated at between four to fourteen individuals. The composition of the group is not known: male, female; young, old; specialised hunters or a mixed skills base. Even though it is a settlement the structures do not appear to have any long-term significance to the inhabitants, although their forms may offer more cultural meaning. Any further conclusions are difficult to draw, even though much more could be said regarding the society that used this site, it would be highly speculative. This site needs to be compared to other contemporaneous examples to confirm whether these interpretations are universal or unique to this site. Only then can further questions be posed and attempts made to answer them.
Closing comments
To return to the questions posed at the very beginning of this chapter:
To what extent can any information be reliably extracted from a dataset gathered 
using an inconsistent methodological approach and recording techniques which are 
considered poor compared to current standards?The reliability of these results is an interesting problem. At best, finds were collected at a 1m resolution, therefore instantly adding error to any analysis. Without detailed statistical testing, which is beyond the scope of this report, no answer can be offered. It is hoped that an analysis of each grid square relative to each of its neighbours might reduce the error to an acceptable level. But this introduces another problem: what is an acceptable level of error in archaeological intra-site analysis?
Can assessments of the spatial relationships of finds from a legacy dataset provide 
any insight into the internal functions of the site?This report refutes any criticisms which have been made of computing and statistical analysis in archaeology. As a result five new ‘houses’ have been added to the archaeological literature. The main concern posed here is scale; the scale at which the data was collected has a significant impact on the scale of analysis.Even though this site was excavated at a one metre scale, a metre was found to be unreliable as a unit of analysis. Moreover, it was the 3m analysis of the flint which added in the interpretation of the boundaries of the northern structure. The individual activity areas, not apparent at the 3m scale, were observable at the 1.75m scale.Not only were the internal structures of the site thus distinguishable, but also the individual activity areas. If the site had been excavated in 0.5m squares it is highly likely that either further division of these activity areas would be possible or they would be even clearer. This reinforces the importance of applying a correct scale of analysis to each dataset. As the appropriate scale was unknown, an appropriate range of scales were used.
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In essence: is the original interpretation of a settlement without any clear structural 
elements still valid?As demonstrated this settlement does have clear structures. Data was 
collected, but only a single dataset – the features – was chosen as the basis for an attempt to try and identify the structures of the site. This traditional method of ‘dot to dot’ analysis only works with obvious structures.
Can spatial analysis of find categories improve our understanding of the activities 
conducted at the site beyond the interpretation of the features?In short, yes. Spatial analysis can impart structure to a visually disordered group of features perceived as occurring randomly. Of course, this assumes there is structure to be found.This report further supports the notion that traditional archaeological practices require continuous development as new methodologies emerge. Accurate recording of artefact locations can be more valuable to the archaeologist than the artefacts themselves specifically in terms of spatial analysis.
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Mienakker was excavated in 1990 following the site’s discovery in 1986 (Lenselink 2001a, 2001b).16 The excavation was conducted by the Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek (State Service for Archaeological Investigations, or ROB17), and was led by W.J. Hogestijn and E.E.B. Bulten. The site, illustrated in 
figure 4.1, was divided into six rectangular areas and excavated in squares of 50cm. These squares were excavated in spits of 2 cm.18 For unknown reasons the features were not recorded until the natural subsoil had been reached. Presumably, many 
features were difficult to identify in the blackish cultural layer that covered the natural substrate. Consequently, features which began above or within the cultural layer will appear narrower and shallower than if they had been recorded higher in 
the stratum. Due to the similarity of the top fills of the postholes in comparison with the cultural layer it would have been possible to distinguish only a few at a higher level.Documentation of the find materials was initially by square number and layer number. A layer was defined as a stratigraphical unit. It appears that the assignment of spits to a layer was disregarded after the first few squares due to the complexity of the stratigraphical sequence. Consequently, layer information cannot be used for the spatial analysis which reduces the stratigraphical information to a single context. As a result, this clearly multi-layered site is turned into a flat distribution for analysis. Information regarding the formation of the site and temporality of settlement cannot therefore be investigated in this manner. In order to provide some clarification on the stratigraphy, a Harris matrix was attempted on the basis of the various layers described in the archive. Regrettably, it appeared that this information was not reliable enough for an accurate representation and association of site features within their stratigraphical sequence. The profile sections were documented, but the corresponding layers could not be linked together, a result of the complex nature of the multiple cultural layers. Only a more generalised sequence can be illustrated. As seen in figure 4.2 the site stratigraphy shows multiple alternating layers of dark humic and shell layers. This indicates that the site was used repetitively over a period of time, leading to variable accumulation of materials. Based upon the stratigraphy 
16 This chapter has been published previously in Kleijne et al. 2013.17 Now Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands, RCE).18 Or in layers of less than 2cm in transition situations (Heeringen and Theunissen 2001, 173).
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Figure 4.1 Site overview 
showing all features 
without interpretation.
Figure 4.2 One of the east 
to west profiles displaying 
the multiple cultural 
layers.















































Figure 4.3  
a. Posthole depth; 
b. Posthole width; 
c. Posthole widths 
vs. depths.
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alone it is unclear how much time each layer represents.
4.1.2  Feature description
In total 1502 features were digitised from the site archive (figure 4.1). Postholes 
(n=878) and cow hoof marks (not quantified) make up the majority of these features. Of the postholes, 44 are questionable, but with no way of clarifying them further 
they are assumed to be postholes. Post features are defined as features which can be attributed to a posthole, for instance the pit around a post for its extraction, or the digging of a posthole for its placement (a post pit). In addition to postholes and related features, there are hearths, areas of burning and heated clay. Only one possible plough (ard) mark was recorded. Furthermore, 11 pits were recorded, seven of which are located on the periphery of the site. There are two natural creeks of which one contains two groups of branches. Three ditches of Medieval date cut across the site transecting and destroyed some of the features. Finally, there is one pit in which a human skeleton was found.
Postholes
Most of the postholes are less than 40 cm deep. Although the deepest postholes (n=16) are between 41 and 49 cm, 11 are between 50 and 59 cm and four are between 60 and 70 cm; only one posthole is deeper than 100 cm; 23 do not have a 
recorded depth. There are no clear groupings in terms of depth (figure 4.3a); also there is no clear distinction between postholes and stakeholes. The second graph 
(figure 4.3b) displays the posthole widths. All but one fit within the range of 5 to approx. 60 cm, with one outlier at the 100 cm mark. The majority range between 
2 and 20 cm. Again, no clear groupings can be identified. The third graph shows a 
combination of both the depths and the widths (figure 4.3c). Once more, no divisions 
can be identified. The majority are within one area of the graph, with a few dispersed 
outliers. The majority appear to fit within a range of widths between 3 and 10 cm and depths of 1 to 40 cm. Posthole widths and depths do not indicate a division between postholes and stakeholes. The inference that the postholes are structural elements and the stakes are non-structural cannot therefore be made.
Pits
In the south of the site is a cluster of five pits (S27, S30, S140, S143, and S144; figure 4.4). The pits measure between 0.5 m and 0.8 m in width. There are also two postholes within this cluster with diameters of between 35 cm and 40 cm. To the west of this cluster, beyond the creek, are two more pits (S134 and S136). One of these pits is larger, up to 0.9 m in diameter, whereas the other is 0.5 m in width. On the eastern periphery of the settlement lies another pit (S138) 1.5 m long by between 0.5 m and 0.65 m wide; its form is rectangular although slightly wider at one end with rounded corners. The depth of this feature ranges from 40 cm at the wider end to 30 cm at the slightly thinner end. This feature is different in form compared with the other pits on the site. Two larger pits (S35/36 and S55), measuring between 0.8 to 1 m, are in 
relative proximity to each other within the settlement. The pits contain various fills; 
some contain various cultural layers, whilst others are filled with the surrounding natural sandy clays or grey clays. It is not possible to infer their function from their 
fills, as illustrated in figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Sections of the 
pits.
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Hearths
Three hearths were present at the site (figure. 4.5). Two are surface hearths whilst the other is larger and described as a hearth pit. Hearth 1 is 1 m wide along both cardinal axes, and its form is fairly regular, albeit with some irregularity on its western side. Hearth 2 measures 1.8 by 1.2 m (E-W, N-S) and is more irregular than the other hearth; it is located on the edge of the southwestern creek. The hearth pit, a pit or depression containing a hearth, measures 2.7 by 2.3 m (E-W, N-S). Within this feature lies the hearth, 1.6 by 0.6 m (NE-SW, NW-SE). The hearth is positioned in the southeastern area of the hearth pit.
The creeks and ditches
Two natural creeks run through the site. The eastern creek was later recut by a 
smaller Medieval creek, and broadly defines the edge of the settlement. The creek to 
the southwest meanders. It is possibly connected to the partially defined creek in the north-western corner of the excavation. The majority of features are located between these two creeks, although features do continue beyond them. The cultural layer continues into both creeks from the surface of the settlement. Due to the complexity 
and difficulty of defining and relating cross-site sections the direct associations 
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of these fills cannot be accurately defined. The Medieval creek is smaller than its Neolithic counterpart, and is completely contained within the earlier creek. Three ditches of Medieval date cut through the settlement oriented SSE to NNW causing some removal of earlier material as well as obscuring some features.
The branches
Two groups of wooden branches were discovered in the fill of the southwestern 
creek (figure 4.6). The branches presented in an earlier publication represent only one of these groups (Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997, 132.). To the north there is 
another grouping of three branches with a similar configuration. The tree species from which the wood originates is unknown. Unfortunately, the branches have not 
been preserved for future research. The southern group consists of five branches (approx. 5 cm in diameter); two are parallel and run above one curved branch. One of these curved branches survived in a better state of preservation than the other. 
0.5m0
Figure 4.6 The remains of 
the two sets of branches; 
left the northern group, 
right and the photo above 
the southern group.
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However, this branch appears to have a similar shape and would have passed under the two parallel branches. The positioning of these curved branches adds to the 
symmetry of the ensemble. The northern group consists of only three branches; they 
are arranged in two parallel lines and a curve. This repeats the configuration seen in the southern grouping. The two groups are oriented at 90 degrees to one another and are separated by a distance of approx. 3.5 m within the creek. 
The grave
Within the settlement lie the remains of a skeleton in a pit, which has been interpreted 
as a flat grave (figure 4.7; Plomp 2013). The grave pit is rounded and measures 1.2 m in length and 0.96 m in width. The depth as recorded in section is 25 cm. The pit cuts through the settlement cultural layers. This is an important clue to the longevity 
and sequencing of activity at the site. It indicates that the grave was dug in the final stages of human activity at the site.
Figure 4.7 The human 
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Other
Cow hoof marks are numerous, and mainly found in the creeks; elsewhere they appear restricted to a zone in the northern part of the site. A single linear mark has been observed within the site, more to the south of the concentration of features. This could be the remains of an ard mark. This interpretation is debateable as only one exists, but we must bear in mind that only those features which reached the underlying natural substrate were recorded during excavation.
4.2 Spatial analysis
4.2.1  Introduction
At the time of excavation, two structures were identified in the field, the larger measuring 9-14 by 3-4 m and the smaller 5-7 by 3 m. The smaller of the two is 
illustrated in figure 4.8, the larger in figure 4.9. Both have been described as ‘small huts’ (Hogestijn 1992, 98), but only the smaller structure has been published; the larger has remained in the archive (Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997, 98; Hogestijn 1997, 35; Hogestijn 1998, 102; Hogestijn and Drenth 2000, 138; Hogestijn 2001, 150; Arnoldussen and Fontijn 2006, 293; Kossian 2007, 270; Drenth, Brinkkemper and Lauwerier 2008, 157; Nobles 2012, 206.). 19 This chapter will investigate the 
spatial relationships between features and find categories in a systematic way. The information from the specialist reports in the preceding chapters of this monograph form the basic building blocks for this analysis, which follows two lines of investigation: a visual inspection of features, and a density pattern analysis of the 
various find categories. The analytical results will be discussed in relation to each other later in Section 4.2.12.
19 Archive sheet 2001-0136.
N 3m0
Small hut Pits Postholes Cow hoof marks
Figure 4.8 The small 
‘hut’-like structure at 
Mienakker (after Drenth 
et al. 2008, 157).
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4.2.2  Critical analysis of the datasets and the recovery process
Mienakker was excavated using a grid system comprising 3600 50cm2 squares. From a two-dimensional perspective the data are very promising; it is the third dimension which gives cause for concern. Layer information is missing from the majority of the site; it appears that this information was only recorded during the initial stages of the excavation. Context information is available. However, as discussed previously, 
a Harris Matrix failed to define any reliable relationships. A further complication is meantioned regarding features, in that they were recorded only once they could be recognised in the natural subsoil. This leaves great potential for many features to be missed or for later features higher in the stratum to have a lesser impact upon the underlying natural layer. For instance, postholes from a later phase which cut through the cultural layer may appear smaller in diameter than they would have done from higher in the stratum. This also limits the phasing of individual features 
1m0
Figure 4.10 Isometric 
posthole depths for the 
postholes of the MKI 
structure. Top wider end 
NE facing, bottom thinner 
end SW facing.
Figure 4.9 The 
unpublished larger ‘hut’ at 
Mienakker.
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by their stratigraphical location. Analysis can therefore only be based on the two-dimensional distributions. Despite these problems the data are still of high-
quality, and the majority of finds can be returned to their spatial context within a 0.5 m square. The material recovered is listed in Table 4.1.








(%)Flint 1298 (n) 1009 (n) 22.3Stone 862 (n) 846 (n) 1.9Amber** 135 (n) 300+ (n) 0Animal bones* 39949.1 (g) 33902.4 (g) 15.1Ceramics 5185.4 (g) 4216.1 (g) 18.7Burned Clay 177.7 (g) 177.6 (g) 0.1Daub 9.6 (g) 9.6 (g) 0Daub/clay** 1255.7 (g) 1255.7 (g) 0
* excluding fish remains** spatial information based on data from previous study
Table 4.1 Types of data 
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5m0
Figure 4.11 Site overview 
with the key features 
highlighted.
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4.2.3  Visual inspection
Following the full digitisation of the archived site drawings the feature distributions 
were assessed to see if any structures could be identified visually, and particularly to 
assess the two previously identified small ‘huts’. The larger structure from the archive 
appeared reasonably well defined. The majority of postholes could be maintained, 
but following a visual inspection of the spatial configuration and relative dimensions 
of the postholes a substantial addition was identified at the northwestern end. It measures 16.5 m in length and up to 4 m in width and has a naviform (oval) shape. The association of postholes will be referred to as the Mienakker II structure (MKII). There appears to be a hearth within the structure. As the structure is somewhat aligned with the southwestern creek, an association has been assumed.The smaller ‘hut’ took considerable thought as it appeared difficult to define the northeastern extent and end wall. An end wall was searched for within and just beyond the southwestern creek. However, this search proved fruitless, mainly because it was likely that the creek or the MKII structure would obscure any end wall. Also, expectations with regard to the potential positioning of the end wall depended heavily on the previous interpretation of the structure as a small hut. To investigate the pattern further, the central post line was extended beyond the site as a guide line. This line passed directly over the grave and converged with one of a pair of larger postholes on the other edge of the settlement. With this association of features, other linear arrangements of postholes could be identified. The arrangement of postholes forms a trapezoidal structure 22 m in length, with a width of 3 m at the narrow end and 6 m at the wider end. Some degree of phasing can be deduced from its location and associations, as it traverses the southwestern creek. It is suggested that at this stage of site formation the creek was sufficiently filled up to allow such a structure to be built. One of the postholes clearly cut through feature S120, indicating a later date. The occurrence of a burial within the wider end is also intriguing. An isometric cross-section of all the posts at the two ends of the structure demonstrates a fair degree of symmetry (figure 4.10). This uniformity is lacking through the length of the structure. Since the structure spans the site, which is defined by a varying thickness in the cultural layer, the postholes do not intrude into the natural substrate in a uniform way. This trapezoidal structure is referred to as Mienakker I (MKI), and is partially based upon the original published structure.Two other potential structures have been identified, as well as two possible fence lines. Of course other structures or site elements may have been at the site but they can no longer be identified. One ‘fence line’ has two postholes occurring at different levels within one of the profiles. This would suggest three possibilities: either it was used and replaced in multiple phases, or the spatial association is coincidental and is not a fence line, or it is the result of the archaeological visibility within these highly complex layers. These are presented in Section 4.2.12.
4.2.4  Spatial analysis
Methodology
As this report is the second in the current series, following on from the analysis of the seasonal settlement site of Keinsmerbrug (Smit et al. 2012); many analytical 
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techniques have been replicated. Consequently, methodological issues are not discussed here in any great detail. For a detailed outline of the methodology see chapter 2.
Data acquisition
All the data were digitised, including the plans and sections. The finds specialists used databases and spreadsheets to record their data, which were later incorporated into a single database and linked to the GIS20 ready for the spatial analysis. Unique 
identifiers were applied to each record as shown in Table 4.2.
Dataset Unique identifierAnimal remains 1-21495Flint 1-1009Stone 1-861Pottery 862-6218Clay 1-219
Outline of analysis and presentation
Distribution plots are presented, but these have little interpretive value. On the whole, they were not visually inspected to any great degree. Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) is used to investigate the changes in density of the find distributions across the site.Hotspot and Cluster and Outlier (Getis and Ord’s Gi* statistic and Local Moran’s Ii statistic) have been used to investigate the degrees and types of clustering of the artefacts. With these types of spatial statistics it is vital that a suitable colour ramp is chosen and applied according to significance levels. In this case a three-tone colour ramp has been applied with classifications which relate to significance levels. For the Gi* statistic blue depicts areas of significant clustering of low values (< -1.96) and red indicates significance clustering of high values (> 1.96) between the excavation units. For the Local Moran’s statistic a different approach was taken from the methodology applied at Keinsmerbrug (see chapter 3). In this case the Ii statistic was classified in terms of the relationships between the excavation unit and its neighbours. These relationships can be either High-High, Low-Low, High-Low or Low-High.Hierarchical clustering has been applied to the identified ceramic vessels. These are presented with the distribution of the sherds as well as the dendrogram depicting the scales of clustering using the Ward’s method. In two instances the tree structure has been manipulated into a wheel for ease of display due to the large quantity of sherds.Aspect-Slope plots display the direction of a land surface as well as the angle of the surface within a single image (Brewer and Marlow 1993). Figure 4.12 shows the colour scheme used, whereby the lighter the hue, the less the degree of slope, and changes in colour indicate changes in direction. The brightest colours, the inner circle, indicate a slope value of greater than 40%; the middle circle indicates moderate slopes, 20-40%; the outer circle indicates slopes of 5-20%; 
20 GRASS version 6.4 and MySQL database.
Table 4.2 Unique identifiers 
for each dataset as 
recorded in the database.
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the colour grey indicates slopes of <5%, essentially considered to be flat areas. These angles are illustrated in figure 4.13.Multivariate visualisation methods are applied in this volume. These are used to indicate locations where two or three variables co-exist, using the methods outlined by Craig et al (2006.). Based upon additive colour theory, three relative KDEs have been combined into an RGB 21 composite. Each colour band (red, green, blue) represents a single KDE; where two relatively high density areas co-exist the colours yellow, magenta or cyan will be dominant; where all three variables co-exist all the colours blend, giving white. Areas of only one of the densities will be displayed by its associated red, green or blue colouring. For instance in figure 4.14, where high densities of flint waste and flint flakes are present, the area will be yellow. Where there is an occurrence of flint waste, flakes and splinters, the colouring will be appear white.Presentation: To avoid unnecessary duplication of annotation in the figures and in order to present the data most effectively, an uniform overview of the site is presented. Figure 4.11 provides all the required information for the reader.
4.2.5  Elevation model
Estimates of land surface elevations prior to habitation derive from elevation 
measurements of the final excavation level. A terrain model22 shows the two creeks to be prominent features (figure 4.15). Either side of the southwestern creek are two slightly raised areas, especially to the north and northeast. The same can be said of the area to the west of the eastern creek, specifically to the north. The south of the site is lower than these two areas, but still higher than the area to the north. This northern area may be a local depression, but more information on the wider landscape would be required to confirm or reject such 





Figure 4.14 Colour additive 
theory explained.
Left: Figure 4.12 Aspect-
Slope colour scheme and 
slope partitions.
Right: Figure 4.13 Angles 
of slope associated with the 
Aspect-Slope plot.
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MKIAsh deposits MKIIPits Postholes
5m0
Figure 4.16 The Aspect-
Slope map indicating the 
areas with varying degrees 
of steepness as well as 
direction.
Figure 4.15 The local 
terrain at the time of the 
initial habitation.
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An Aspect-Slope map was produced to investigate this (figure 4.16) within the area of the MKII structure.23 Part of the material distributions within the MKII structure are within the catchment of the southwest creek, which may explain some of the distributions illustrated later. There is also an area which slopes away from the structure which may influence the distribution patterns to the northeast. As many of the 0.5 m squares are within both the MKII structure and the creek’s catchment, it is clear that these slope values are not the result of the interpolation method. The presence of material remains in the creek suggests that if there was any water flow it was not sufficient to wash this material away. These natural creeks may therefore have been dry or contained water only during severe rain or flooding events. It is possible that these creeks contained a constant supply of slow-flowing water; however the filling of the creeks, especially in the southwest of the site, would have significantly restricted their capacity to drain rain and flood water.
4.2.6  The animal remains
The bone data were initially based on the old data from the excavation. 24 However, this was only a sample of the remains. An assessment of the data by J.T. Zeiler led to the conclusion that the original interpretation to species level was more or less in line with his interpretation (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2013). The remaining 
assemblage was then incorporated. D.C. Brinkhuizen assessed a sample of the fish remains (ibid). Due to the vast quantity and the time available, only a proportion 
could be analysed. As a result fish bones were not suitable for spatial analysis as 
such a random sample could not be quantified in relation to the remaining material. 
The original data on fish remains were equally unsuitable for analysis. Originally, the material was recovered from the excavated squares and collected from a 4 mm sieve (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001, 173). 
Characterising the data
The database has a total of 21396 records. Due to time constraints precise numbers for the remains are unknown. Table 4.3 summarises the data but does not provide 
an exact quantification of the real population. The weights of bones were used for the spatial analysis.
Type Number of 
records 
% Weight (g) %
Bird 12099 56.3 5092.9 14.5Mammal 8773 40.8 30049.1 85.5Mollusc 46 0.2 2.8 0.0
Total 31682 100 35146.9 100
23 Methodology outlined in Brewer and Marlow (1993).24 Previous research on the faunal remains was carried out by W. Schnitger (mammals and 
birds), B. Beerenhout (fish) and W.J. Kuijper (molluscs), see also Zeiler and Brinkhuizen, 2013, for further reference.
Table 4.3 Subdivision of 
the animal remains in 
terms of the number of 
database rows and weight.
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Results
Distributions
From the distribution plots 25 the animal remains can be seen to be located in both the eastern and southwestern creeks, as well as in the north of the site. There are 
three gaps in the dataset due to test pits. The density plots in figure 11.21 clearly display these three areas. There are further medium and high densities of bone material spreading to the south of this main area. This zone is cut by the Medieval ditch. The impact of this upon the density plot is clearly visible.
Bird remains
The density analysis (KDE) 26 indicates four areas of interest, which have been 
designated areas Ba1-Ba4 as illustrated in figure 4.21. There is a large area where the majority of the remains occur (Ba1); again, much of the material is found in the creeks (Ba3 and Ba4). Ba2 has two interpretations: either it is related to the hearth pit or it is a dump of material extracted from the settlement during the digging of the grave. 
Mammal remains
The mammal KDE (figure 4.21) displays a similar pattern to the bird data. Areas have been designated Bm1-Bm3. As seen with the bird remains, there is one large area (Bm1) of accumulation; the remainder are concentrated in the creeks (Bm2 and 
Bm3). Area Bm1 contains two subareas, Bm1a and Bm1b, defined by the presence of 
seal bones. Although it is difficult to subdivide the dataset into specific animal types, seal remains are an exception. Even when severely fragmented, they are relatively easy to identify compared to the bones of terrestrial mammals.
Seal remains
There are 54 records of seal bones in the database weighing 99.6 g. They can be 
identified to three groups: Seal sp., Common Seal and Ringed Seal (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2013). Although this assemblage consists of relatively few bones the seal remains are clustered within a particular part of the site. This grouping can be divided into two clusters: one directly west of feature S120 (Bm1a) and the other just south (Bm1b) of this other cluster. The remains comprise bones from the skull, an upper jaw, a mandible, a tooth, phalanges (feet and hand; n=47), and ribs (n=4). As Zeiler notes, these bones are the remains of hide processing where at least three 
skins were processed (ibid.). The seals were butchered elsewhere and specific parts were brought to the settlement for further processing. In view of the spatial distribution of these remains, these two concentrations can be interpreted as a seal skin processing area. Considering the low numbers of remains it is possible that they represent a single event. As the material has been reduced to two dimensions 
temporal aspects are increasingly difficult to determine. Temporal association is therefore assumed due to the spatial situation; however the actual situation may be 
25 See Appendix XIII in Kleijne et al (2013).26 See Appendix XIV in Kleijne et al. (2013).




Getis and Ord’s Gi* and Local Morans I (Ii) were applied to both the mammal and bird remains. They indicate a large area of statistically similar high values within a 
single area of the site. This significant clustering of values is apparent at all of the scales of analysis applied; there is no scalar differentiation to the material. Similar 
high values also occur in the creeks, which is to be expected (figures 4.17-4.20). With the combination of the spatial statistics, Kernel Density Estimations, seal remains 
distributions and the multivariate visualisation, various areas can be defined. These 
are summarised in figure 4.21. These areas are labelled Ba (Bone-Aves) and Bm (Bone-Mammalia); Bm1a and Bm1b refer to the concentrations of seal remains.
Associations and interpretation
Multivariate visualisation (figure 4.22) of the bird (red) and mammal (green) bone relative densities indicate that overall the bird bone occurs in areas of similar densities of mammal remains (yellow). The mammal remains are more dispersed, extending beyond the yellow area. There are some red areas, but these are either on the fringe of the main area or within the creek. It would appear that the animal remains are associated with the MKII structure, but dependent upon an association of segregation. That is to say: the animal remains are mostly outside this structure. The grave cuts through the bird bone material, as clearly illustrated in the KDE 
(figure 4.21), suggesting the grave is of a later date than the disposal of the bird 
remains. In summary, areas Ba1 and Bm1 define a relatively large area of animal processing associated with the MKII structure. 
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10m0
< -2.58 Std. Dev. 
-2.58 - -1.96 Std. Dev.
-1.96 - -1.65 Std. Dev.
-1.65 - 1.65 Std. Dev.
1.65 - 1.96 Std. Dev.
1.96 - 2.58 Std. Dev.
> 2.58 Std. Dev.
Figure 4.17 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the mammal remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; 
top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.
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-2.58 - -1.96 Std. Dev.
-1.96 - -1.65 Std. Dev.
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Figure 4.18 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the bird remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres).Top left: 0.50; top 
right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.






Figure 4.19 The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the mammal remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 
Top left: 0.50; top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.






Figure 4.20 The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the bird remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top 
left: 0.50; top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.

















Figure 4.21 Top left: Kernel 
Density (KDE) of the bird 
remains. top right: Kernel 
Density (KDE) of the 
mammal remains. middle 
left: interpretation of the 
bird remains based on the 
KDE, Gi* and li analysis. 
middle right: interpretation 
of the mammal remains 
based on the KDE, Gi*, li 
and multivariate analysis. 
Bottom: distribution of seal 
remains.







Figure 4.22 Multivariate 
visualisation of bird (red) 
and mammal (green) 
remains; yellow represents 
both bird and mammal 
remains. The blue spectrum 
is not present. This would 
normally be reserved for 
the fish densities, but these 
have not been analysed 
sufficiently for their 
incorporation. They can 
be brought into the blue 




In total 1298 pieces of flint were recovered from the excavation (García-Díaz 2013). Of these, 1009 were attributed to a square number, whereas 263 were lacking this information. This must be taken into consideration when drawing conclusions regarding the interpretations. An additional 26 were from test pits, but it is not clear 
which flints are from which test pit. All the finds from the test pits were therefore excluded from further analysis.
Results
Analysis continues with the pieces of flint which were spatially located (n=1009; Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4 The subdivision of 
the flint material.
Type Number %Blade 8 0.8Core fragment 4 0.4Core 23 2.3Flake 142 14.1Pebble 25 2.5Test pebble 3 0.3
Retouched flake 1 0.1Splinter 237 23.5Waste 505 50Undetermined 61 6
Total 1009 100
Distributions
From the distribution plots the flint can be seen to occur all over the site. However, to the northwest, the majority of the artefacts are in an area along and within the 
southwestern creek. If we look at the relative densities in figure 4.27 it is clear that the test pits have a slight impact on the distribution. The density plot illustrates how 
the majority of the flint occurs close to the southwestern creek as well as within the creek. Just to the northeast of this density, between the hearth pit and the burial, there is a triangular-shaped high density area slightly distorted by a test pit. Just to the north of the largest density there are further areas of high densities of material. The remainder of the site contains moderate densities with some accumulation 
in the eastern creek. The distribution of flint can be subdivided into tool types 
as illustrated in figures 4.23 and 4.24. Unfortunately in this case, this gives us no greater insight into activities on the site due to the low numbers and/or apparent randomness of the distributions. This is discussed further in section 4.2.12.
Analysis
The spatial statistics in figures 4.25 and 4.26 help to identify patterns of clustering. 
Interpretation based upon these results indicates three areas of significant clustering 
northeast of the MKII structure. These areas are labelled F (flint) and numbered 
for identification purposes, illustrated in figure 4.29. Two of these areas are clear 
(F1 and F2), whereas the third area (F3) is only identified in the Gi* statistic and is at its clearest at the 0.9m scale. A larger area is indicated by both statistics; it occurs within the MKII structure and extends into the southwestern creek (F4). The density analysis (KDE) shows a similar pattern. However, the patterns become a 
little clearer when the datasets are subdivided by their topological classifications. 
All of the classifications were assessed with KDE. The greatest concentration of 
flakes is in area F4. However, after visual examination of the multivariate analysis, it turned out to be possible to subdivide this area into two subgroups (F4a, F4b). The 
KDE of the flint splinters also indicates the areas F1, F2 and F4. However, there is a 
concentration of splinters between F1 and F2. The flint waste also indicates areas F1-4.
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Quantity
Figure 4.23 Flint tool type distribution.
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Figure 4.24 Flint tool type distribution.
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Figure 4.25 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint material with varying bandwidth parametres (metres). Top left: 0.50; top-
right 0:90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.






Figure 4.26 The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the flint material with varying bandwidth parametres (metres). Top 
left: 0.50; top-right 0:90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.
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10m0
Figure 4.27 Kernel Density 
(KDE) plots of the flint 
subdivisions. Top left: all 
flint; top right: flint flakes; 
bottom left: flint waste; 
bottom right: flint splinters.








Figure 4.28 Multivariate 
visualisation of the flint 
waste, flakes and splinters.








Figure 4.29 Interpretation 
of the flint material based 
on the KDE, Gi*, li and 
multivariate analysis. Flint 
areas F1-F5.
Associations and interpretations
Area F1 has relatively high concentrations of waste and splinters. Its location outside the MKII structure and lack of associated features inhibits any clear interpretation at this stage. Area F2 appears to be slightly distorted due to the later burial; it is separated from area F4 by the wall of MKII, although there is always the possibility of 
an association with MKI. Area F3 is the clearest in relation to the flint waste, although 
flakes and splinters are present. There are three high density areas which form an arc around feature S120, suggesting they may be behaviourally related. Area F4 can be divided into two areas, F4a and F4b. F4a can be associated with the hearth within 
MKII; it has a clear concentration of flakes with splinters and waste (seen in white 
in figure 4.28). The spatial association of these three categories (waste, splinters 
and flakes) indicates a strong possibility that flint knapping was centred next to the 
hearth. The spatial association of F4b is difficult to define. Flint waste, splinters and 
flakes all occur together; the multivariate visualisation indicates that this grouping is cut by a later ditch. Despite this, when these categories are combined, they are contained within the area previously hypothesised as structure MKI, clearly bound by the predicted location of a post wall. As with area F4a, the material is in the 
location of a hearth, making the interpretation of a similar activity, flint knapping, just as likely. The bounding of this distribution by structure MKI and the association of the material to hearth 1 associates the hearth with the MKI structure. Area F5 appears to be related to feature S138. Much of the remaining material occurs within the settlement and in the SW creek. The rather indecipherable ‘kaleidoscope effect’ depicted in figure 4.28 illustrates the random nature of the distribution, mostly the product of individual findspots for each of the three categories; this is also clear in some of the KDE plots (flakes and splinters). Material is to be expected in the creeks, as it would be susceptible to water flows and gravity. As the Aspect-Slope plot demonstrates (figure 4.16), it is likely that material near the creek may move into it over time. Movement within the rest of the settlement as a result of natural processes is believed to be a less likely factor. As there is no clear ‘dump’ of material these accumulations have been interpreted as the result of natural processes following 
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primary, behaviour-related discard.
Flint refitting
The spatial interpretation of refitted flint is presented here.27 Where clustering has been observed, this was it by means of visual inspection rather than the use 
of more formal methods. Peeters classifies the refitting material into Raw Material 
Units (RMU; Peeters 2001a). RMUs 1, 2, 9, 13 are shown in figure 4.30. They have 
an association to site elements based upon the spatial interpretation of the refitting information. Such detailed analysis was not possible for the remainder of the raw material units due to an absence of associated spatial information. 
RMU1
These groups of flint indicate two individual events. This flint was knapped or 
smashed in a single action, perhaps just for a single flake or, at most, a few flakes. After this the remaining core was picked up and moved to the south of the settle-
ment and smashed again to procure at least another flake. The initial knapping event occurred in the north of the settlement, and may relate to the trapezoidal structure (MKI) or the burnt grain area (S120). The reuse of the core does not necessarily mean it was quickly picked up and used; it may have been discarded for a period of time either within its knapping context or loose on the surface of the settlement. Either way, it was involved in a second knapping event in the south of the settlement, where it remained. This area is within the area of the MKI structure, next to the as-sociated hearth and outside the MKII structure. It is not possible to associate these events with any of the phases of the settlement.
RMU2
A clear grouping of relatively high quantities of flint is apparent to the south of the MKII hearth; this main concentration appears to be within this structure. A few pieces of waste are located in the creek, suggesting a natural movement due to site 
formation processes. To the north, two flakes and one piece of waste are in the large 
activity area outside the house. The majority of the flint appears to be contained 
within the MKII structure, forming the remains of a single knapping event. This flint was sequentially knapped rather than crushed (cPeeters 2001a).
RMU9 
This selection has multiple refits: flints related to the initial breakdown of the nodule are mostly just outside the MKII structure, the core is located at the boundary of this structure. This suggests a knapping event just outside the MKII structure. 
RMU13The majority of this material is grouped near to the hearth previously associated 
with the MKI structure. Within this grouping, there are a few refits within their loca-tion unit (0.5 m square). A few (n=3) pieces are slightly further away from this con-centration. This has been interpreted as a single knapping event.  Although temporal associations remain unclear, this does further support the interpretation of area F4b 
(defined previously) as a product of the flint knapping process.
27 Discussions took place between García-Díaz, Nobles and Peeters regarding the order and 
nature of the refits as previously defined by Peeters.
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Figure 4.30 Lithic refitting 
of the selected Raw 
Material Units (RMU). 
Refitting of RMUs 1, 2, 
9 & 13 with associated 
interpretations.
Remaining RMUsAll but one piece are located outside the MKII structure within the large activity area and the wider end of the MKI structure. There is one possible scraper. The nature of the material indicates that it began life as a pebble and was smashed prior to use. Material categorised as RMU4 could not be spatially located and RMU5 contained 
insufficient quantities of material for an interpretation. Within RMU6 there was one 
scraper with unclear associations. This unit comprises Grand Pressigny flint which Peeters suggests could be the reused remains of a Grand Pressigny dagger.Flint assigned to RMU 8 is located within the large activity area outside the MKII structure. The remaining RMUs (7, 14-17, 19, 21, 22 and 28) consist of only a few pieces, clearly making spatial interpretation difficult.
4.2.8  Stone
Characterising the data
In total 862 pieces of stone (excluding flint28) were recovered from the excavation (García-Díaz 2013). Of these, 846 were attributed to a square, while the remaining 16 lacked this information. Analysis continued with the pieces of stone which were spatially locatable (table 4.5).
28 See flint Section 4.2.7.
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Type Amount of records %Waste 22 2.6Flake 5 0.6Broken 1 0.12-5mm 95 11.25-16mm 566 66.916-64mm 137 16.264-100mm 15 1.8100-500mm 5 0.6Total 846 100
Results
Distributions
From the distribution plot (figure 4.34) the stone can be seen to be generally more to the northwest of the site; the quantity of stone per square is low, with a maximum value of 12. 
Analysis
The density plot and spatial statistics (figures 4.31 and 4.32) yield more information 
which is summarised in figure 4.34. The Gi*, Ii and density analysis indicates a concentration of material north of the MKII structure in the west of the site (S1). Area S2 can be subdivided into two zones (S2a and S2b), as indicated in the Gi* and Ii statistics; the KDE suggests that it might divide into four zones. S3 is in the area of the MKII structure, although it extends into the area of the southwestern creek. S4 lies on the bank of the creek, and is also contained by the MKI structure. S5 is possibly cut by a later ditch. It is located within the southeastern end of the MKII structure. S6 and S7 occur in the two creeks. Some of the stone material can 
be classified into querns, grinding stones, hammerstones, flaked stones, stone flakes 
and combination stones (As defined by García-Díaz 2013). The distributions of these 
types are illustrated in figure 4.33.
Associations and interpretation
Due to the low quantities of material, interpretations are difficult. There are three clear areas: within the MKII structure around the hearth (S3), just outside this structure to the northwest (S1) and surrounding feature S120 (S2). It is thought 
unlikely that the remaining areas (S4-7) represent defined activity areas as they comprise few stones. The associations of stone to the hearth within structure MKII, 
and the association of stone with feature S120 are thought to be significant (Section 4.2.12).
Table 4.5 The subdivision of 
the stone material.
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< -2.58 Std. Dev. 
-2.58 - -1.96 Std. Dev.
-1.96 - -1.65 Std. Dev.
-1.65 - 1.65 Std. Dev.
1.65 - 1.96 Std. Dev.
1.96 - 2.58 Std. Dev.
> 2.58 Std. Dev.
Figure 4.31 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the stone material with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; 
top right: 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.






Figure 4.32 The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the stone material with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 
Top left: 0.50; top right: 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.
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Figure 4.33 The distribution of stone tools.




















Figure 4.34 Top left: stone material distribution; top right: stone material density (KDE); bottom:  interpretation of the flint 
material based upon the distribution, KDE, Gi* and li analysis.
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Figure 4.36 Top left: amber distribution (count); top right: amber density (KDE); bottom: pie chart distribution indicating 
the different subdivisions of the material. The expanded window of the main amber  concentration is shown in the upper 
right corner.
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Table 4.6 The subdivision of 




Although analysed by García-Díaz, the spatial dataset was derived from the original database (Bulten 2001), because of the high quantity of missing material: the current archive contains 134 pieces , but Bulten records 315 pieces (Table 4.6). As these original records also include a spatial reference, it is possible to use the complete dataset.
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Figure 4.35 Schematic 
overview of the amber refits 
as published in 2001 (after 
Bulten 2001, 477, Fig. 10).
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Results
Bulten’s data suggest that the amber forms two clear groupings: one nearer to the 
centre of the excavation area and the other near the eastern edge. The first group is diffusely clustered around a central location within the MKII structure. 
Analysis, association and interpretation
Since the patterns from the distribution plots are clear, no further spatial analysis is 
required to define the patterns. The more central grouping comprises beads, broken 
beads, splinters, flakes, blocks, some prepared and some not. The assemblage represents a full chaîne opératoire of amber bead production (Bulten 2001). 
Refitting of the amber pieces was not possible as a large proportion of the material 
is missing. However, Bulten illustrates the refits, as seen in figure 4.35. All links are between pieces within the central area of the site and are in close proximity to each other. As this activity area dissects the MKII structure, a direct association would not normally be assumed. However, if we return to the Aspect-Slope map (figure 4.16) it is clear that this material is within the confines of the southwestern creek catchment. It is therefore possible that the pattern is influenced by the creek, and that material once resided within the confines of the MKII structure (figure 4.36). Hence, the location of the amber bead production area may be associated with the hearth.The second area is located slightly nearer to the edge of the excavation and appears in close proximity to feature S138. The majority of the amber consists of splinters with a high proportion of flakes and a small quantity of prepared pieces. The composition of the assemblage is different from the previous one, as it does not represent the full chaîne opératoire. The association with feature S138 is also interesting, as it is the only rectangular pit on the site. The association of further amber from the squares directly neighbouring the pit contain a similar composition, suggesting they are related. This leaves two possibilities: either the amber was within the pit and the pit was redug, or the pit was the focus of activity and material spread beyond it. 
4.2.10  Ceramics
Characterising the data
There were 5357 sherds in total, weighing 5207.4 g. Of these sherds 5123 could be referenced to an excavated square; these weighed a total of 4216.2 g. Several reconstructed vessels could not be located for analysis and had to be excluded from this study. This is therefore an incomplete dataset. Some vessels have been 
partially reconstructed; refitting of these sherds would have aided the assessment of dispersal patterns (see later in this section). Unfortunately these joined sherds lacked the required spatial information, so such an analysis was not viable. 
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Results
Distributions
From the distribution plot (weight), the ceramics show no clear patterning. 29 They appear evenly distributed over the site, although more in the west of the excavated 
area than in the east. A few squares with high weight values can be identified. The densities indicate that the majority of the distribution is within the southwestern creek, as well as on its southwestern bank. Another high density area is within, and north and south of the hearth pit. There are also more isolated high-density areas further to the north, with some moderate densities to the east of feature S120. There is a high-density area near the centre of the excavation area, possibly related to the hearth-pit area. The location of the Medieval ditch and the test pit may distort the density within this area. As 19 vessels have been identified (Beckerman 2013) it is possible to break down the overall distribution by plotting the sherds of the individual vessels. Since none of the analysed vessels is whole, each vessel is therefore a proportion of the original. The proportion of the sherds to the whole vessel could not be calculated. Weights are however indicative, as each vessel will be of differing size and, given their various materials, differences in weights can be the result of differences in the density of the clay and tempering of the fabric. Vessels or elements of vessels can have varying degrees of mobility due to the underlying site formation processes and preservation conditions. Mobility of sherds can vary between vessels and is not uniform for all sherds from a single pot. There are various spatial patterns which would be expected: either clustering, dispersal, or a combination of the two. For instance, if all the sherds from a single vessel radiated outwards from an original location then some kind of doughnut ring may be visible. If on the other hand the sherds exhibited limited post-depositional mobility then the sherds would remain clustered within the area of the original location of the vessel. Such a model is extremely simplistic as the dispersion and movement of ceramics vary according to the differences in site formation processes within the settlement. Natural weathering, and zoogenic and anthropogenic processes all play a role. Therefore any interpretation based upon the spatial analysis of the sherds is highly subjective and should be treated with caution.
Analysis
To investigate this further, the distribution of sherds was assessed at multiple scales 
through the use of hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA; figures 11.30-11.45). This is 
a multi-scalar approach which, in the first instance, treats each location as a cluster or singleton. The next stage is to combine the two closest sherds into a pair forming a cluster that is treated as a single entity. This procedure is continued until all the locations are grouped. The method used for associating the sherds is the Ward’s method (Ward 1963), which aims at minimising the total within-cluster variance. The distances between clusters (height) therefore become weighted squared distances.To summarise, the two closest sherds are grouped as a cluster, this cluster is 
29 See appendix XII in Nobles (2012).
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Top: Figure 4.37 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel 24.
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Top: Figure 4.39 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel 13.
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Top: Figure 4.41 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel W.
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Top: Figure 4.43 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel O.
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Bottom: Figure 4.46 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel c.
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Top: Figure 4.47 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel e.
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Bottom: Figure 4.50 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel h.
Top: Figure 4.49 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel g.































































Top: Figure 4.51 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel i.
Bottom: Figure 4.52 Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel j.
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then described by the distance between these sherds (within-cluster distance). The next two closest sherds or clusters of sherds are grouped. However, the sherds already clustered are given a weighting based upon their internal separation within their cluster (within-cluster variance). It is the use of the internal nature of the clusters which causes the height of the graph to represent squared distances. This process continues until all the sherds are agglomerated together in a single group. The results were visually assessed and interpreted on the basis of the nature of the clustering, the distribution and the weight of the sherds. The number labels in the dendrograms and distribution plots relate only to that vessel and do not correlate to the identification number in the archive.
Association and interpretation
Vessel 24 has a total of 64 sherds; two sherds cannot be spatially located (35.5g) leaving a total of 136.6 g. The majority of sherds are within the trapezoidal (MKI) structure and located in or near to the associated hearth (locations 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9). Seven sherds are close to the burial (location 2), as illustrated in the plot of the 
hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA; figure 4.37). This distribution suggests vessel 24 is likely to be associated with structure MKI.Vessel 28 has a total of ten sherds; two (5 g) cannot be spatially located, leaving a total of only 40 g. Locations 2 and 7 are within the MK II structure’s hearth, with a combined weight of 12.4 g. The HCA diagram links these with locations 4, 5 and 6 at a larger scale (figure 4.38). Locations 1 and 3 have nearly half the weight of the sherds at locations 7 and 2. This may suggest an association between this vessel and the hearth of the MKII structure, but due to the low 
Table 4.7 Association 
between vessels and 
recognised structures and 
important features, in 
terms of likelihood.
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weights it is difficult to conclude this with any degree of confidence.The interpretation of vessel 13’s spatial distribution is more ambiguous. Although a grouping of the majority of the sherds can be observed the distribution does not appear to correlate with any of the features or structures. The vessel is represented by 18 sherds weighing 70 g in total. There is a clear grouping around the edge of the MK II structure (figure 4.39). However, this could be coincidental, as it might also relate to the MK I structure. No clear association can therefore be suggested for this vessel.Vessel X has a total of 40 sherds; eight (22 g) cannot be spatially located, leaving 32 sherds weighing 129.8 g. There are two main clusters of sherds. Locations 1 and 10 can be seen as outliers, unlikely to be spatially related to an original in situ location and have been disregarded due to their low weight. The two clusters are located in two different zones, cluster 1 (80 g) is within the MK I structure, whereas cluster 2 (46.7 g) is located in the creek (figure 4.40). At the time of the MK I structure the creek is assumed to have been filled with sediment, but there may have been a subtle depression which would be able to trap the sherds within the structure. Vessel W has 25 sherds weighing a total of 35 g; the sherds are small and low in weight. The distribution is mostly within the creek, suggesting an association with the earlier phase (figure 4.41). Vessel U is represented by 56 sherds; five (3 g) cannot be located spatially; the remaining 51 sherds weigh 36.3 g. Locations 1, 5, 7, 19, 20 and 21 are outliers, locations 5, 7, 19 and 21 are within the eastern creek and the remainder of the sherds are grouped closely together. As for the vessel’s possible association, it could equally be associated with the MK I structure or with the general activity area outside the MKII structure (figure 4.42). The weights are very low, however, so any interpretation is highly subjective.Vessel O totals 29 sherds with a combined weight of 59.3 g. No clear associations can be determined from the spatial analysis in relation to the structures and features on the site (figure 4.43).Vessel 26 has by far the most sherds (n=189) with a total weight of 297 g; of these, 48 sherds (96.8 g) lack a spatial location. The distribution seems to contain a few areas with higher weights. The HCA is displayed in a circular dendrogram plot in figure 4.44, and shows two main clusters, one on either side of the MK II structure. This may suggest that the vessel dispersed from within the structure. On one side, the sherds moved into the creek fills, while on the other, they scattered within the large activity area, with some further dispersion beyond. Vessels a-j were recorded in the archive along with their square numbers. 30 However, the weights of the sherds are unknown, so their distributions offer only a very general picture and are less reliable than those of the vessels discussed above. The recorded sherds (n=12) from vessel b are all from the area of the southwestern creek, either within it or on its eastern bank (figure 4.45). The location of the sherds could be due to natural processes. Vessel c sherds (n=21) appear to be contained within a well-defined area, ignoring three locations well 
30 Vessel a appears to have an identical spatial patterning as vessel 26. Since these locations were taken from paper records, it is possible that this vessel is actually vessel 26 and is thus not illustrated.
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away from this location which comprise three sherds (figure 4.46). Given this distribution it is possible that this clustering of sherds represents the location of an individual vessel which degraded more or less in situ. Vessel e (n=142) is depicted in the circular dendrogram as two main clusters, but this is unlikely to be a true reflection of the original distribution. The distribution is cut by a Medieval ditch, which is likely to be the cause of such a visible split in the data. With this in mind, the sherds appear to be generally clustered on and just beyond the eastern bank of the southwestern creek (figure 4.47). There are many locations within the creek, as well as a few on the opposite bank. The distribution does not display any clear association with the two structures MK I or MKII. Vessel f (n=18) has a grouping of sherds within the southwestern creek, as well as within the area occupied by both structures (figure 4.48). No clear associations can be suggested. Vessel g (n=66) is fairly well dispersed around the excavated area. However, there is a clustering of locations in the northern corner of the MK I structure and next to feature S120, associated with the MK II structure (figure 4.49). Therefore neither of the associations can be confirmed. Vessel h (n=17) appears only in creek contexts, suggesting an earlier date. However, the low number of sherds limits this interpretation (figure 4.50). Vessel i (n=26) is present in a few locations, mostly within the area of the left side of the MK I structure or related to feature S120 (figure 4.51). No further interpretation can be offered. Vessel j (n=28) may reflect the same phenomenon as described for vessel X, small groupings occurring within the narrower part of the MKI structure and within the southwestern creek, so it could perhaps be associated with the MK I structure (figure 4.52).From these distribution patterns it appears that all the vessels fall into six different groups as indicated in Table 4.7. Vessels 24 and X are most likely to have an association with MKI; vessels 28, 26 and g are more likely to be associated with structure MKII. Only vessel c has strong independence although it is possibly related to the area surrounding feature S120. 
4.2.11  Other materials
Clay and daub
The burned clay and daub together weigh 1443.1 g. Some burned fragments show 
imprints of twigs and have flat sides, and are possibly the remains of a structure covered with daub (Beckerman 2013). In two neighbouring squares, 1255.7 g of burned clay were recovered; this clay was drawn on the excavation plans. Due to its high relative weight it was removed from the dataset as an outlier, but the information will not of course be discarded. We shall return to it later and relate it to the results of the analysis.The KDE analysis displays an area outside the MKII structure, possibly indicating the remains of a collapsed daub wall (figure 4.53). Other high-density areas are present which could relate to the MKII structure. The daub does not relate to the MKI structure. Preservation does not allow for the identification of an oven. 
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Organic residues
Sixteen sherds in the ceramic assemblage were selected for residue analysis; nine relate to individual vessels (Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2013). However, only 
vessels 13, 26, O, X and e had sufficient spatial information. From the spatial analysis of the vessels it is clear that the ceramic material has a certain degree of mobility. It is therefore unwise to postulate spatial relationships between the residues and 
their final location, as this may have little to do with the residue itself. As the spatial relationships of the vessels to the features within the site are unclear, it is equally impossible to infer anything from these results which would add to the spatial analysis. It is always possible that certain vessels functioned within a particular part 
of the site but the evidence is not sufficient for these aspects to be investigated any further.
Botanical remains
The botanical dataset is difficult to interpret due to the sampling strategy. Samples 
were collected where material was visually identifiable. The lack of a systematic sampling strategy has resulted in a dataset with little spatial meaning. For this reason the information below remains descriptive. The remains contain plant species indicative of a saltwater and freshwater environment; some can be classed as crop species (Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2013). The remaining categories are arable weeds, processed plant remains and trees or shrubs. Each sampled location contains material which can be assigned to the above categories with, for the most part, each 





< -2.58 Std. Dev. 
-2.58 - -1.96 Std. Dev.
-1.96 - -1.65 Std. Dev.
-1.65 - 1.65 Std. Dev.
1.65 - 1.96 Std. Dev.
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> 2.58 Std. Dev.
Figure 4.53 Gi* (left) and 
Kernel Density (right) of 
the clay and daub. The 
circled point represents the 
location of the approx. 1 
kg of remains which were 
removed from the analysis.
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4.2.12  Synthesis and discussion
Combining the datasets
In section 4.2.13 the features were analysed from a visual perspective, resulting 
in the definition of four structures. The artefact and ecofact remains all have their individual distributional characteristics (sections 4.2.6 to 4.2.11). However, it is not until all these elements are brought together, with the inclusion of the underlying elevation model (section 4.2.5), that a complete representation of the activities and structure of the site can be determined. Ultimately, this leads to a fuller understanding of the site. Below, the spatial associations will be discussed in the context of the 
most apparent structuring elements (figure 4.55): the large activity area, the MKI and MKII structures, and the creeks.
Associations of the large activity area
The large activity area consists of a continuous zone which is dominated by bird 
and mammal remains (Bm1, Ba1, section 4.2.6, figures 4.17-4.24 (Gi* and KDE)), 
represented in yellow in the multivariate visualisation (figure 4.22). However, it is 
also defined by a reduction in mammal remains (green) and a continuation of bird remains (red) to the southeast. The edges are extended by the movement of the 
mammal remains to the north, probably due to the Aspect-Slope (see also figure 4.16). The large activity area measures broadly 10 m by 6 m. Feature S120 lies 
within this area, and contains high quantities of charred grain remains (figure 4.54). 
Surrounding it is a significant quantity of stone, occurring in one, two or possibly four concentrations depending upon the scale of analysis (S2a, S2b, section 4.2.9). 
Figure 4.54 Left: the 
botanical results by plant 
type. Right: the cereals 
by type. The pie chart 
diagrams illustrate the 
quantities of material in a 
ranked order (1-10, 11-100, 
101-1000, 1001-5000, 
5000+) and the radius 
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Some flint (F3) is also located here, although in lower quantities. Furthermore, the remains of seals can be traced to two more isolated areas (Bm1a, Bm1b) within this large activity area. Due to the spatial arrangement of the material this area has been interpreted as a principle zone where multiple activities have led to the accumulation of remains. The other activity areas are bounded in some way by 
structural elements. On the western edge of this large area is a collection of flint and stone (S1, F1) that appears to be clearly isolated from the animal remains and stands 
out relative to the more random dispersal of the remainder of the flint (figure 4.28). In view of this isolation this area could be interpreted as separate from the large activity area or an addition to it. 
Associations of the MKII structure
The southwestern edge of this area coincides with the external wall of the proposed 
MKII structure. This boundary is defined not only by the wall structure, but also by various artefact categories. Flint (F4a) and stone (S3) occur together between the large activity area and the southwestern creek. Material continues into this creek 
due to gravitational displacement on the slope (figure 4.56). In consideration of this, it is evident that the majority of the material was formerly contained within the area 

























































Figure 4.55 The 
associations of the different 
artefact categories into a 
single framework. These 
associations are discussed 
accordingly.
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4.28) indicates that flint knapping took place in the vicinity of the hearth, and possibly outside the MKII structure (RMU 9), assuming this material has not been displaced from within the structure. The amber, which is located in the area of the MKII structure (A1), has been displaced towards the southwestern creek for the reasons outlined above, and represents an amber working area which is close to the hearth. The relationship of the hearth to the MKII structure has been derived from its association with the preceding artefact categories and its location. It is positioned centrally relative to the central post line, albeit slightly to the northwest. A concentration of stone (S5) is possibly associated with the MKII structure, although this remains unclear. The distribution of daub and clay can be interpreted as a collapsed wattle and daub wall which formed the exterior of the structure. Unfortunately none of the ceramic vessels can be firmly attributed to the structure. However, some are dispersed in such a way as to suggest that they could have originated from within the structure (Table 4.7).
Associations of the MKI structure
Little in the distribution patterns of artefact and ecofact categories corresponds to the MKI structure, as compared with the MKII structure. This might give rise 
to doubts about the reliability of the definition of this structure. However, the interpretation of the MKI structure can be substantiated by an assessment of the distributions in terms of the absence of material. This is discussed in more detail in the following section. One posthole of the northeastern long wall cuts through feature S120, indicating a lack of association with this feature, and consequently also the large activity area. This can be used to further explain the absence of mammal bones within the structure. It would appear that the bird remains have survived as they were trampled into the ground surface, whereas the mammal remains would have been more susceptible/liable to fragmentation, disintegration and displacement due to their greater size. The presence of a boundary within the vicinity of the long northeastern wall of the MKI structure shows a relative absence of the mammal remains inside, in contrast with the presence of mammal remains outside. Bird remains occur both inside and outside the structure. Two hearths exist within the outline of the structure: hearth 2 and the hearth pit. Hearth 2 appears to correspond to the MKI structure in view of associated artefactual evidence (section 4.2.7). Flint indicates that knapping took place in the location of this hearth (F4b); this flint material is bounded by both long walls of the structure. The hearth pit, however, is harder to associate with this structure. It cannot correspond to the MKII structure as it coincides with one of its walls. Association with the MKI structure therefore remains a possibility, although no supporting evidence can be derived from the artefact remains. In contrast, the grave occupies a clear position within the MKI configuration. It is positioned exactly on the central line of the structure. In addition, based upon stratigraphy, the phasing (discussed later in this section) associates the grave with the same phase as the MKI structure, representing the final set of activities at the site.
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Associations of the creeks
Throughout this chapter material has been observed within the two creeks; these are ‘negative’ features, and as such one would expect them to naturally accumulate material. This material could also have a higher potential for preservation. The dispersal of the materials from the MKII structure seems to be primarily related to down slope displacement of materials, as would be expected in relation to the 
underlying topography (figure 4.56). This dispersal is also seen in the amber distribution; it is not therefore thought that this material is the result of the discarding of refuse or other deliberate behaviour.
Remaining elements
There are a few elements which have not been discussed, due to their lack of association with the two structures (MKII and MKI) and the lack of clear evidence for other structures. The pits to the south lack large quantities of material remains, a feature that appears common in SGC settlements. Their function is unclear and 
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Figure 4.56 The Slope 
Aspect map indicating the 
areas with varying degrees 
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post line has also been identified; a few of the posts were represented within the profile sections at different levels. However these different levels could be due to the lack of clear archaeological visibility with very little contract between the upper fill of the postholes and that of the cultural layer in which they are situated.The presence of fences and walls could be demonstrated from the distribution of fish bones. As seen at Keinsmerbrug, they have the potential to line the walls of structures. However, the fish bone data would be expected to correspond to the large activity area. This would be a very good way to test the results presented here.
Phasing
As explained in section 4.1 the site’s stratigraphy could not be reconstructed. However, there are clues to a more general phasing of the site based upon various spatial associations. The creeks, especially the southwestern creek, are central to this line of reasoning. The MKII structure appears to be situated on the outer bank of the southwestern creek, as indicated by the elevation model illustrated in figure 4.56. The alignment of the structure appears to correspond to that of the creek. The creek would have been open at the time of habitation, allowing for the natural accumulation of material. The displacement of material from within the MKII structure also indicates that the creek was open but gradually filling up during habitation. The remains of a possible skin-lined canoe (Nobles 2013b) and quantities of other find materials within the creek suggest that these were more likely to be associated with the MKII structure and related activities.The MKI structure overlies the southwestern creek, and would have been built following the natural filling of the creek. If this was not the case postholes would have reached the base of the creek, and consequently would have been recorded by the excavators. A single post from the MKI structure cuts through feature S120, supporting the association of feature S120 with an earlier phase. The MKI structure, specifically the northeastern wall, is located upon the former large activity area. Whilst this does not affect the density of bird remains it does affect the mammal remains. The bird bones are related to the mammal remains, but the reduction of the density of mammal remains across this boundary is caused by certain processes.Whatever processes are involved they do not appear to impact upon the bird remains in the same way as the mammal remains. The reduction in the mammal bone density is correlated with the presence of the MKI structure, so different processes must be acting upon the mammal assemblage either side of this wall which would not impact upon the bird remains. The difficulty is defining a process which would influence the density of mammal remains but would not affect the bird remains to the same degree. Bird remains differ from mammal remains in many ways. They are generally smaller and stronger being more resistant to micro-organisms (Serjeantson 2009, 109). Changes in the pH of the soil can also affect the survival of bone. However, whatever processes were impacting upon the mammal remains within the area of the MKI structure were not affecting the remains outside. Changes in pH would therefore seem less likely as they are contained within the previous cultural layer. If activities were taking place within the structure the protective 
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cultural layer would erode, allowing the bone material to be subjected to greater taphonomic processes. The remains could have been subjected to bioerosion through trampling and consequently also to weathering. As the bird bones are generally smaller it is likely that they would become embedded in the remaining cultural layer, whereas the mammal bones would be more susceptible to fragmentation and decay. In turn, this may be sufficient to create a bias in retrieval even if a 4mm sieve is used.If deliberate cleaning of the area took place the same cleaning process would impact more or less equally upon both sets of material as they would first have to be removed from their in situ context. The reasons for the removal of the mammal bones from this area may not therefore have been intentional cleaning, but a consequence of human activity which was detrimental to the survival of this particular archaeological assemblage.The erosion of the mammal bone distribution further indicates that the use of the large activity area was also prior to the construction of the structure. The grave, which is seen as stratigraphically late in the sequence, cuts through the bird remains distribution, another indication of the earlier nature of the large activity area. The later phasing of the MKI structure and grave do not appear to be accidental; they both appear as the last phase of activity on the site. These two elements are thought to be linked, based on their temporal and spatial situation (table 4.8).
Phase Elements Interpretation1 creeks settlementMKII structurelarge activity areafeature S1202 MKI structure ceremonialgrave
The time scale between the abandonment of the MKII structure and the creation of the MKI structure is not known. The ditches and the partial return of the eastern creek in the Medieval period are not associated with the Neolithic site, but are a later development.
Site function 
At the beginning of this chapter the MKI and MKII structures were postulated as 
hypothetical constructions. It is now clear that there is sufficient evidence from the spatial association of the various materials to accept both the MKII and MKI structures, and continue the discussion in terms of their social function within the context of the site. It is clear that the various partitions of the site have differing roles which offer links between the structures, material remains, and the activities 
or tasks which took place. The two identified phases indicate distinct changes in the 
use of the site which reflect the nature of the site at the various times.
The function and form of the MKII structure
The MKII structure appears to represent the first phase of human activity at the site. The juxtaposition of animal remains in the large activity area with the stone 
Table 4.8 Phasing and 
interpretation of the site 
with reference to certain 
elements.
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(including flint) and amber material within the structure indicates a deliberate 
segregation of contemporaneous activities. This is clearly illustrated in figure 4.58. The large activity area is clearly visible through the remains of the animal bones; this is likely to relate to the processing of the animal carcasses for the processing of meat. The seal remains indicate the processing of hides. Feature S120, which is situated within this activity area, contains, and is surrounded by, a high quantity of charred grain remains. This is surrounded by stone material, which indicates a high possibility for the processing of cereals. Whether these cereals were locally produced is a matter of opinion. As suggested in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1.2) there is the possibility of an ard mark, which could indicate local production. Equally, from the perspective of this chapter there is no reason why cereal remains could not come from elsewhere; a mixture of these two models would also be possible. On the 
edge of this area is a grouping of flint and stone. This could potentially represent a stored collection but would require further investigation to determine. Within the structure, craft activities are represented by an amber bead production area. This is 









Figure 4.58 Multivariate 
visualisation of the animal, 
stone and flint material.
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It is highly probable that other craft activities, which cannot be identified from an archaeo-spatial perspective, also took place both within and outside the structure. The outside craft activities are likely to be restricted to the large activity area. This suggests there were cultural rules regarding attitudes towards the use and disposal of certain materials in regard to discard behaviour, as the juxtaposition of stone and organic remains is so distinct. All of the material related to the MKII structure appears to reflect activity of a domestic nature. Therefore the only interpretation which can be presented is that MKII represents a structure with a domestic function: a house.This house is naviform in shape, measuring 16.5 by 4 m. It would have had a reed roof which was continuous around the structure, providing the only link between the central post line and external post line. The exterior wall was given a daub finish. It is not clear whether the inner post or the outer posts of the post pairings were part of the exterior wall. If the outer posts formed the wall then the inner posts would have supported the crossbeams, which in turn would 
N
2.5m0
Figure 4.59 Illustrative 
reconstruction of the MKII 
structure.
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10m0
Figure 4.60 Left Zeewijk-
Oost structure. Right 
Mienakker MKI.
support the central post line. If the daub wall was formed on the inner posts, the exterior posts would have served to support the roof and create an overhang.Figure 4.59 illustrates a potential reconstruction based on the ground plan. As no entrances were identified none has been included. The heights of the walls, and the pitch and height of the roof are speculative. Yet the reconstruction serves to illustrate the general form and look the structure might have had. No parallels from the SGC currently exist within the published literature for this type of structure. At Noordwijk-Bronsgeest, two partially overlapping early Bronze Age structures were identified, both naviform and measuring 12 and 16 m in length, consisting of a single central post line and a single post external wall (Van Heeringen and Van der Velde 1999). At the Bell Beaker site of Molenaarsgraaf there is a structure broadly naviform in shape with a double post wall and a single central post line (Louwe Kooijmans 1974).
The function and form of the MKI structure
The MKI structure lacks the association of large quantities of animal remains seen with the MKII structure. Hearth 2 is contained within the structure. It has multiple 
firings – at least nine – and has some associated flint material (F4b). It is unclear whether the hearth pit is associated. As stated above, only the absence of material 
supports the definition of the structure, but this absence cannot suggest the role it might have played. For this, parallels with other similar structures have to be sought.The form of the structure has some clear similarities with another structure. In the immediate vicinity, at the Zeewijk site, there is a comparable structure (Zeewijk-Oost). Initially they may look quite different, as Zeewijk-Oost is constructed from posts of a greater size and regularity, yet there are some clear and crucial similarities. These can be compared in figure 4.60. In both structures there are entrance posts at the wider end. They are both trapezoidal, and orientated southwest to northeast. The difference in orientation is only 






Figure 4.61 The two 
structures superimposed 
on each other. The Zeewijk-
Oost structure has been 
rotated eastwards by 5.42 
degrees. The north arrow 
belongs to the Mienakker 
structure.
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5.42 degrees. By adjusting this orientation, the Mienakker structure can be superimposed onto the Zeewijk structure using the rear central post and two entrance posts as reference points. With no changes in scaling it is clear that the positions of these three posts are identical, as illustrated in figure 4.61. Furthermore, there are extra postholes in the narrow end of both structures. At Zeewijk, these have been described as a four-post arrangement (Hogestijn 1997, 35; Hogestijn and Drenth 2001, 61), whereas in the Mienakker structure there is a more ‘horseshoe’ or ‘U-shaped’ shaped arrangement. If the Zeewijk structure is re-examined, then the four-post feature can be combined with a post from the central post line to create a similar ‘horse shoe’ shape. The initial stages of construction would appear to be identical. Firstly, the central post line would be set out, one post at the rear and the other at the front, oriented northeast to southwest. Once set out, a framing post for the entrance would be marked. This could be achieved by standing next to this post facing outwards from the structure and taking a side step to the right and half a step backwards. This would mark the location of the second entrance post. The structure would then take shape around these key elements. Given these similarities it is possible that the person or persons involved in the construction of the Mienakker structure were also involved in the building of the Zeewijk-Oost structure. In these two cases it is clear that the final designs differ, both in terms of construction materials and overall dimensions. As there are large numbers of postholes in the MKI/MKII overlap area it is difficult to associate particular postholes to either of the structures with any confidence. This is indicated through the use of dashed lines. A central post line is possible, given the identification of centrally located postholes. However, due to the previous settlement activity these posts cannot be determined with any degree of certainty. This raises the question of whether the structure had, or was capable of supporting, a roof. Such a roof would have two potential forms (figure 4.62). A horizontal apex would result in a varied change in the pitch of the roof to a lower angle at the wider end, leading to greater dependence on a central post line. Since no substantial central post line can be determined, this option is less likely. Alternatively the pitch of the roof could remain the same, resulting in a change in the angle of the apex of the roof, being higher at the wider gabled end, and possible creating a more impressive embellishment or imposing façade. Again, this would add considerable weight to the supporting posts which would push the posts further into the natural substrate relative to those at the thinner end. No such situation was observed. The fairly small postholes (relative to the MKII structure) could be presented as a flimsy construction. The reader should bear in mind that the postholes were recorded below the cultural layer and any associated postholes would cut through the cultural layer from a higher level allowing for the possibility of smaller postholes. However, the postholes at the thinner end would have cut through a much thinner cultural layer. Their widths do not appear to be significantly different to those in the remainder of the structure. The trapezoidal form of the structure with such small-diameter postholes and the divergence of the long wall from a straight line, particularly the southeastern wall, would be less than ideal for a roof. This creates the distinct possibility that the structure may not have had a roof at all. This, therefore, would cast doubt on any discussion regarding the structure as a dwelling or house. There are other indications of the structure’s possible function. Although a hearth and possibly 
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Figure 4.62 An illustrative reconstruction of the MKI structure displaying the situation (a) and positioning (b, in blue) of 
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the hearth pit are associated, this does not necessarily suggest a domestic function. The location of a burial centrally within the wider end of a structure which also has a similar stratigraphical situation would suggest this is not a coincidence. In this respect the structure is not unique and fits into a certain category of structure which occurs throughout parts of Europe.Wooden parallels can be identified at various earlier sites across Europe such 
as at Niedźwiedź and Pawłow in Poland (Rzepecki 2011), and Fussell’s Lodge in England (Ashbee 1970). The trapezoidal form is also reflected at many other sites including the Kujavian long barrows of the Polish lowlands and various sites in Denmark, such as at Storgård (Kristensen 1989). This latter example (figure 4.63) illustrates the variability of the definition of the tomb which can be compared to the MKI structure’s southeastern wall, which also has a comparable orientation. The entrance of the MKI structure appears to have been blocked by the presence of a few smaller postholes, forming a line which hinders movement within. The blocking of entrances is often seen in megalithic long barrows, a textbook example of which exists at West Kennet (Wiltshire, UK) where an entrance into the chamber is deliberately blocked (Piggot 1962). The structure was probably made of wood due to the absence of stone building materials, a direct consequence of the wetland geological situation. Large stone boulders would only be available on the earlier Pleistocene soils which are much further to the east and were used in the earlier TRB period for the construction of megalithic tombs (the Dutch Hunebedden).Based upon these earlier trapezoidal parallels it would appear that the Mienakker (MKI) structure is a prime candidate for a wooden tomb in the style of similar long barrows. The burial in the wider end, as in the case of Mienakker, is often reflected in trapezoidal burial monuments. Thus the lack of any great quantity of identifiable domestic material remains, the presence of a grave in the wider end and the parallels with other trapezoidal structures would indicate that the MKI structure had a mortuary/ceremonial/ritual function. The presence of a ceremonial or mortuary structure at a former settlement is not uncommon (Midgely 1992, 481). However, this is the first time the Single Grave Culture and the wider Corded Ware Culture have been linked with such a practice. Quite how this form manifests itself within the Single Grave Culture is a topic for further debate, but it raises the issue of the context of settlement burials versus the individual flat graves which typify this cultural group. Ultimately this could provide a link to the earlier TRB communities, although more research is required before such a link can be proposed.There also remains a distinct possibility that similar structures exist at the other settlement sites. However, the majority of these have undergone little or no archaeological excavation.
4.2.13  Conclusions
The site at Mienakker in its initial phase represents a single house settlement. This was later transformed into a place of ceremonial and ritual through the construction 
of the mortuary structure. Table 4.8 identifies the elements which are associated with the separate phases and the interpretation of the site’s main function.The site was originally included in Hogestijn’s two-group settlement model (Hogestijn 1992), and interpreted as a seasonal settlement for the purpose of processing cod and haddock, possibly for transportation to a larger population 
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at permanent settlements (ibid, 203). However, based upon the spatial analysis it is clear that the site at Mienakker was a settlement where people lived, hunted, herded and grazed their cattle. The people undertook craft activities and took to the water for fishing from their canoes. The presence of the later mortuary structure indicates a more complex relationship between the realms of the living and the dead, a key aspect which is missing from Hogestijn’s proposed settlement model (Hogestijn 1992, 1998, 2001).  As seen in the previous publication (Smit et al. 2012) the use of a multi-approach analytical framework has yielded detail and provided support for the interpretation of structures at a previously excavated site. It challenges the structures previously published, and identifies their full extent. The identification of a mortuary structure is surprising, and potentially challenges long-held views regarding the association of these structures with the earlier periods only. This allows the potential integration of the transference of ideologies across archaeologically defined cultural barriers in time and space.
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10m0 Figure 4.63 The ground 
plan of the Early Neolithic 
long barrow of Storgård in 
Denmark (after Kristensen 
1989, 74, Fig. 3).





The site was discovered in 1983 during ground works by K. de Lange, the landowner, which revealed the remains of a cultural layer.30 Unfortunately the work destroyed much of the cultural layer in the central area of the eastern part of the site. A borehole campaign revealed the extent of the cultural layer, and two areas were distinguished (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001. The smaller area, 2927m2, is located to the north, but due to the site’s grid orientation and subsequent references, it is referred to as the western area. The area to the south is referred to as the eastern area and covers 5339m2. These two areas are separated by a gully and were named Zeewijk-
West and Zeewijk-East during the excavation. Although they are defined as two divisions this does not necessarily mean that they correspond to two phases or two separate locales of habitation. The excavation was undertaken under the auspices of the Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek (State Service for Archaeological Investigations, ROB31), by volunteers under the supervision of W.J. Hogestijn and E.E.B. Bulten. The excavation was conducted due to the increasing threat of erosion of the site (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001, 71), whilst also allowing an opportunity to validate a hypothesis presented by Hogestijn  following the excavations of the settlement sites of Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker and Kolhorn (Hogestijn 1992).
5.1.2  Excavation summary
The 1992 excavation
Following the 1986-1987 borehole campaign (Gerrets, Bulten and Pasveer 1988) large-scale excavations took place from 1992 to 1994 (Van Heeringen and Theunissen 2001; Bulten 2001b). Extra corings were taken prior to the excavation as the visible cultural layer had been masked by the ploughsoil. This aided the detection of the cultural layer, which acted as a proxy for the extent of the settlement. 
The first campaign started with the laying out of a grid of two by two metre squares over Zeewijk-West and Zeewijk-East. The squares were distributed in an arbitrary 
way, with the first square in the southwestern corner, at coordinate 100,400. Each two-metre square in the 1992 grid was divided into four one-metre squares. The 
30 This chapter has been published previously in Theunissen et al. 2014.31 Now Rijksdienst voor het Cultureel Erfgoed (Cultural Heritage Agency of the Netherlands, RCE).
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50m0
Trench 1992 Square excavated in another year Extent of the cultural layer
50m0
Square, excavated in 1992 Square, excavated in 1993 Square excavated in another year Extent of the cultural layer
Figure 5.1 Extent of the excavated part in 1992 in relation to the cultural layer.
Figure 5.2 Extent of the excavated part in 1993 in relation to the campaign of 1992 and the cultural layer.
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cultural layer in these squares was excavated in spits of 3cm (Bulten 2001b, 4). These soil samples were wet-sieved at the site using a sieve with a mesh size of 4mm.Also three large trenches were dug and two long evaluation trenches cutting through both Zeewijk-West and Zeewijk-East, in order to obtain a good insight and to assess the relationship between the two sides of the gully that separates West and East (figure 5.1). In Zeewijk-East the test pits revealed a wooden post (1.3 m long and 0.3 m wide), initially thought to be modern in consideration of its good preservation. Later it became apparent that it formed a part of a large Neolithic structure. 
The 1993 excavation
The 1992 area was extended beyond the test pits in the following year to define the remainder of the structure. In the central eastern area more squares were excavated 
to the south of the 1992 area, as well as to the south of the western excavation (figure 5.2). Part of the structure extended beyond the original excavation grid, indicating that the delimitation of a settlement on the basis of the cultural layer alone is 
insufficient (Bulten 2001b, 5). 
The 1994 excavation
This was to be the final year of excavation. Efforts were concentrated in the west, joining the southern area with the northern section across the gully and extending further northwards. The area excavated in the south in 1993 was extended westwards 
by six metres. At the time these zones were identified as those most threatened by ploughing. Evaluation trenches were excavated which reached beyond the cultural 
50m0
Square, excavated in 1992 Square, excavated in 1993 Square, excavated in 1994 Square excavation year unknown
Extent of the cultural layer
Figure 5.3 Extent of the 
excavated part in 1994 in 
relation to the campaign 
of 1992 and 1993 and the 
cultural layer.
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layers to try to define the extent of the settlement. These were long trenches with an 
approximate width of 1.5 m, defined by the bucket of the mechanical excavator. Finds 
from these long trenches were prefixed by the number 94 in the documentation 
(figure 5.3).
5.1.3 Features
Various features were discovered during the excavation (figures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and the inset of the overview of all features). Their interpretation is primarily based upon 
the field documentation, so on the excavators’ interpretation. In the absence of many of the sections of the features and associated photographs, reinterpretations are not possible. The archaeological features include postholes, pits, cow hoof marks, ard marks and human footprints.
Postholes 
The postholes total 7813 in number. The quantities from each of the subdivisions are included in Table 5.1. Depth information was available for many but not all of the postholes. The percentages of postholes with this information are shown in Table 5.1. The majority of postholes have a width of less than 30cm. In Zeewijk-West 14 
postholes which are located further north beyond the extent of the defined study area do not appear to correspond to any clear structures. In Zeewijk-East (central) 11 postholes are above this threshold and do not indicate structures. In Zeewijk-East (east) there are a greater number of postholes above this threshold (n=31), all are 
related to the previously identified large eastern structure. These postholes can be 
identified on the associated width graph in figure 5.7a-c. The depths of the postholes 
were examined in Zeewijk-West (figure 5.7a). As there is no clear division in the depth data the depths of the postholes were examined at 10cm intervals, i.e. width greater than 10 cm; width greater than 20 cm; width greater than 30cm etc. None of 
these intervals aided in the identification of a structure or structural elements. The same method was applied to the Zeewijk-East (central) area, with the same result 
(figure 5.7b).
Location Total number of 
postholes
Postholes with depth
 n % of totalZeewijk-West 4494 3257 72.5Zeewijk-East (cen-tral) 1327 1239 93.4Zeewijk-East (east) 1264 388 30.7
In Zeewijk-East (east) the posthole depths are mostly less than 70cm (figure 5.7c). Only seven are deeper than 70cm (n=25) and relate to the large eastern structure (figure 5.8). This questions the usefulness of posthole depths for the identification of structures at these sites. However, when combined with the width data on a graph the large eastern structure stands out as a second grouping beyond the general pattern. No similar pattern is apparent in the other two areas, Zeewijk-West and Zeewijk-East (central).The stumps of five posts from the central post line of the large structure were extremely well preserved. The excavators remarked that the chop marks 
Table 5.1 Overview of the 
posthole information from 
the three areas.
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Figure 5.4 Overview of 
Zeewijk-West, showing all 
features.
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Figure 5.5 Overview 
of Zeewijk-East 
(central), showing all 
features.
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Postholes Cow hoof marks
Excavated areaFormer gully
Modern drains Cultural layer
Plough marks
Figure 5.6 Right. Overview 
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Zeewijk - East (east)
Figure 5.7 Below. a) 
Widths and depths of 
the postholes of Zeewijk-
West. b) Widths and 
depths of the postholes of 
Zeewijk-East (central). c) 
Widths and depths of the 
postholes of Zeewijk-East 
(east).
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10m0
Postholes Modern drainage Excavated area
Figure 5.8 The large structure of Zeewijk-East. Above overview of the excavated area of the large structure (in 1993). 
Below the plan and posthole depths of the large structure as published in 1997 (adapted from Hogestijn 1997, Fig. 7, 
36).
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on the bases of these posts could have been made yesterday (figure 5.9). figure 5.10 shows the outline and sections of excavated postholes of large structure of Zeewijk-East. The posts were made from oak and were at a depth of up to 1.15 m and a width of up to 40 cm. Bulten estimates the structure to have been 7 m high, whereas Hogestijn suggests 5 m (Bulten 2001b; Hogestijn 1997). It is not clear how these estimates were derived. There was an arrangement of another four posts within the structure. The fill of these postholes was similar to that of the exterior postholes, and an association was therefore determined. With the survival of the central post line, it is curious that the external post lines are not also preserved. The excavators infer the remainder of the structure to have been deliberately demolished (Hogestijn 1997, 38). Two, but sometimes three, thinner posts generally stood between the larger exterior posts. Bulten indicates that these could have aided in the construction of wattle fences which were later covered with daub (Bulten 2001b). No actual evidence of wattle or daub survives.
Pits
Despite the large numbers of postholes only four pits were discovered, three in the east (central) and one in the west. 32
32 The archive contains no further information relating to the pits.
Figure 5.9 The base of one 
of the surviving posts with 
cut marks clearly visible 
(a. the base of the post 
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Figure 5.10 Documented section of the large structure of Zeewijk-East, base plan after Hogestijn 1997, post numbers 
from the archive.
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Cow hoof marks
There are 13650 features interpreted as cow hoof marks. However, on the excavation plans a hoof mark can broadly consist of one or two components, as illustrated 
in figure 5.11 and 5.12. The actual quantity of individual hoof impressions will therefore be upwards of 6825. They appear in all of the excavated areas and within many of the test pits.
Ard marks
There are numerous ard marks in all areas of the site. These were not recorded in 
section but their configuration in a criss-cross pattern supports this interpretation. 
Ard marks have not been quantified but there are some very dense areas, specifically in the eastern region. Test pits further reveal that ard marks are present in Zeewijk-East and Zeewijk-West, as well as in sparsely investigated areas. In Zeewijk-East (east) ard marks were documented during the 1993 excavation campaign, but only a few during the 1992 excavation campaign. Further south within this area ard marks were documented in the 1992 test pits but not during the 1993 excavation campaign. This is probably a result of the excavation and documentation methodology rather than the absence of these features. Test pits beyond this trench also indicate areas with high densities of ard marks, further suggesting the continuation of these features. As the excavation methodology appears to reflect the presence or absence of these features it is likely that the entire site would yield some evidence of ploughing.
Human footprints
A possible human footprint has been found in one of the test pits in the western 
area, and seven more have been identified in the central area within close proximity to each other. These footprints are between 21 and 33 cm long. Most are between 26 and 28 cm long, equivalent to present-day shoe sizes 9-11 (UK) or 42-45 (EU) 
(figure 5.13). 
20cm0
Left: Figure 5.11 Various 
representations of cow 
hoof marks. 
Right: Figure 5.12 
Cow hoof marks in the 
excavated square.
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Figure 5.14 The southern 
profile from the south of 
Zeewijk-West.
2m0
Postholes Cow hoof marks Foot printsPlough marks
Figure 5.13 The human 
footprints in the central 
(east) area.











































Figure 5.15 The northern 
profile across Zeewijk-
West beyond the study 
area.
Figure 5.16 Zeewijk-East, 
the northern profile.
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5.1.4  Phasing
Zeewijk-West


























Dark grey clay TopsoilSandy clay
Grey clayContact layer
Cultural layer
Figure 5.17 Zeewijk-East; 
top: the northern profile; 
bottom: the western 
profile.
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The cultural layers at this site are associated with habitation phases. The initial deposits appear to be divided by two bands of shell located more centrally in the profile. On either side of this is a reddish-brown clay layer. Since this rises and stops at the topsoil it is likely that this layer potentially marks a flooding event (Smit 2014; Hogestijn 1997). The fact that this layer meets the topsoil indicates the site has been truncated, probably as a consequence of modern ploughing. Further cultural or habitation layers continue to build up spreading further to the east and west. In the north of this area, within the northern posthole concentration, beyond the defined sample area, there is another recorded profile (figure 5.15). In this profile the ‘contact layer’ is much thinner; cow hoof marks are few in this area, in contrast with the more southern profile (figure 5.14). Habitation phases are defined by the multiple cultural layers. These two profiles indicate multiple habitations in the southern area.
Zeewijk-East 
Three profiles are available for the easternmost trench which contains the large 
eastern structure. Unfortunately, none of the profiles cuts through the structure. The 
easternmost section (figure 5.16) has a thick transition from the natural sandy clay upon which, isolated in the north, is a very thin part of the cultural layer. This again 
coincides with the predicted edge of the cultural layer as defined in the borehole 
survey. The northern profile (figure 5.17) contains much more of a cultural layer, once again above a ‘contact layer’. Above this single layer is the reddish brown clay with some sandy bands. Upon this there was peat development followed by shell 
deposits. The western profile (figure 5.17) also indicates the same single cultural layer with a lower ‘contact layer’ and an indication of the reddish brown clay above. 
Phasing summary 
Based upon these profiles a general pattern of multiple habitation phases can be seen. However, it is not possible to create an overall phasing which describes the associations between the east and the west.
5.2 Spatial Analysis
5.2.1  Introduction
Zeewijk has been considered to consist of two individual sites, a conclusion based upon the two concentrations of dark humic cultural material (Hogestijn 1997, 30). The sites are divided by a gully, but whether they are two distinct settlements or a single settlement complex with a gully running through it requires further investigation. Zeewijk has been only partially excavated, and as a result any analysis must be interpreted with this in mind. The excavated area is in itself a sample. Due to the large quantities of materials two areas were selected as a further analytical sample for this study. These areas were based primarily upon the 1992 excavations 
as indicated in figure 5.18. The actual sample areas chosen differ between find 
categories and are illustrated later in this chapter, in figure 5.67. The Zeewijk-East 
(central) area as defined in section 5.1 is not included in the spatial analysis due to 
the disturbance of the find layers.  
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Square, excavated in 1992 Square, excavated in 1993 Square, excavated in 1994 Square excavation year unknown
Extent of the cultural layer
Figure 5.18 Extent of the 













Figure 5.19 The division 
of the 2m square using 
square 1982 as an 
example.
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The site grids
The 1992 excavation began with the laying out of a grid of two-metre squares over the entire area. The arbitrary grid started in the bottom left corner at square 1. This is located upon the site grid at coordinate 100,400. The squares ran sequentially to the right until square 64. The next row started above this, again from left to right. 
This pattern was continued over the rest of the site. figure 5.18 displays only those squares which were excavated within this grid and documented in the archive. They are coloured according to the year of excavation.Each two-metre square was further subdivided into four one metre square 
quadrants. These quadrants were numbered: 1 - bottom left, 2 – bottom right, 
3- top left, 4 – top right. Square 1 in the 2m square 1982 would therefore be numbered 19821, square 2 would be 19822, the third square 19823 and the fourth 19824, as illustrated in figure 5.19. The alignment of the site grid is at approx. 45 degrees east of geographic north. Due to its usage in previous publications the grid north will be used in the remainder of this text. However, geographical north is shown in the figures.In 1992 the total excavated area measured 550 m2 in the west and 816 m2 
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Figure 5.20 The elevation 
of the lowest excavated 
layers below NAP 
(Amsterdam Ordnance 
Datum).
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in the east, including several test pits which were distributed around the main excavation areas. The areas in the west and east were expanded in 1993. Due to the previous year’s discovery of a large structure the site grid was accordingly expanded to the east (see section 5.1). To facilitate this extension, unused square numbers were removed from the west of the site grid and used in the east. In the 1994 campaign in the western area the excavation progressed northwards. Trial trenches were dug to try to define the limits of the settlement. In 1994 the grid numbering also changed, most likely due to the limitations of the 64 square wide grid from the previous two years. The original system was applied to the large trenched areas, but the trial trenches were numbered 01-12 with the prefix 94 (e.g. 9401-9412). 
Elevation model
Figure 5.20 displays the elevations following interpolation using an unrestricted Inverse Distance Weighted method (IDW12) on the basis of the lowest excavated layers. Over-extrapolation did occur in some places due to the sparseness of the elevation data in certain areas. Places where this extrapolation was deemed to be unreliable were removed, and indicated in grey. It is evident from the elevation data that there is a depression in the southwest of the excavated area. The slope of the 
gully can also be identified between the two defined areas. The combination of the 
angle of the slope and the direction of the slope is represented in figure 5.21. The 
Figure 5.21 Plot indicating 
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Figure 5.22 Overview of 
the features of Zeewijk-
West.
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aspect-slope map indicates that, in general, the area was rather flat, especially in the east. However, there are a few areas where the aspect-slope indicates more potential for the movement of materials due to the underlying topography and site formation processes. In the southwest material may move south and westwards. This will be 
taken into account when discussing the spatial analysis of the various find types. The 
influence of the gully which divides the site is more apparent in the north of the site between the western and eastern (central) trenches.
5.2.2  Visual inspection of feature distribution
The west
As illustrated in figure 5.22, there generally appears to be a clear separation between the cow hoof marks and the postholes. The majority of the posthole distribution seems to curve somewhat, following the general shape of the cultural layer.There is an area in the south (next to the western edge) which clearly lacks any features. In the archive drawings this area is shaded. No other archive drawings are present for this area. This looks like the result of missing drawings rather than the absence of features. The cow hoof marks surround this ‘blank’ area, so there is no reason for this to happen. There are no physical boundaries, and they 
Figure 5.23 a) density 
of cow hoof marks using 
a 5 m search radius; b) 
density of postholes using 
a 5 m search radius; c) 
density of postholes using 
a 1m search radius. All 
densities were buffered 
at a radius of 0.5 m from 
the centre of thefeatures. 
The absence of recorded 
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Figure 5.24 The Zeewijk-West structure: the archive image (for the location of this structure see Fig. 11.49).
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therefore indicate that more features can be expected within the area (figure 5.22). Kernel densities of the postholes and cow hoof marks shown in figure 5.23 indicate that there are some clear patterns in the general distributions and densities of the postholes and the cow hoof marks. Although it is not possible to relate these densities directly with structures it is apparent that these posts had a bearing on the movement of cattle within the site. It is therefore likely that structures would have stood in the areas which contain high densities of postholes. As cow hoof marks are absent from these areas, the function of any structures within these areas cannot be associated with the housing of cattle. The excavation team has suggested there is at least one structure, possibly more, within the western area (figure 5.24). One of these structures has been published as an isometric diagram (figure 5.25; Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997, 112). Isometric depictions do not sufficiently reflect the nature of these types of structure, however.Despite some degree of overlap it is clear that the cow hoof marks do not occur in areas with high densities of postholes. There are two areas with high 
Top: Figure 5.25 The 
Zeewijk-West structure: 
the isometric depiction of 
the same structure after 
Hogestijn 1997, 112.
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Left: Figure 5.26 Overview 
of the features of Zeewijk-
East.
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densities of postholes, the larger to the north and a smaller area to the south. The cow hoof prints divide these two areas, albeit with a degree of spatial amalgamation. The linear nature of the posthole distribution does suggest some kind of association between the two areas based upon their axial alignments. Such an association may have occurred over a period of time rather than as a result of any contemporaneous construction. Within the western area there are a small number of plough marks. Those aligned north to south or east to west are indicated on the archive drawings as modern disturbance. To the south there are plough marks aligned at approximately 45 degrees to the cardinal points; these are ard marks associated with the Neolithic period. An area with more densely positioned ard marks is located in the northwest of the cultural layers within the test pits.
The east (east)
In the eastern part of the site  there are 1264 postholes which were excavated 
in multiple layers (figure 5.26). Some of these are clearly associated with a large 
structure, identified during the excavation and published widely (Hogestijn 1997, 34-42; Hogestijn 1998,102; Hogestijn 2005, 431; Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997, 113; Hogestijn and Drenth 2000/2001, 138; Van Kampen 2013, 50; Whittle 1996, 238; Nobles 2012, 205-206; Nobles 2013a, pp. 236-237.). The structure spans the 1992 and 1993 excavations, parts of it appearing in different layers depending upon 
the year of excavation and the trench number. It is not possible to define the features in terms of layers one, two or three etc. The structure can therefore only be fully appreciated with the presence of all of the layers as illustrated in various colours in 
figure 5.27. A further potential U-shaped structure is visible. It appears only in the 
upper layers and potentially continues beyond the extent of the excavation (figure 5.27c).In some places the ard marks are cut by the posts from the large structure. However, some posts which are not connected with this larger structure appear to be cut by the ard marks. This indicates a later phasing for the larger structure 
s
5m0
1Number of layer: 3 4 65 1992 ExcavationUnknown2
a b c
Figure 5.27 a) all 
postholes coloured by 
layer; b) all postholes 
coloured by layer with 
key elements defined; c) 
the U-shaped structure 
highlighted.
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whilst allowing for activity associated with postholes to both precede and follow the ploughing activity. It does not rule out contemporaneous activities during the creation of these features. The ard marks are oriented in criss-cross patterns. Two distinct groupings can be identified, the first orientated N-NNW to S-SSE and E-NEE to W-SWW and the second orientated N-NNE to SSW and W-NWW to E-SEE. The second group appears in the lowest excavated layers, with those from group one appearing in the upper layers, indicating the possibility of at least two ploughing events or phases. With the inclusion of the test-pit information the ard marks appear to indicate a large ploughed area which could be 1 hectare or greater. This extent is limited only by the degree of archaeological investigation, as the excavations did not determine the full extent of the ard marks.The cow hoof marks are represented in most areas of the 1992 and 1993 trenches, albeit more so in the latter. The hoof marks are obscured in some areas of an underlying gully system whereas they are present in other locations. This gully system appears in the lower layers, suggesting an earlier phasing not associated with the large structure and unlikely to have much of an impact upon the creation of the ard marks or the settlement.
The eastern structure
Description
The eastern structure is known more commonly as the Zeewijk-East structure 
(figure 5.28). All of the following information, although likely to be a repetition of former publications, is taken from the raw data and excavation plans. This broadly trapezoidal structure measures 22 m by 5.5-7 m. It bows slightly outwards nearer 
Figure 5.28 The large 
structure in Zeewijk-East 
during the excavation 
campaign in 1993.
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the wider end to a width of 7.5 m; this bowing was observed previously by Hogestijn (Hogestijn 1997, 39). The structure is orientated NE-SW along its axial line. The construction is symmetrical and uniform in many of its components. The central post line 
consists of five postholes 30-80 cm in diameter, and the terminals form part of the external end walls. The northeastern terminus forms part of an entrance, the opposing part of which is to the SE, slightly set back into the structure. This creates an asymmetrical effect in the structure. Consequently, the offsetting of the entrance restricts the view of the southwestern partition from the outside. This would allow only glimpses of movement within. This restriction of view could also be enhanced if another posthole which is of comparable dimension to those of the structure is included in the reconstruction. This posthole is situated between the second and third post of the central postline. It is offset from this line to the east by nearly two metres. If this post also reached the roof it would significantly block the view to any part of the interior which stood behind it (figure 5.29 and 5.30). In contrast, the area opposite this is much more open to view from the exterior through the entrance. This could lead to hypotheses regarding social restriction/inclusion with the premise of visual access pertaining to physical access (Gröhn 2004, 301-302; Llobera 2003; Paliou 2013). There are also two postholes of 10-20 cm diameter marginally outside the structure, yet within the opening of this entrance. If these are associated with the structure they could have served as a door, a temporary blocking panel, or they could mark a final closing of the structure. This latter option has connotations of monumental constructions such as enclosures and long barrows.33  Omitting the framing posts of the entrance, this front façade is constructed of smaller postholes with diameters within a range of 8-15 cm. The opposite shorter rear wall is similar to the wider end, albeit without an entrance; the postholes are between 6-16 cm in diameter and form a straight evenly spaced line which is broadly symmetrical. The external walls on either side display clear oppositions to one another. There are 15 large posts (20-70 cm in diameter) with two or three smaller posts placed between them (15-5 cm in diameter). The spacing of the larger postholes are between one and two metres. The majority, however, are closer to separations of 1.5 m. The repetition of such a pattern is unusual for this period of the Neolithic. Domestic dwellings do not generally feature such 
33 For enclosures see: Biehl (2011); for barrows see: Piggott (1966); Saville (1990, 77); Britnell and Savory (1984, 64, 150); Thomas (1999, 150).
10m0
Less visible area Visible area
Figure 5.29 The visible 
areas in the Zeewijk-
East structure from the 
perspective of someone 
standing at the entrance 
of the structure.
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Figure 5.30 The large 
structure of Zeewijk-
East. Two possible 
reconstructions; a) solid 
roof; b) ‘chimney’; c) 
entrance looking into 
the obscured area; d) 
view into the unobscured 
area. Even though the 
posthole arrangements 
are accurate, the 
illustrations present only 
two possibilities.
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Reconstructions
Obviously, archaeologists are faced with a two-dimensional view from which the past is reconstructed. Mostly, direct evidence of wall height, roof pitch, exact form of the upstanding posts, position of supporting beams, use of wattle and/or daub is lacking or uncertain. Hence, reconstructions depend on archaeological parallels, ethnographic analogy and inference.In the case of Zeewijk-East the principle excavators could not agree upon a suitable height for the structure, and suggest heights of 7 m and 5 m (see section 5.1). The assumption so far has been that this structure was walled and had a roof (Hogestijn 1997, 40). The presence of large postholes with two or three smaller postholes between them may be a framework for wattling.  The Zeewijk-East structure has an arrangement of four posts within its rear end, which presumably is not required for its structural stability. If it was incorporated into the roof then it is possible that the appearance of the structure would change. Assuming this was not a later addition the roof in this part of the structure is likely to have risen. This rise may have been very subtle, grossly enhanced or somewhere in between. It may have been part of a functional element, perhaps serving to create a feature within the roof, such as a hole for airflow. As no hearths have been discovered it is difficult to suggest some kind of chimney function as illustrated in figure 5.30. Another hypothesis would be a function not associated with the roof at all. Perhaps this arrangement was an internal element serving as some kind of focal point within the structure. Furthermore, it is merely an assumption that this structure had a roof, depending upon its interpretation as a domestic or more ritual or ceremonial structure. With the latter interpretation, a roof would not be required in a functional sense although a partial covering could also be possible. The lower images of the façades illustrate the visual restrictions from outside the structure, clearly showing the restricted view of the interior if the viewer was standing to the left and the more open interior if standing to the right.Neolithic dwellings are assumed to be designed for living at ground level. This is also the case in these reconstructions, but let us suppose there is a possibility of raised flooring. There are ample archaeological and ethnographical cases for raised dwelling. The possibility of raised floor surfaces therefore warrants serious consideration. The floor could be simply raised by making use of the abundant reed resources. At Zeewijk the addition of greater quantities of reed may have been able to counteract an excessively high water table which would cause a dampening of the ground surface. Such addition of material is likely to have added a greater quantity of humic material to the cultural layer. As this layer was relatively thin or non-existent such a flooring method is thought unlikely. The raising of the floor to accommodate occasions when the water table was excessively high and general dampness would allow use of the structure during wetter periods. 34 The spatial distribution of finds within the surface of the floor would not survive clearly, if at all. This has been observed archaeologically at many lake shore sites (Ebersbach 2013, 285). Such constructions were similarly formed of two aisles (ibid.). Their raised floors were easily destroyed unlike those which can be found in situ at ground level (ibid). Various methods can 
34 Only one potential ‘flooding’ event may be represented in the sections (see section 5.1 
figure 5.14). No evidence of regular flooding events of the entire site have been found.
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be used to create raised floors, as illustrated by Suter and Schlichtherle (Suter and Schlichtherle 2009, 30-134). They include paired posts, log construction, postpads, sleeper beams, log and plank, raised floor on a frame, plank walls, and wattle and daub walls (Ebersbach 2013, 286).Zeewijk-East was constructed using rounded-base oak posts. Between each of the large external wall posts were two smaller posts which could have been used for a wattle construction. It could be argued that the presence of wattle would indicate the absence of a raised floor. However, ethnographic examples exist whereby smaller posts are present at the ground surface for the creation of wattle higher in the structure, for example at Ouedo-Gbadji in Benin, Africa (Pétrequin 1984 (Plate 2)). In this instance the larger posts form the main skeleton of the building with the smaller posts offering further support to the raised floor, walls and roof. The doorway is also situated between two framing posts with an added ladder (figure 5.31). The Zeewijk structure may have stood either at ground level, or contained a raised floor. Both interpretations are possible and neither can be ruled out entirely.
5.2.3  The artefact distributions: approach and sampling
In view of the vast amount of find material and the relatively limited time available for analysis, it was clear that the totality of the excavated parts of Zeewijk-West and -East had to be sampled. Various sampling strategies were suggested: a 
straightforward selection of find boxes, a random spatial sample or a regular spatial sample. A regular sampling method, e.g. every fourth square, would have provided the possibility of analysing a greater area with the use of spatial modelling methods. Such methods would require the use of an interpolation or probability 
Figure 5.31 A house at 
Ouedo-Gbadji in Benin, 
Africa (Pétrequin 1984).
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Initial analytical areas
Figure 5.32 The site grid 
displaying the initial 
analytical areas. function to model a continuous surface from discontinuous spatial data. As intra-site 
settlement analysis is focused on the identification of more or less discrete activity 
areas, discontinuous spatial sampling is not entirely suitable. The identification of behaviourally meaningful clusters is best achieved through neighbourhood methods and continuous data. Clearly, if one seeks to identify the location of built structures and/or activity zones the area must also be large enough relative to the resolution of the excavation units. Since a sampling method was required it was decided that the areas of interest should be those which yielded (suspected) structures, namely Zeewijk-East and Zeewijk-West. The original plan was to analyse material from the 
1992 areas in the east and in the west (figure 5.32); if more time was available then material beyond these areas could be incorporated into the dataset.This created datasets with different extents (see also section 5.2.5). In the west the bone material is solely from the 1992 area, whilst the ceramics dataset is more extensive. For unknown reasons the flint material is absent from the 1992 area. As the material to the south was available this can only be an error in the curation of the material rather than an archaeological absence. The analytical area for the flint was therefore restricted to the 1993/94 excavations, south of the 1992 area. Although this is not convenient for the comparison of the flint to the other datasets it can still provide useful spatial information.Other problems presented themselves in the east of the site. It appeared that the 1992 material from all categories was available only from the test pits rather than the entire 1992 area. Flint material from the surrounding 1993 excavation was also examined. The sample area is highlighted at the beginning of the relevant section, as the spatial extent of each specialist dataset varies.
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All bone Mammal bone








Figure 5.33 Animal bone distributions; a. all bones high=828.8 g, low=0 g; b. mammal bones high=823.3 g, low=0 g; c. 
bird bones high=38 g, low=0; d. fish bones high=35.05 g, low=0 g.
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Figure 5.34 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the mammal remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres) 1.75 m; 
2 m; 2.9 m; 3 m (top left to bottom right).
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Figure 5.35 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the bird remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres) 1.75 m; 2 m; 
2.9 m; 3 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.36 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the fish remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres) 1.75 m; 2 m; 
2.9 m; 3 m (top left to bottom right).
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5.2.4  Zeewijk-West
The selected area in Zeewijk-West measures 368 m2, and was delimited by a poorly 
identified structure and the available information about the excavation. One clear question relates to the presence of a structure in this area. Did such a structure exist 
and can the finds can be associated? Or do the spatial characteristics of the artefacts indicate something to the contrary?
Animal remains
The animal remains from this area weigh 17651.4 g. 35 The three main categories are outlined in Table 5.2. In terms of weight the mammal bones account for the greatest 
proportion. However, since the bird and fish remains are smaller and lighter they 
are typically represented by lower weight values. This therefore quantifies the assemblage used in the western sample area. 
35 Omitting Mollusc and unidentified – 17652 grams. To allow for a more direct comparison 
the weights of the fish bone were estimated. The estimation of the weight of a single fish 
bone was derived from the average weight of a fish bone from the site of Keinsmerbrug (0.08549g) (Nobles 2012: 158, Table 10.3). This average weight was combined with the 











Figure 5.37 Kernel density 
estimates and multivariate 
visualisation of the bone 
data (KDE bandwidth = 
1.75 m).
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Category Weight (g) %Bird 658.6 3.7Mammal 15914.7 90.2Fish 1078.0 6.1
Total 17651.4 100
It is clear from the distributions of animal remains that a large quantity was present in the western zone of the sample area (figure 5.33). When subdivided into groups there appears to be a fairly clear horizontal banding between the mammal, bird and fish bones. The mammal bones appear to be concentrated at the very edge of the sample area, followed by bird bones and then fish bones. The latter occur in several more concentrations across the data extent. The 
























Figure 5.38 The data 
extent with respect to: a. 
elevation; b. slope; c. the 
animal bone multivariate 
visualisation.
Table 5.2 Weights of 
the animal remains by 
category.
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The multivariate visualisation results of the mammal, bird and fish bone densities also reflect this banded pattern (figure 5.37). Further attention must be paid to the underlying elevation, slope and aspect plots to understand whether this pattern results from natural or anthropogenic processes. The aspect-slope plot derived from the elevation data (figure 5.21, 5.38) confirms that there is indeed a fair degree of slope on the western edge of the extent. When compared with the spatial pattern it would appear that the distributions correlate to the slope and lower-lying area. The degree of fragmentation in the mammal bones within the depressed area was not compared with the more elevated area. Fragmentation is high throughout the dataset, however (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2014).  This can be assessed more generally. No clear patterning can be distinguished when the average weights of bone, as a degree of fragmentation, relative to the elevation displays is investigated. Nor does this support differentiation of the processes involved in the observed zoning of the site; cattle trampling versus habitation zones. It is always possible that the banding is the result of three different habitation events, each concerned with the processing of one of the categories. Alternatively, the mammal distribution could be the result of other activities occurring to the west directly beyond 
Flint
50m0
Trench 1992 Trench 1993 Trench 1994 Presence of int Selection area
Figure 5.39 The distribution of the flint data (stars) in reference to the excavation year and trench type (squares). 
Each square represents a 2 m by 2 m area, each x represents the 1 m by 1 m subdivision.
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Figure 5.40 Flint distribution in quantities within the studied area.
Figure 5.41 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint waste with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 
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Figure 5.42 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint flakes with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 
3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.43 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint splinters with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 
m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).





































Figure 5.45 The data extent with respect to: a) elevation; b) slope; c) the flint multivariate visualisation.
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The majority of the flint data from the 1992 excavations, excluding test pits, appears to be missing, limiting the possibilities for comparative spatial analysis involving 
the other datasets (figure 5.39)(García-Díaz 2014). However, since other datasets do extend into this area, some broad comparisons can be made (see later in this 
section). The remaining area for analysis of flint distribution patterns is smaller than the rest and this might affect the end results. As can be seen in the distribution plots 
(figure 5.40) there is some variation but there are no clear patterns. More flint is generally located in the east, most likely due to the distribution of the waste and 
splinters. The flakes may be higher in number more centrally but this is hard to determine visually. 
Type Number %Blade 11 0.6Flake 476 24.4Splinter 615 31.6Waste 846 43.4
Total 1948 100
The Gi* statistics indicate a grouping of high values of flint flakes, waste and splinters in the northeastern corner of the area. The flint flakes and waste also indicate a grouping of high quantities in the south of the plot. At the 5m search radius the focus of the cluster is more central. This is likely to be due to the search radius; it would appear that a radius of 5m is too large for the dataset, a limitation of the analytical method. Besides significant clustering of high values there is also significant clustering of low values. In all cases this occurs on the western edge and in the southwestern corner. This indicates a clear absence of material in this area.The KDE (figure 5.44) supports the Gi* statistic (figures 5.41-5.43) with similar high values. When combined into a multivariate visualisation a banding effect similar to that seen in the animal remains is presented. To the north more 
Figure 5.46 The stone 
data: a) distribution plot; 






































































Table 5.3 Quantities of 
flint by type.
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Figure 5.47 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the stone material with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 
m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.48 The data extent with respect to: a. elevation; b. slope; c. the stone multivariate visualisation.
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Figure 5.49 Distribution of stone types.
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magenta, reds and blues are present (waste and splinters), whereas to the south there are more yellows and greens (waste and flakes). These patterns can be related to the underlying topography, as the majority of this area is situated in what has been defined as a depression. The Gi* clustering of high values in the northeast is located at the very edge of this depression.
Stone
The stone from a proportion of the 1992, 1993 and 1994 excavations was analysed. 
Within the defined sample area 3454 pieces of stone have been counted, weighing a total of 51542.9 g (approx. 50 kg). Both the distribution and kernel density plots 
show a large quantity of stone within the 1992 area (figure 5.46). Upon further 
investigation this quantity includes 762 individual unburnt and unmodified stones weighing 843.7 g in total. They are from two neighbouring squares (16914 and 16923). The vast majority is classed as granite. The Gi* statistics indicate one area 
of significantly high values (figure 5.47). However, comparison with the KDE makes 
it clear that reliance upon statistically significant patterns may be a too simplistic approach. The KDE further demonstrates that other more discrete areas of stone could exist within the dataset besides this single high-value cluster. These other high-density areas occur in the lower parts of the site as indicated in the aspect-
slope plot (figure 5.48), within the depression.The dataset can be subdivided on the basis of the functional designation of the stones (Table 5.4). After exclusion of unmodified stones the quantities in the remaining categories are fairly low, especially when presented spatially. The highest quantity in any one excavation unit totals only four. There are no clear groupings (figure 5.49), and patterns appear to be dispersed fairly randomly, although higher quantities do appear within the surrounding depression (figure 5.48).
Type Number Weight (g)Axe/adze 1 0.6Hammerstone 12 2009.1Grinding stones 17  732.7Quern stones 21 24156.0Polishing stone  1 17.5Combi 1 98.9
Stone flakes 12 753.6Flaked stones 9 28.7
Unmodified 3379 17151.6
Unclassified 1  unknown
Amber
Of the 278 pieces of amber analysed, 115 pieces were from within the chosen sample 
area (figure 5.50) (Van Gijn 2014). These classifications were grouped accordingly, to provide more meaningful divisions for the spatial analysis (see Table 5.5). From the distribution plot and kernel density analysis it appears that there is a concentration of amber in the north. Other more vague areas are potentially present. In this case 
Table 5.4 Quantities of 
stone by type.
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Table 5.4 Quantities of 
stone by type.
1 2 3 5
10m0
Bead Nodule FlakePart of a bead
Number:








Figure 5.50 a) distribution of amber by quantity; b) density of the pieces of amber. Note high densities of amber are 
represented by only three to five pieces.
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Figure 5.52 The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the amber with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 3 m; 
5 m (top left to bottom right).
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high densities only reflect the presence of five pieces of amber. Interpretation of any statistical analysis must be approached with a degree of caution as a slight change in these quantities could alter the results. 
Type Number % Grouped %Complete bead 12 10.4 34.8Broken bead 16 13.9Bead fragment 1 0.9Broken bead frag-ment 2 1.7
Bead (semi-finished product) 6 5.2Broken bead 
(semi-finished product) 3 2.6Block 26 22.6 23.5Nodule 1 0.9Flake 48 41.7 41.7
Total 115 99.9 100
50m0
0Weight (g) ceramic sherds: 5-10





Figure 5.53 Distribution of 
the analysed sherds with 
the original sample areas 
outlined in black.
Table 5.5 Amber by type 
and analytical unit.
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Based upon the pie chart distribution in figure 5.51 there appears to be a greater presence of material from the east of the sample area, with amber present more in the north and northeast. The Gi* analysis indicates a grouping of similar high quantities of material in two areas, centrally and to the north (figure 5.52). This is indicated at the 1.75 m scale; at increasing scales these two areas merge. At the larger scales there is also a significant clustering of the absence of amber to the southwest and to a lesser degree in the east. The presence of an amber working area could be inferred from these images (figures 5.50-5.52). This is a distinct possibility but the range between these high and low values lies between only 0 and 5 whole units. The identified area would have to be combined with the other datasets to see if any correlation occurs between them.
Ceramics
All of the ceramics in the southwestern sample area were analysed. These sherds came from the 1992 area as well as an expanded selection into the 1993 and 1994 
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Figure 5.54 Pie chart 
representation of the 
weight of sherds per unit 
in reference to: a) temper 
type; b) decoration form.
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Figure 5.55 Distribution 
in weights of the 
undecorated sherds.
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Figure 5.58 Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel C, 14, XV and III.
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Figure 5.59 Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel 2, aa, XX and XVIII.
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Figure 5.60 Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel 88, T, 5 and 20.
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decoration. Even though 21% may be viewed as quite high, the majority of these weights are from two test pits at the northern extent of the sample area. There is no reason to suspect the test pits are the source of a quantitative bias compared to the wider areas excavated. As these two areas are on the northern edge of the sample area they may present a trend which continues to the north, as also the distribution pattern of the undecorated sherds show (figure 5.55). This would require further investigation for clarification. Beckerman identified a minimum number of individual (MNI) vessels of 417 (Beckerman 2014). The spatial distribution of each vessel has been plotted and visually assessed. Of these, 20 were selected for further spatial analysis on the basis of the expected size of the vessels. These are vessel numbers, 2, 5, 12, 13, 14, 15, 20, 28, 29, 88, 123, 124, 131, III, XV, XVIII, XX, aa, C, and T (figures. 5.56-5.60). A broadly clustered spatial distribution of the vessel sherds might suggest a potential for low levels of spatial disruption. The sherds from the vessels that were not selected were spatially dispersed and represented by low overall total weights, especially when assessed per metre square.The sherds from vessels 12, 28, 29, 124, 131 and C are all clustered within a small area. Of these, some locations have lower weights, but are nonetheless indicative of slight dispersion. Vessel 123 is slightly more dispersed, yet the higher weights can be observed in the east of the distribution, perhaps suggesting some dispersion to the west. Vessel 13 is quite dispersed, whilst the locations do contain fairly high values. The remains of vessel 15 are similar in their pattern although slightly more clustered within the south of the sample area. Sherds from Vessel 14 represent at least 50% of the vessel. The weights of the sherds are relatively small in comparison with the other vessels, but are fairly high compared with the total weight of the entire vessel. Hence, these lower weights may suggest clustering of sherds, but as they are located near to the eastern limit of the sample area the distribution is likely to be ‘incomplete’.Vessels XV and III are also close to the southern extent of the excavation. Hence there is a high possibility that a large proportion of the vessel remains in the unexcavated area. Vessels aa and XVIII have high values clustered together with low weight values dispersed further from the main concentration. Vessel 2 is located in the southern part of the sample area, and appears to be fairly dispersed.Vessel XX has an unclear distribution, although there is a single square with a high weight of sherds (square 17561, 133.9 g). The remaining areas are fairly clustered, the combinations of the more southern grouping (squares 15611, 15612, 15622, 16261) can be combined, and are fairly high in weight (77.9 g), although not as high as square 17561, especially not once the surrounding squares are accumulated with this relatively high weight of sherds. It is therefore difficult to interpret without the inclusion of other factors.Vessels 88 and T consist of low-weight sherds and even though they appear to be concentrated in the centre of the sample area it remains difficult to infer any confident spatial conclusions. Sherds from Vessel 5 occur in four locations. Three of the locations have relatively high weights but it remains difficult to arrive at any clear conclusions for this vessel. Vessel 20 consists of lower-weight sherds and is in the central and southern part of the sample area. No spatial conclusions can be drawn from this vessel distribution.Unfortunately the layer information was not of a suitable nature to aid in the development of a phasing for the vessels. The inaccuracy of the layer information 





















Figure 5.61 The Zeewijk-
West area displaying all 
features and graphical 
overlays indicating the 
elevation profiles from 
points A-B and B-C; 
vertical scale is provided.
is such that any interpretation based on the layer data would be biased towards the small quantity of well-recorded sherds.It has been concluded that the majority of the vessel remains occur centrally or in the west of the sample area. Only relatively low weights of sherds occur in the location of the depression; the higher-weight sherds are located on the relatively higher topography. Accepting that the clustering of relatively high weights from a vessel could indicate an original location, then the original location for the assessed vessels is situated within the area of the higher topography. Those vessels not depicted here were either highly dispersed, comprised low weight values, or a combination of the two. Such an observation may indicate that the more complete and spatially confined sherds from individual vessels could be associated with a later phase in the development of the settlement. It is easy to imagine that vessels from earlier phases of settlement were subjected to a longer period of erosion and dispersal by domestic daily activities. Those vessels which were incorporated into the settlement strata at a later date may have been subject to far fewer destructive and dispersing factors. Although this is a 
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logical statement it is difficult to base any temporal model on the vessels, as local conditions could vary and, with them, the preservation of the vessels in both material and spatial terms.
Comparison of spatial configurations
Depression and phasing
The previous sections have dealt with the find categories from Zeewijk-West individually; this section brings all of these data sources together for comparison.The elevation data in figure 5.61 indicate a depression which curves around the western and southern edges of the excavated area. Profiles of the elevation data A-B indicate a depth of 20 cm, whereas profile C-B indicates a depression of up to 50 cm in depth. The posthole densities (figure 5.62) appear to avoid this depression in the west, although there is overlap to the south. The cow hoof marks, however, seem to be concentrated within this depression in the south. This is likely to extend into the western part of the depression but this area is not recorded on excavation plans. The depression could therefore be a consequence of the movement of cattle, creating a visible feature. This feature would have been carved out of the ground surface by the repetitive movement of predominantly cattle, with the possibility of other livestock. The movement of cattle would be 
Figure 5.62 a) density 
of cow hoof marks using 
a 5m search radius; b) 
density of postholes using 
a 5m search radius; c. 
density of postholes using 
a 1m search radius. All 
densities were buffered 
at a radius of 0.5 m from 
the centre of the features. 
The absence of recorded 
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expected to produce a large degree of fragmentation, especially in relation to the animal remains. As has previously been stated, in terms of the assemblage as a whole, the bone remains are highly fragmented. Any differentiation in fragmentation between the material in the depression and that beyond it is therefore unlikely.The presence of this depression offers four potential scenarios regarding the movements of the cattle:1. The cows were able to circle a structure or structures which were located within this area, the resulting erosion forming the depression.2. The cow hoof mark distribution pertains to at least two habitation phases. To the south the cows were able and allowed to move around the southern extent of the site at that time. On another occasion, when the habitation focus was more in the north, the cattle were again able to move around the south of the site, in this case situated slightly further to the north. 3. Hoof marks were present all over the site, but due to differential preserva-tion (e.g. insertion of posts) the cow hoof marks have not survived every-where.4. The hoof marks were created by a group or groups of cows wandering ran-domly around the settlement.
In this instance, scenarios 3 and 4 are unlikely. The general division between the hoof marks and postholes demonstrates a clear opposition between the two. However, there is some overlap, indicating that the insertion of posts before or after the creation of the cow hoof marks had no effect on their preservation and identification. Scenarios 1 and 2 therefore remain as possibilities.The presence of ard marks (see section 5.1) within the areas dominated by postholes would indicate that ploughing events occurred in areas either prior to the building of a structure or following the abandonment, destruction or removal of a structure. The absence of large quantities of ard marks within the larger excavated areas is most probably the result of the excavation method.
Ceramics
The spatial distribution of ceramics was not based on whole vessels but on the partial remains consisting of various sherds. Some original locations can be proposed on the basis of the distribution of the sherds from individual vessels. The locations of these vessels are based upon the sherds with the highest weights and those which 
appear to group in greater concentrations. As illustrated in figure 5.63, it is clear that all of the selected vessels appear in the higher part of the site, not within the depression. The other sherds are more fragmented and dispersed; these occur in both parts of the sample area.
Animal remains
The majority of the animal remains occur in a lower area defined as a depression. The animal remains distributions are banded within this depression. The majority of the mammal remains occur in the west, followed by the bird remains and the 
fish remains. The fish remains, although present in the depression, are also largely 
present in the higher part of the sample area (figure 5.64). 



















Figure 5.63 Summary of the concentrations of the clustered sherds from the vessels. Vessel 123 and or V28 are 
depicted in two locations, indicating a second grouping of lighter sherds.
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Figure 5.64 Summary of the distribution of the animal remains, banded within the depression: mammals in the west, 
followed by bird and fish remains.
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Figure 5.65 Summary of the distribution of the stone remains.
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Figure 5.66 General location of the previously identified Zeewijk-West structure.
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Flint
Due to the extent of the studied material the flint spatial analysis is restricted to 
the south of the 1992 excavation. Although clusters have been identified, they are 
confined to the area of the depression. This makes interpretation of the spatial 
patterns difficult.
Stone
The stone remains indicate a high density of small pieces of granite in the higher part of the sample area. Moderate densities of stone are present and contained primarily 
in the depression (figure 5.65). This may be comparable with the flint distribution in this area. The distributions of the individual stone artefacts were also presented 
(figure 5.49). The querns, grinding and hammer stones appear to be more randomly dispersed in this sample area and do not present any clear clustering patterns. 
Amber
Amber, although low in terms of relative numbers, shows a greater presence on the 
higher ground as indicated previously in the Gi* plot (figure 5.52). The presence of 
beads, bead fragments, nodules and flakes may represent amber working within this vicinity.
Structures
So far the features have not been discussed in relation to the find categories. None 
of the find categories clearly indicates any form of structure based on the postholes. 
However, one possible structure was previously defined as the Zeewijk-West structure (Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997)(see also Section 5.2.2). Although it is not possible to adequately distinguish the postholes belonging to this structure, its location is within the area with a high density of postholes. The presence of a single or multiple structures in this area is therefore expected. The structure has merely 
been outlined in this report. It is contained within the boxed area in figure 5.66. Due to the multitude of postholes, many of which appear to form lines and corners, it is very likely that there are several more structures within this area. Due to the lack of clear differentiation between the postholes, especially their uniformity in plan, it is not possible to convincingly define the structures within this area. Furthermore, there are various linear arrangements of postholes which appear to cross over the higher elevation from left to right. The majority of the posthole lines do appear to run parallel and perpendicular to one another, suggesting some kind of association.
Spatial synthesis
As was seen in the Mienakker study mammal remains can be subject to natural and human processes which can distort their spatial structure (Nobles 2013). It is therefore possible that the mammal remains have undergone some kind of natural sorting due to gravity, moving them to the lowest parts of the site. Alternatively, 
anthropogenic factors could also influence the distribution, with the larger elements 
being tossed away whilst the smaller bird and fish bones were discarded more 
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Figure 5.67 Summary of 
all the datasets and their 
data extents.
locally. Fish bones are the smallest and lightest of these categories and they are the only category to have a high concentration of bones in the higher part of the sample area. Figure 5.67 combines the information from all the available categories. There are clear similarities and differences between the locations of the artefact categories. An area of fish remains coincides with the location of a possible structure or structures. The stone, amber and vessels are partially contained within this area, with the exception of vessel 124 and possibly vessels 131 and 12.The majority of the material is related spatially to the higher ground. It is possible that material dispersed from this area into that of the lower terrain through natural gravitational forces. A clear exception can be seen in reference to the animal remains. Due to their relative abundance within the depression, particularly the mammal remains, they could signify deliberate deposition of 
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waste material. The case is not as clear when it comes to the fish remains, with sufficient survival of remains on the higher ground and within the area of the proposed structure.The presence of multiple overlying structures has been suggested. If there was continuous settlement it could result in the need for replacement of settlement structures when required, whereas more sporadic settlement could require the rebuilding of various structures. Both scenarios could be represented by a large quantity of postholes with a defined location as presented at Zeewijk. Dwelling at this part of the site is therefore unlikely to have been a singular (one phase) event. It is not possible to determine the duration of settlement on the basis of the spatial analysis. Whether continuous or sporadic, it is clear that the location of the dwelling was focused upon a limited area.The described depression marking the lower part of the site contains the majority of the cow hoof marks. This is therefore associated with the movement of cattle. The cow hoof marks are excluded, with only a few exceptions, from the areas dominated by postholes. The absence of hoof marks in this area indicates the cows were unable to access this part of the site. This restriction suggests that there must have been some kind of built environment which restricted cattle movements through this area, diverting their course. Any structures which formed this built environment are therefore contemporaneous with the cow hoof marks and the movement of the cattle through parts of the site.
5.2.5  Zeewijk-East
The key aim of the spatial analysis in the east was to investigate any spatial structuring 
of material in association with the large structure identified earlier. Previous reports 
have suggested that this area yields considerably fewer finds than the neighbouring area in the west (Bulten 2001b). As the two areas are relatively similar in size the quantities of material would be expected to be similar. 
Material remains
The artefact remains in this area are few in weight and number; in fact there is a clear problem with the various datasets. The material from the 1992 excavations is 
derived only from the test pits (figure 5.68). The remainder of the recovered material 
is missing and unavailable for study, creating obvious difficulties for any spatial analysis. Many of the excavation units lack information regarding their contents, a problem which cannot be resolved or worked around. However, it is possible to evaluate the available datasets.
Animal remains
All of the animal bone remains are from 14 of the 1992 test pits, totalling just over 3 kg of material. If this is representative of the remaining 41 squares then an average of 200 g would be expected from each square, totalling 11 kg for the entire 1992 excavation area within this part of the site. At Zeewijk-East 54 squares contained approximately 17.5 kg of bone material, which returns an average of just over 300 g per square. This is not so different from Zeewijk-West, but it is important to remember that this is an average and in the west much higher quantities were contained in more discrete areas. Such a comparison may not therefore be so informative.
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Square, excavated in 1992 Square, excavated in 1993 Square, excavated in 1994
Figure 5.68 Overview 
of Zeewijk-East (east) 
excavation by year.
Figure 5.69 Animal remains with the average weight (in g) of material indicated per group of test pits; all quantified 
weights are rounded to the nearest whole number.
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The spatial distribution of the material appears fairly even between the test pits, although figure 5.69 does indicate a trend for a slight increase towards the northwest corner of the excavation area. This may not be too significant, based on the low values of the weights. 
Flint
Due to extra analysis, flint data are available from the surrounding 1993 excavation. Once overlain with the posthole information these data might suggest that slightly 
more flint material is located within the Zeewijk-East structure (figure 5.70). 
However, with such a large area without data, it is difficult to attach any significance 
















Figure 5.70 Flint remains: 
a) quantity of flint per 
square; b) flint type per 
square.
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Even though a concentration of flint seems to occur within the Zeewijk-East structure, a direct association cannot be confirmed. This concentration is quite high relative to the remainder of the flint material, but it only consists of 15 pieces at its peak. Overall, material remains appear to be low in quantity and weight, especially in comparison to Zeewijk-West.
Stone
The stone data are from the 1992 test pits. There are very few pieces, totalling only 28. Due to the low numbers of this material and the sparseness of the test pits no 
insightful conclusions can be presented from a spatial perspective (figure 5.71). Unfortunately, the same conclusion applies to the ceramic dataset. 
Ceramics
From the distribution of the pottery sherds (figure 5.71) within the eastern sample area it is clear that the ceramics are found only in the test pits of the 1992 campaign. There is a clear absence of data from the 1992 trench and the 1993 continuation. 
10m0











Figure 5.71 a) 
distributions of stone; b) 
weights of ceramic sherds.
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It is highly likely that this is the result of missing data or of the original excavation techniques.
Concluding remarks
In Zeewijk-East, therefore, we are left with low quantities of material remains and posthole distributions. The presence of the Zeewijk-East structure can be clearly 
seen, and another possible structure is illustrated in figure 5.28. Details regarding the 
possible construction of a raised floor have been put forward. As Zeewijk is located 
in a wetland environment which was vulnerable to flooding the construction of a 
raised floor would not be unexpected. This could explain the reason for the relatively lower quantities of materials. However, in this case it is not possible to determine whether the absence of large quantities of material is due to this possibility or is a result of the structure’s function.The function of the Zeewijk-East structure cannot be determined solely on the basis of the artefact distributions. For this to be possible the missing artefacts would have to reappear. No association has been established between domestic debris and the structure. Nor were any burials or quantities of human remains contained within. The question therefore remains: was the Zeewijk-East structure a domestic structure or was it built for another purpose?As demonstrated in the Mienakker site report, Zeewijk-East has a clear parallel with the Mienakker mortuary structure (MKI), especially with the placement of certain postholes (Nobles 2013). The use of larger posts might indicate something which has a more monumental design, especially when compared to other Neolithic structures. 36 The wider frontal façade, albeit only a fraction wider, and the slightly bowed middle might suggest ideas associated with many long barrows (Hodder 1990). The phasing of the structure to the very last phase of the settlement and the dating to the very end of the Single Grave Culture would again indicate that the structure was built upon the former remains of a settlement (Smit et al. 2014).Therefore, taking into account the relatively monumental nature of the architecture and the parallel to the Mienakker structure, the function is more likely to be one of ritual and ceremony than of domestic life.
5.2.6  Conclusions
Zeewijk is represented by various zones of subsistence. As defined by the excavated areas, ZeewijkWest has two main zones: the dense areas of postholes on the higher ground juxtaposed with the cow hoof marks on the lower ground. Within the posthole zone many indicators are present which suggest habitation. In this area many of the ceramics are more complete. Many of those selected have a limited dispersal range and the majority of the amber is present in this higher zone. A cluster of stone, and 
some of the fish remains are also present. All of this evidence could be the remains of activity areas created through multiple habitation phases.Though the lower area is represented by the cow hoof marks, material is also present here. The stone is in relatively moderate concentrations which are dispersed along much of the depression. Much of the animal remains occur here, perhaps a sign of the disposal methods associated with the habitation. The lower 
36 See various sites as summarised in Hogestijn and Drenth 2000.
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area was created by the movement of cattle. Even if this was an already existing natural feature the repetitive use by cows would have enhanced this. The cattle behaviour also signifies the presence of a built environment, a construction which inhibited their movement, causing them to circle around the obstruction. The observed ard marks also indicate the use of the area for the growing of crops.In the Zeewijk-East part of the site there are the remains of a monumental structure, a structure currently unparalleled in the local environment in terms of the use of large posts. Yet it is familiar in some respects to the Mienakker MKI structure (Nobles 2013). Regardless of the structure’s relative monumentality or parallels, the excavated areas appear to contain less material than those in the west of the site. Postholes associated with this structure are numerous and their distribution appears to continue into the central area of the site. These, in association with a cultural layer, are taken to signify domestic settlement-related activity. The combination with densely-packed ard marks directly indicates the use of the site for crop production. The Zeewijk-East structure, which cuts numerous ard marks, is the last clear phase in the use of this part of the site. A further partial structure has been inferred from the higher excavation levels but it remains unclear how this relates to the site.Rather than revealing different zones, it has become clear that there was a change in the use of the land. The intermingled relationship of the settlement-related features and the ard marks indicates various changes of focus from settlement to crop. There is the possibility of further settlement prior to return to another phase of agricultural use. Ultimately the creation of the Zeewijk-East structure marks the final phase of activity in this area. With the central posts remaining in the ground, the remains of the structure may have been visible for some time after.Similarities between the excavations at Zeewijk-West and Zeewijk-East as we have analysed them are clear, yet how exactly these two areas are related remains a mystery. In terms of spatial analysis we can state that habitation occurred at both sites but the developments which took place are quite different. In the west settlement appears to have been in two locations, initially to the north and then later to the south. At some point the area was also used for crop agriculture. The East similarly has indicators for settlement and crop agriculture, the only difference being the creation of a distinctly different form of structure, the ceremonial structure known as the Zeewijk-East structure.
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Chapter 6 
Evaluation of the methodology
“Perhaps problem focused research and rescue excavation should 
bear in mind the possible capabilities of future techniques and 
make some altars of observations to unknown technological 
gods”  (Clarke 1977, 6)
6.1 Introduction
This chapter evaluates the excavation methodology that was applied to the excavations. In particular it focuses on the spatial analysis that was conducted in the preceding chapters. The methodological conceptualisations presented here relate to the improvement and enhancement of future excavation methodology for sites with such complexity as presented through the case studies. Within this context this section asks the following fundamental questions:1a) is legacy data from these late 20th century excavations compatible with current spatial analytical methodologies?1b) were the excavation strategies employed suitable to facilitate the answering of questions concerning spatial patterning and spatial behaviour?2) how could these excavation methods be improved for a better integration of spatial analysis of future settlement excavations that exist in a similar situation?
6.2 Evaluation of fieldwork
6.2.1 Legacy data
Any critique of decades-old excavations should acknowledge that it is done so with a great deal of hindsight. It would be wholly unfair to expect the excavators to collect archaeological data in a way that would pass the test of time regarding its compatibility with new techniques. This is especially the case when such expectations are based upon technological developments that could not be foreseen. Clarke’s remark, which heads this chapter, is apt but leaves us in the situation that, short of consulting a 
crystal ball, such considerations are difficult to justify. The excavations of the 
1980s and 1990s constituted the first major investigations of these Late Neolithic settlements. Only a few excavations, limited in their extent, had previously taken place. As a result, these investigations were largely explorative, especially since the nature of the archaeological resource was mostly unknown. This was particularly the case concerning the complexity of the stratigraphy and the quality of the organic remains. The excavations were based on grid collection, although it was unclear what unit size would be suitable for future spatial research. On the whole, the excavation methods employed at these sites have proven to be compatible with current spatial 
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methods as demonstrated in the case studies. Further, the excavation methodology is well suited to the nature of the archaeological record at these settlement sites. The use of grid units, although to some extent arbitrary, creates datasets that have a distinct horizontal spatial resolution. The majority of the collected materials were entrusted to various storage facilities and institutions for their long-term preservation by record. Although secured in storage, the assemblages and archives have been subject to data erosion, due to e.g. the mislabelling of find bags and storage boxes, the loss of record sheets, and the loss of digital data; such data erosion is apparent within all three of the case studies. Little is known about the completeness of the Keinsmerbrug archive as no finds list was compiled. It is therefore not possible to determine whether it is complete or not. In the case of Mienakker a serious problem concerns the loss of several complete and near-complete vessels which were reconstructed from the collected sherds. After their restoration, these vessels were displayed in various museum exhibitions and feature in photographs in various publications (Van Ginkel and Hogestijn 1997). Their current whereabouts are unknown. As a result, these missing vessels could not be integrated into the current study. The excavations at Zeewijk were carried out over three successive years. These excavations included a randomly dispersed test pit campaign and three excavations. The test pit dataset is the most complete, but several problems occurred with the larger excavation datasets. Finds could not be located for the 1992 easternmost excavation trench. Only the material was available from the test pits of the same year. The situation for the western part appeared better: most of the assemblage categories collected are present for the 1992 area, the only exception being flint. As flint material is present from the neighbouring 1993 excavation, and all other materials were stored appropriately, this seems to be a post-excavation issue.
6.2.2 Grid excavation methodology
The grid-based methods for excavation and recording have created datasets that have a clear horizontal spatial component. The material can be analysed relative to the units of the site grids. The size of the grid unit in the case studies was either one metre or half metre squares. This has made it possible to identify meaningful patterns of the material distribution relative to structural features. However, this does not mean that no problems exist, as will be discussed below
Grids and horizontal recording
Choosing an appropriate collection strategy is not a new problem, and has been discussed by various authors (Gilead 2002; Johnson 1984; Pettitt 1997; Spikins et al. 1995). Johnson (Johnson 1984, p. 81) has previously explored this topic using three excavation strategies as his examples: Leroi-Gourhan and Brézillon’s  excavation at Pincevent (Leroi-Gourhan and Brezillon 1966; Leroi-Gourhan and Brézillon 1972); Johansson’s  excavation at Barmose I (Johansson 1971; Johansson 1990; Blankholm 1991), and Ransons excavation at Sundown Point (Ranson 1980). In these examples, a mixture of data collection strategies was used. At Pincevent, point collection was applied to the larger artefacts and 20 cm by 20 cm grid cells were used for the smaller artefacts (Johnson 1984, p. 81).  At Barmose I  all tools were collected 
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Figure 6.1 The effect of 
varying grid resolutions 
on an artefact 
distribution.
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Johnson has acknowledged the need to change the resolution depending upon the situation at hand (Johnson 1984). This is tied into the idea of differing scales of social activity. It is assumed that the activities within a built structure are spatially bound and the contained patterns are more discrete, whereas activities that take place outside are spatially unbound and conducted at a wider scale. The assumption is that the internal social space is limited to the extent of the structure or to particular areas within the structure. While the physical structure bounds space, this is not necessarily the case for social space. It is possible that social space extends beyond physical boundaries. Activities that take place outside are physically unbounded, and therefore they could be considered as limitless regarding the possible space they can be conducted in. For all these areas, it is the definition of the social space that provides the spatial constraints. This may be associated with a built space or a non-physical perceived space. Dealing with, and identifying, socially defined space during excavation is problematic as it is associated with human behaviour while indicators (such as density or artefacts) are often ephemeral or only identifiable following the excavation.This discussion returns us to the paradox noted by Bailey (2007, p. 220) and which heads Chapter 2. To paraphrase: we do not know at what resolution to excavate until we know what social phenomena formed the archaeological record, and for this we must first excavate. Hence, we are forever in a paradoxical caper between identifying social phenomenon and the scale at which we identify them. There is thus no ideal spatial resolution; activities take place at various and multiple socio-spatial scales. Whatever the chosen resolution, it must be based on our prior experiences of such data and the analytical possibilities. Therefore, rather than defining a universal unit size, a clear definition of expected relationships between the unit size and the material as an outcome of behaviours should remain a priority. 
Grids and stratigraphical recording
The advantages of grids are determined by the situations of their use. They are ideal in situations when the distinction between contextual units is unclear or when contextual units cover a large area, such as multiple cultural layers. In these instances, the grids can be used to control for, both horizontal and vertical differentiation. However there are four options for vertical spit collection that could have been applied to the surface deposits in the case studies. These are illustrated 
in figure 6.2.
• Single unit – excavation in a single unit is straightforward and pays no attention to stratigraphy. The excavator continues downwards until all the archaeological material is collected from the excavation unit. The excavated 
material is catalogued under a single square number (figure 6.2a);
• Contextual – when clear contextual changes are visible material can be collected according to individual contexts. Material per excavation unit can then be gathered and catalogued under both the grid unit and contextual layer. These contexts can then be traced throughout the site providing both spatial and stratigraphic controls for later analytical differentiation of the 
finds (figure 6.2b);
• Arbitrary Spits – Material can be collected in predefined spits when it is not possible to determine the contextual relationships as clearly as represent-
ed in figure 6.2b. This may help gain some better understanding regarding the phasing of the archaeological remains. This method divides the vertical 
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stratigraphy into arbitrarily defined units of depth (figure 6.2c). The rela-
tionship between material higher and lower in the stratum may be sufficient to distinguish roughly between phases of activity. The ultimate problem with 
the use of arbitrarily defined spits is, as the term indicates, that they are 
arbitrarily defined. It is difficult to assess what depth interval is reasonable as we cannot determine how this relates to particular activities, events, or phases of habitations before excavation;
• Arbitrary Contextual spits – the arbitrary vertical divisions can be used in association with the contextual method. Potentially this allows for strati-graphical control when the divisions between the contexts are not clear and vary spatially. This would retain information that may be of importance later 
in the post-excavation analysis and allow for the division of the finds assem-
blage into more meaningful units (figure 6.2d).
In all three case studies the arbitrary spit method was chosen, however there were various issues which arose. At Keinsmerbrug the artefacts were recorded in relation to their spit; unfortunately this information was not always transferred to the finds bag, and has been lost. At Mienakker, spits were registered for the first units but at some point the methodology was changed so this information was no longer recorded. A similar situation occurred at Zeewijk. The resulting datasets, when considered in three dimensions, are unreliable. Therefore there was no choice but to reduce it to only two dimensions for analysis, essentially treating the data as if it had been collected by the single unit method. This serves to demonstrate that it is essential that rigorous recording practice be applied and continued throughout the excavation when an arbitrary spit collection method is adopted. Otherwise, we face limits to the analysis that can be performed and to the questions that can be posed. The attribution of a third dimension - the spit level - may have provided insight into the phasing of activities. It would be of interest to investigate a similar dataset that has spit information to see if any further temporal information can be derived from it and to compare this to the same dataset once aggregated into two dimensions. 
6.2.3 Sampling
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Figure 6.2 The various 
methods of excavating a 
grid unit in terms of depth 
and stratigraphy.
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distribution from which a general cereal-processing area was interpreted. As the sample squares were large (1m2) the definition of this area was rather unclear and elusive. At Mienakker, the botanical material was originally gathered from the excavated squares over a 1mm sieve, yet the botanical analysis in the case study concentrated on 26 targeted locations (Kubiak-Martens 2013, pp. 99-100). Thus, the remains were only interpretable in relation to associated features. Only one botanically related activity area was spatially definable because it was related to a feature, the possibility for surface (non-feature) related areas could not be explored. The botanical sampling strategy at Zeewijk also concentrated on features such as pits and postholes (Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 129). As a result very little was achievable from the dataset regarding the interpretation of potential plant processing activity areas. Systematic grid-based sampling can, however, be considered as a method of collecting a spatially and botanically representative dataset. Other than the time and funding required to process and analyse the samples, there are no other pertinent reasons why the full collection of botanical materials from a cultural layer should not be attempted. This is especially pertinent to wetland sites like the ones studied here as they are more likely to yield preserved botanical material than their dryland counterparts.There are examples where surface-covering botanical research has been applied. Maier and Harwath present an interesting for the late Neolithic northern Alpine foreland lakeshore settlement of Bad Buchau-Torwiesen II in south-west Germany (Maier and Harwath 2011). They employed a systematic sampling method, which involved one circular tube per metre grid square. The site contained a cultural layer and several houses from a short-lived settlement. Although only visual representations of the results were produced (incremented circles), it does present a test case where the botanical remains were used to identify areas of crop-processing, cooking, and rubbish disposal within a settlement context. Maier and Harwath (ibid) do state, however, that this approach would be less suitable for sites with complex stratigraphies. However, the approach is worthy of future appraisal in relation to contexts like the ones that stand central in the present study. To fully incorporate botanical datasets with spatial analysis within settlement sites, the spatial distribution of the samples must be considered. Otherwise, archaeobotanical research may have little to offer spatial interpretation of archaeological sites beyond a distribution plot.Sampling does not only take place during excavation but it is also employed in the post-excavation process. It can be applied after excavation to obtain a representative population of objects or species for further analysis, particularly in cases where excavated material is abundant. In the context of the analysis of Mienakker the total quantity of fish remains was too large to be analysed within the constraints of time and budget of the project. Sampling was therefore adopted. Various studies have demonstrated the effective use of sampling methods to obtain representative samples of fish remains (Casteel 1976; Bartosiewicz and Gál 2007). Casteel was able to demonstrate which fish were caught and processed within the site, but he was not able to demonstrate where these remains were being processed. A representative sample of fish remains was also taken from Mienakker, which made it possible to obtain a quantitative overview of the represented species. However, no information was gathered regarding the non-analysed remains that could potentially have provided spatial information. Therefore, the archaeozoological representative sample could not be assessed 
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for its spatial representation. As a result spatial analysis of the fish material was not applied, as any result would have been in reference to the sample rather than a reflection of activities that took place at the site.The spatial analysis assesses for changes of phenomena over a continuous surface. Such sampling focuses on the assemblage as a non-spatial entity and can potentially produce datasets that are incompatible with intra-site analysis. When sampling is conducted from a spatial perspective, it can produce a partial dataset that requires some form of interpolation to predict the contents of the non-sampled areas. Activity areas can be represented by artefacts in discrete concentrations; their discovery will be dependent upon the sampling strategy. The questions that can be asked therefore may be dependent upon the sampling strategy that is employed. This could cause the situation where, rather than using sampling to aid interpretation, it becomes a limitation restricting the questions that can be applied to these partial datasets. Thus, sampling for intra-site analysis may not be implemented as easily at the intra-site level as it is within a landscape context.
6.3 Evaluation of spatial methods 
6.3.1 Quantitative approaches
Quantitative methods were applied to gain a greater insight into the spatial patterns going beyond an intuitive interpretation to develop an understanding of past behavioural processes. Activity areas were inferred from the grouping of various materials and the incorporation of associated attributive data (e.g. ceramic residues, 
use-wear, butchery evidence, referring, etc.). The identification of activity areas is not an easy task as human behaviour may only leave ephemeral traces that are 
difficult to detect or even no traces at all. This study has attempted to define such 
areas by using various spatial analytical methods as defined in Chapter 2.All of the applied methods come from non-archaeological disciplines; some have been used before within an archaeological context while other statistics-based techniques were applied to intra-site analysis for the first time. Borrowing techniques is valid as long as the method is appropriate to the types of data they are applied to (Orton 1999, p. 31). Some of the applied methods do not have associated significance tests (e.g. KDE, HCA). The LISA methods allow for hypothesis testing based upon the derived statistical significance by implementing  a z-score and p-value., but the applied LISA techniques were not specifically created for archaeological problems. However, it has been shown that spatial autocorrelation needs serious consideration in the social sciences to identify statistically meaningful patterns (Getis 2007, p. 495). In this study the recommended 95th percentile was used as an indicator for the majority of spatial significance. However, on occasion where the patterns are more subtle the significance level was decreased to the 90th percentile. The adoption of a lower significance level took into account the archaeological perspective as “…the level of significance chosen should rest upon the cost of 
making a mistake…” (Gould 1970, p. 445). In this context, it is important to note that statistical and archaeological significance are two separate concepts. While statistical significance can help support our inferences or hypotheses they cannot explain why patterns are created nor any aspect of their social importance or relevance. Hence, while spatial statistics can identify areas 
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of statistically significant clustering they cannot categorically confirm these clusters are the result of repetitive social behaviour. For this, it is crucial to take prior archaeological knowledge into consideration. Where we set the boundaries is therefore not the concern of the statistician, but the responsibility of the archaeologist. 
6.3.2 The methods
Site formation modelling
Remnants of domestic behaviour are deliberately left, deposited, dropped, or curated in some other way. Much of the archaeological material represents the remains of activities left on the surface. Clearly, many processes have altered the initial patterns of distribution after deposition and have to be accounted for (Binford 1979; Schiffer 1983; Schiffer 1987). These are processes of anthropogenic or non-human nature (e.g. trampling, re-use, intentional transportation, slope movement, water transport) Non-human post-depositional processes, in particular, require serious attention as 
these can significantly blur behaviourally significant patterns.The assessment of site formation processes became an important focus of investigation, especially at Mienakker. The aspect-slope plots allowed for a visual evaluation of the possible movements of material while hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) allowed for the visual assessment of objects (in this case, ceramic vessels which once were whole but have subsequently fragmented and dispersed over the site). At Mienakker materials were not entirely contained by the house. The aspect-slope plot identified that the topography sloped away from the house, thus explaining the movement of materials beyond the ground plan. HCA of certain ceramic vessels has emphasised the high degree of potential mobility that exists within a ceramic assemblage. In some cases it indicated that some vessels whose sherds were located outside the house may have originally been located within the house (vessel 26 see figure 4.38). At Zeewijk, the aspect-slope analysis helped to identify a depression where accumulation of material occurred. Combined with the feature dataset it became apparent that the depression was due to repetitive cattle movement. Without this assessment, a rather different interpretation would have emerged, one where gravitational processes would have been reflected as the principle factor rather than processes associated with human behaviour. 
Kernel Density Estimation evaluation
The use of KDE provided the possibility to identify various locations of high densities 
of an artefact category. Its use was limited to defined artefact classifications and 
allowed for the identification of potentially meaningful behavioural patterns without 
the reliance upon statistical significance. This method became more insightful when multivariate visualisation was adopted. Rather than a side-by-side comparison of the KDE results from various artefact classes, the combination of up to three KDE 
results using RGB colour space allowed for the visual identification of associations 
of two or three artefact classifications. This analysis enabled the assessment and interpretation of behaviourally meaningful patterns with reference to the various 
archaeological features. At Mienakker, this gave rise to the interpretation of a flint knapping area around the hearth and the sub-division of activity areas (Chapter 4). 
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Local Indicators of Spatial Association Evaluation
The use of the LISA methods, in particular, the local G statistic (Gi*) and Local Morans I (li), supplied statistically significant results. The local Gi* statistic defines 
areas which consisted of either a significant clustering of similar high values or a 
significant clustering of similar low values. The li statistic examined the relationship 
between neighbouring cells to define relationships that were either: high-high, high-
low, low-high, and low-low. Essentially these methods allow for the identification of both areas with a high concentration of an artefact category or an area with a marked absence of a certain category. This balances the analysis between one that searches solely for clusters of material and the search for areas where such material is much more dispersed or absent.The use of these spatial statistics was more explorative using various search radii for which no optimum exists. Modifying this distance revealed various phenomena. At the widest of search radii the results were typical of what one would expect from a site: a cluster of material within the area already defined as the settlement, while at the smallest of neighbourhoods, the immediate neighbourhood (eight nearest neighbours), potential activity areas were represented. What was more revealing was the assessment of the material at multiple spatial scales. At Mienakker the material was divided to such a degree between the inside of the house and the outside activity area that little variation occurred through the use of varying bandwidths. However, at Keinsmerbrug moving away from the discrete patterns revealed that the materials were bounded within a structure. In contrast to the moving average window method, this approach does not blur the results but takes in more information by expanding the neighbourhood of each target location.
6.3.3 The methodologies of identifying built structures
Understanding the formation of the archaeological record is an important factor 
when defining areas as social space. Social space, as described in Chapter 2, involves 
the combined use of bounded and unbounded areas. The identification of bounded areas such as built structures, can have various layers of complexity dependent on the nature of the remains of possible structures. For the case studies, the complexity is mainly due to the vast number of postholes, the visibility of which can be marred 
by the various dark cultural layers. Typically posthole fills are similar in composition and colour to the cultural layer itself. House structures are also (re)built on the same spot adding to the ambiguity. The applied spatial methods, as discussed, 
enabled the identification of boundaries as divisions in space. This enabled both 
the identification of hitherto unrecognised built structures at Keinsmerbrug and 
supported the interpretation of previously identified structures at Mienakker. As already discussed, the situation at Zeewijk was more problematic. Without a full array of datasets, the comparative analysis would have been limited and restricted the interpretive possibilities. Traditionally, built structures have been identified in a number of ways. Some structures are evident to the archaeologically trained eye with little need for clarification, while others can be more obscure and largely indistinguishable. The identification of house plans has primarily been based on the configuration of postholes. The addition of certain attributes, such as the depth and width of the post holes has been used to suggest an association between them. The 
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Figure 6.3 Figure 6.3: 
Plans of the six Late 
Neolithic houses from the 
Limfijord area, Denmark, 
after Simonsen (1983, p. 
87).
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Figure 6.4 House 4 
from P14, stars indicate 
‘missing’ postholes 
(Anscher 2015, p. 381)
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Interpretations of houses therefore have varying degrees of reliability. Arnoldussen (2008) uses several parameters to create a reliability scheme that he applies to the interpretations of Bronze Age houses (see table 6.1). He lists 13 opposing parameters concerning the appearance of the features, the extent of excavation, and methods of recording (ibid, p. 71). The table presents a ranking system from Ia to IIIb, (Ia: a house plan that is deemed to be the most reliable, with IIIb the least reliable). So how do these Late Neolithic structures fair within such a scheme? The Keinsmerbrug house plans, particularly KmbN1 and KmbN2, were identified based on the spatial analysis of finds categories and the integration of this information with the posthole features. The spatial analysis has allowed for the identification of activity locations within the house, yet according to this scheme it is impossible for them to be viewed as anything other than tentative or even improbable (IIIa and IIIb). At Mienakker the excavator’s interpretation of the house structure has been revised . Therefore it corresponds to a possible house-plan (IIb). At Zeewijk, it was not possible to identify individual houses from the posthole distribution during this analysis, but were identified in the field by the excavators. Therefore this would correspond to a reliable or very reliable house-plan (Ia or Ib). The proposed house plans of Keinsmerbrug and Zeewijk have some clear weaknesses; the identification of individual postholes that correspond to a particular structure is tentative in places. This is less of an issue at Keinsmerbrug as the spatial analysis is able to define spaces from which it is possible to identify confidently bounding postholes. At Zeewijk the domestic structure(s) were identified in the field, the spatial analysis supports their existence, yet the house-plans complete form are obscured by the high frequency of features. Using the Arnoldussen’s scheme, Zeewijk, can be viewed as more reliable as it was identified in the field irrespective of the clarity of its form. In the case of Keinsmerbrug, it has been demonstrated that the definition of a formerly bounded space (a structure) may be more reliable or convincing by the distribution of material remains than on the features alone. Post-excavation methods can therefore be not only complementary, but also exploratory in their use to identify structure. At Mienakker the house was significantly altered, particularly through addition, from the interpretation in the archive, the spatial analysis confirms the presence of two areas, one of these are within the house while the other is directly outside. The ‘hut’ was also misinterpreted as it turned out to be a much longer mortuary structure.A major problem with Arnoldussen’s scheme is the preference for the excavator’s opinion. In this sense, the excavator is given interpretative authority, implying that any subsequent observations following the excavation can be labelled less reliable. Indeed, much of the ‘in the field’ observation at the settlement sites analysed here is backed up by subsequent post-excavation calculations. The case studies demonstrate that reliance on the initial interpretation is certainly problematic and can, in fact, obscure alternative interpretations. Therefore, to clarify the dimensions of built structures, the analysis should not be restricted to the archaeological features alone. This study demonstrates that the use of spatial analysis of the material remains cannot only support the interpretations of previously identified structures, but also aid in the identification of them in the first instance. In comparing the structures from this study with Arnoldussen’s scheme the archaeologist’s perception of a house plan is questioned: is the house viewed merely as an entity or is it a framework that facilitates the social use of space? If the house is perceived as just an entity, then the activities which take 
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place within it are largely inconsequential. If it is a social framework around which everyday life is structured, then the site can be investigated with the house as a point of physical and ideological reference. Regardless whether looking at typologies or the reliability of house forms we must be aware that  ‘textbooks’ do not hold all the answers, and there may be more to discover. As this study demonstrates the archaeological record as we read it may be obscuring a variety of dimensions. The main conclusion which can be drawn from this discussion is the role analytical and interpretative techniques has, not in isolation, but as complementary methods. As we analyse the spatial dimensions of material remains we also interpret, this often raises parrallel or further questions. There are a plethora of spatial methods, it could be argued that there are as many techniques as there are question. To present an ideal approach would be naïve. However, it is clear that the analysis of spatial data is reliant upon the applied collection strategy, the quality of the documentation, and the nature of the archaeological record. This is not to say that legacy data cannot be analysed, as clearly demonstrated here, but in order to achieve the best approach all of these factors should be taken into account in the early stages of fieldwork rather than as an afterthought.
Table 6.1 Proposed classes 
for house reliability (after 
Arnoldussen 2008: 73, :3)
Class Class descriptionIa Very reliable house-plan, recognised and described during fieldwork. Constituent features checked for consist-ency as being part of the structure within a wider group of features. Preferably exposed and investigated in full. There are no doubts on its validity by the excavator.Ib Reliable house-plan like those of category Ia, but for which elements are missing due to limited excavation (unit) size or local soil-processes or disturbances. There are no doubts on its validity by the excavator.IIa Plausible house-plan that was recognised and investigated as such during fieldwork. Some results of the inves-
tigation are inconclusive; post are unexplainably absent, or differ distinctly in shape, section or fill. There are some doubts on its exact former nature by the excavator.IIb Possible house-plan of which the main parts have been discovered during fieldwork, but during post-excava-tion analysis the structure has been revised, extended or altered. As the association of the posts added during 
post-excavation analysis was not based on field-observations on their properties, these houses of inherently weaker quality than classes Ia, Ib and IIa. There are some doubts on its exact former nature or overall validity by the excavator.IIIa Tentative house-plan which was reconstructed during post-excavation analysis. Based on the documentation 
there is sufficient evidence to suggest that constituent features were once part of a single structure. As the 
association of the posts during post-excavation analysis is not backed or checked by field-observations on their properties, these houses of inherently weaker quality than classes I & II. There are some or ample doubts on its exact former nature or overall validity by the excavator.IIIb Improbable house-plan which was reconstructed during post-excavation analysis. Based on the documentation 
there is insufficient evidence to suggest that constituent features were once part of a single structure. As the 
association of the posts during post-excavation analysis is not backed or checked by field-observations on their properties, these houses of inherently weaker quality than classes I & II. There are severe doubts on its exact former nature or overall validity by the excavator.
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Chapter 7 
Towards an interpretation of Corded 
Ware Culture settlement dynamics
“We have become experts in taming the house as an archaeological 
beast, in controlling it, in domesticating these buildings within 
our settled, shared world-view of an understandable, interpreted 
Neolithic. Despite our accumulated knowledge, technological 
expertise and intellectual sophistication, however, we are very bad 
at understanding what buildings from the Neolithic mean today 
to us and what they meant to the Neolithic observer. We have 
been particularly unsuccessful, negligent even, at understanding 
two of the most obvious patterns that we have been so diligent in 
reconstructing.” (Bailey 2005, p. 90)
7.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed the results of the case studies in a more technical perspective. In this chapter I shall expand the discussion by bringing in the meaning of settlements, where it connects the house to associated taskscapes highlighting 
the social significance. This is developed further into a biography of place that is discussed in terms of a place for the living and a place for the dead.
7.2 Site biographies
While the house may be taken to reflect an important part of a past society, it is not the only aspect. The life-histories of all the elements of a site require consideration to reach an interpretation of the social context within which the site had its role. Therefore, it is not only the life-history of the house that is of great importance but 
the biography of the settlement, of the place as defined in section 2.2.3.Settlement places are filled with various life-histories. These compile to form the activities that took place and reflect some of the spatial behavioural traits of the people who conduct them. It is a reflection of various behaviours that contribute to the formation of activity areas as people perform certain activities in a particular place or space. Drawing these life-histories together forms a biography of place for each of these locations.To explore these more social issues in further depth, the discussion will now focus on the formulation and comparison of the individual biographies of the three case studies.
7.2.1 Keinsmerbrug
The initial activities at Keinsmerbrug are indicated archaeologically by the presence of water pits, which may have served to provide fresh water for the inhabitants 
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and their livestock. In the early phases, two dwellings (KmbS1, KmbS2) seem to have been built consecutively at the same location south of the water pits. The pits themselves are thought of as contemporaneous with this dwelling phase, yet they 
were largely clean of finds suggesting domestic activities were at some distance 
from this area. After a period of time, long enough for the water pits to infill, a third house (KmbC) was constructed over the disused water pits. Domestic activities are hard to discern from these phases due to disturbance from later activity, but an 
eroded hearth and possibly related find scatters are apparent, which can possibly be attributed to the structure and this phase of habitation. The repetitive dwelling is a key characteristic of this site as two further habitation phases followed (structures kmbN1 and kmbN2). It is thought that the absence of any material clearly associated with the former structures is due to erosion from the subsequent habitations and the result of post-depositional processes, rather than any deliberate removal of former settlement remains by the ‘new’ inhabitants. Only for the final two habitation phases is it possible to delve into the use-lives and life-histories of the artefacts within their spatial situation (see figure 7.1). The vast majority of the archaeological evidence indicates that the social activities were confined to the dimension of the house, either within its walls or within the direct vicinity of its entrance. As indicated previously certain activities were located in various areas of the house (see chapter 3). The people inhabiting the site brought with them various things, including livestock, cereals, ceramic vessels and personal adornments. The attendance of multiple household groups is reflected in the various ceramic micro-traditions identified (Beckerman 2012, p. 55). Cattle and other livestock were brought for consumption and grazing (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, p. 144); they could have been exchanged, possibly strengthening or improving the genetic traits of the herds. The activities associated with cattle such as butchering and milking may have been communal.36 The merging of various households brought communal butchering and consumption; this is likely to be a reflection of feasting activity that may have forged social bonds; the exchange of cattle would also have a social aspect.Bird fowling and fishing also were prominent activities for these people (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, p. 145). Cooperation would have been required to catch large quantities of duck. This would have been achieved through the coordinated use of boats and netting (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, p. 138). Fish would have been caught mainly in the surrounding gullies, channels, lagoons, and rivers through the use of fish traps and fish weirs. Once the catches were processed they could have been hung up or dried, possibly in the rafters of the house. The meat that was not for immediate consumption could be divided amongst the group for transportation back to their respective household groups. The cereals were possibly brought to the site stored in vessels or bundled in hides (Kubiak-Martens 2012, p. 106; Smit et al. 2012b, p. 218). The cereals were processed when required; and cooked within the vessels (Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2012, p. 129; Beckerman 2012, p. 217).At least some of the group members would have worn various personal adornments such as bead necklaces and pendants, like those which were made at Mienakker and Zeewijk. Only one half bead and two fragments of amber, 
36 Whilst the presence of milk at Mienakker is uncertain (Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2013: 137, 142), the presence of milk in the Neolithic has been indicated by Cramp et al (2014).
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Figure 7.1 A visualisation 
of the various taskscapes 
apparent at Keinsmerburg 
incorporating topological 
aspects. Arrows indicate 
the flow and the 
association of resources.
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the construction of which would aid in community cohesion. In this way, the act of house building could have facilitated the social negotiation between the multiple individual personalities with their cultural and social nuances. Hence, cooperation provides a vehicle for the creation of friendships, alliances, and unions. It can be imagined that the communal activity of house building was connected to the emergence of marriage bonds and creation of new or future households. In this way not only could physical reproduction take place but also the reproduction of the social order. This could have included bonds that could unite the various households within the wider settlement system. Alliances may have been forged which could last a lifetime or even cross-generation. Therefore, the social performance of the people at Keinsmerbrug may have had far-reaching ramifications for the rest of the settlement system. In particular other family or group members may have relied on this party for vital supplies to see them through winter, or as a risk-reducing option, e.g. in the case of a poor harvest. Following the final habitation phase (KmbN2), there is no evidence that the site was returned to in any of the successive years. It is possible that the activities that took place here continued elsewhere, either at a new location or at other settlements that facilitated similar social cooperation and reproduction.
7.2.2 Mienakker
An area between two tidal creeks was selected for the location of the settlement 
(Kleijne and Weerts 2013, p. 22). Habitation is reflected through the identification of a single dwelling structure and multiple cultural layers.  Another structure 
in association with a burial reflects ritual behaviour.  Hence, the site’s biography entails a dimension of domesticity and one of ritualisation, the two of which are intrinsically linked to one another. Despite the presence of a single dwelling structure, the domestic taskscape of Mienakker is far more complex than that of 
Keinsmerbrug (figure 7.2). At Mienakker, activities outside the house include the 
processing of meat, hides, and cereals. Inside the house cooking, flint knapping, and amber working took place, all associated with the hearth. The construction of the house appears to have received more consideration than those at Keinsmerbrug. The use of paired posts suggests a more durable and robust construction method, 
possibly reflecting a longer anticipated lifetime than the houses at Keinsmerbrug. The house is directional to the spatial organisation of the domestic routines, either within its boundaries or externally within the settlement area. It is the spatial reference from which life is spatially arranged. Much of the flint, stone, amber, and ceramic vessels were housed within its structure. Flint knapping took place around the hearth while the working of amber to make beads took place next to it. Outside, in a spatially defined area directly next to the house, other activities took place: cereal, animal, and hide processing. It would appear that only animal and cereal materials which have undergone processing were permitted inside the house. Cereal grains and some animal products could have entered the house within a ceramic vessel, ready for cooking. Other animal parts may have been roasted over the hearth; some bones tossed into and around the hearth during cooking and eating; it is unclear if this act had any social or ideological significance. This presents a clear division in the use of space and possibly suggests an ideological association between material production and processing at Mienakker. The spatial division of activities could be habitual, the way things are done, while they could also be more formally defined, for instance 
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Figure 7.2 A visualisation 
of the various taskscapes 
apparent at Mienakker 
incorporating topological 
aspects. Arrows indicate  
the flow and the 
association of resources.
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materials took place in the settlement outside of the house.37 Once processed the meat would have been brought into the house for cooking and/or drying, either for immediate consumption or preservation for storage. Skins and bones were used for various purposes. The procurement of flint, stone and amber would have involved their collection, for instance along the coast, and in the surroundings of the glacial outcrop at Wieringen. While collection could have been targeted; it could also have been included as part of one or a collection of other activities. However the presence of material like the reworked Grand-Pressigny flint dagger (Peeters 2001b, p. 571) indicates a degree of integration within a greater, further reaching, social network. Similar notions of integration should already be expected as the form and design of the ceramics from all three sites already connects them to the Corded Ware phenomenon.The domestic biography of Mienakker involves a settlement occupied by people making use of a broad range of domestic and wild resources and integrated into the local economy while maintaining wider social connections. The settlement at this location took place on an annual basis, although it is not clear if habitation was sequential, year after year, nor if the same house was used for each habitation. The settlement was a major addition to the biography of this place, which witnessed various activities: animal husbandry, herding and butchering; fowling, hunting and fishing; gathering and crop processing. Many craft activities were practiced: while they could be viewed as single activities they were tied to the wider dynamics of habitation as they could have served in other activities; for instance, the creation of fish hooks or netting for the capture of fish and birds. The production of amber ornaments highlights the more decorative and social roles that these artisan crafts portray.At some point the settlement was abandoned, habitual activities no longer took place there, the life-histories associated with the settlement are likely to have been held within the memory of the former inhabitants, perhaps revisiting the location but leaving little noticeable impact. If the location was abandoned for a longer period of time younger members may have been brought to the location to instil and pass on the locations meaning and social significance, this could have been highly superficial (noting the place as they pass by), or involving a greater integration in daily life as the former domestic remains decayed.The life-histories are actively reinvigorated when this place undergoes a considerable transformation, from a place of former living to a place associated with the dead. This process is manifested through the internment of a burial and the construction of an associated structure. The former habitation remains would have been clearly visible as the grave pit was dug, and soil was removed as indicated in the spatial disruption of the bird bones and the presence of an isolated grouping of bird bones nearby. This also suggests the majority of the fill of the pit was not replaced on the grave but deposited to one side. The burial of a person at this former settlement location is more than symbolic. It reflects the interaction of the living population with the very fabric of a place where they or their ancestors lived (be this perceived or actual). It is an ancestral settlement. The interaction and association was facilitated through the mixing of the remains of a member of their community with the very fabric of the recent past. Such a process reinvigorated the memory of the place; the construction of the mortuary enclosure was a performance that enshrined the place into those who 
37 The role of fish is unknown due to the limited spatial investigation.
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are involved in its construction. How long such a transition took is not known, it could have been instantaneous or following a few or many of years. Following this transition no further observable events impact upon the location, although this does not mean that the location lost its ancestral dimension. It could have remained a special place that was visited and revisited. This social significance of the place could have been handed down through the following generations as the agency of the place is inherited.
7.2.3 Zeewijk
The life-history of Zeewijk involves a context of habitation and ceremony. Habitation at this location is both repetitive and shifting in nature. The various settlement phases at Zeewijk are distributed between two sandy levees divided by a gully 
(Kleijne et al. 2014, p. 265). However, it is not clear how the Zeewijk-East area fits into the overall phasing of the settlement activity due to the limited extent of the excavations. Consequently, only the life-history of Zeewijk-West, particularly the southern portion, is available for spatial interpretation. However, all data have 
been incorporated in the construction of the taskscape (see figure 7.3), despite uncertainties about chronological and behavioural relationships.
Figure 7.3 A visualisation 
of the various taskscapes 
apparent at Zeewijk 
incorporating topological 
aspects. Arrows indicate 
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Habitation at Zeewijk-West was positioned on a slight elevation, and domestic activity was connected to a number of house phases. To reach an understanding of how the internal space of the houses was used is difficult, as no hearth, or other related features, are apparent. The outlines of the presumed structures are also vague, making their definition unclear. Consequently, the discussion is limited with regard to their internal arrangement, the use of space, and any other associated spatial phenomena. However, various craft activities were likely to be conducted within the house, such as the creation of amber beads. Animal remains are largely absent within the house area, with the exception of a relatively small quantity of fish remains. The majority of the analysed ceramic vessels appear to be connected to the house, as well as a high density of small stones In the area outside of the house. The animal remains appear in, or on the edge of, the adjacent depression, where the distribution of mammal, bird, and fish bones suggests a series of dumping events. This could all relate to a single occupation phase reflecting various activities throughout the year, or relate to a difference in the employed subsistence strategy between various occupation phases and differential discard behaviour. Material relating to cereal processing, most notably quern stones, grinding stones, and hammer stones, were scattered around this part of the site (Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 132; García-Díaz  2014, pp. 108-111). There was no apparent areas strictly related to the processing of cereals. The presence of cow hoofmarks demonstrates the movement of cattle, which resulted in the formation of a physical depression. Although we do not know the size of the herds, or how often they were brought to the site, the number of animals and frequency or duration of stay(s) was sufficient enough to leave a lasting feature.On the edge of the settlement lie the fields characterised by the typical crisscrossing pattern of ard marks, presumably created using cows as draught animals. In Zeewijk-East at least two phases of ard ploughing could be demonstrated at different excavated levels and differing orientations, which indicates that the inhabitants produced cereals locally, next to the settlement, and where cereal products were subsequently processed. The size of these fields has not been determined and it is unclear if they represent bounded fields or open plots. The harvesting of the cereals represents a seasonal activity as does the collection of various wild plant foods. Fishing and bird fowling, especially duck, took place in the wider environment, in both a freshwater and marine context (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2014, p. 187). The cereals and wild plant foods were processed using various stone implements and cooked together with wild gathered foods and animal fat or fish within the ceramic vessels and on baking plates for consumption as everyday meals (Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 161; Beckerman 2014, p. 70).  Cows and the other animals (domestic and wild) would have been butchered for their meat, hides, and bones. Some cow hides were processed, and some of the bones made into tools using flint scrapers and retouched tools (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2014, pp. 178-183; García-Díaz  2014, p. 96). Fragments of six ceramic spindle whorls attest to the possible production of fabrics, possibly from flax (Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 133; Beckerman 2014, pp. 70 - 78).Habitation occurred in a repetitive manner, although the spatial focus of domestic activity shifted locally. It would appear that at some stage the settlement was finally abandoned by the inhabitants. This area witnesses a transformation with the construction of a relatively monumental structure. The Zeewijk-Oost 
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structure was built with materials foreign to the immediate environment: oak logs some 30cm in diameter were specifically brought to this location, perhaps from places such as Wieringen. The structure exhibits a high degree of symmetry and a distinctive layout. Although no burials were deposited within this monumental structure, its purpose is thought to have been of a ceremonial nature. Just as some long barrows lack interments, this structure, deliberately placed upon an area of ancestral dwelling, may have fulfilled some ritual ceremonial role. While the central post line of this structure remained in place, it is clear that the external walls of this structure are later dismantled, perhaps for transport elsewhere, for inclusion in another similar structure. What is left behind was the rotting and decaying posts of the central post line, continuing to demarcate the ancestral nature of this location.
7.3 Biographies of life
These site biographies demonstrate that the inhabitants of the settlements behaved in various ways. There were practices that related to seasonal and daily routines, some of which are adhered to at every site. Yet, there is also inter-settlement variation, where routines and practices could take place in various areas but were orientated with reference to the house. Certain activities were repeated on a daily basis; these were mainly focused on the management of livestock and craft activities. These are broad categories that affected daily life in a number of ways. Other routines, related to the use of the environment, affected daily life in connection with seasonal variability.The domesticated animals consisted of sheep/goat, pig, and cows (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2014, p. 181). Cows, and sheep are well suited to a brackish environment. They can tolerate water with up to ten times more salinity than humans (Uerkvitz 1997, p. 128). This indicates that if humans have access to a suitable water supply then cattle would also. There is the possibility of situations where the human populations would have had to travel to a freshwater source while the cows would have been able to drink from the immediate environment. Cattle were one of the mainstays for these people, and, therefore, herd maintenance was an invaluable life skill. When a cow was selected for slaughter it was for the consumption of not only their meat, but also use of their skin and bones. The cows were probably accustomed to the human routines that structured their lives. The numerous cow hoofmarks are physical evidence for cattle herding at all of the sites. The cows could have been kept at the settlements overnight, protecting them from the dangers of the marshland (flooding, storms, becoming stuck, predators and scavengers, etc.). Although the cows may have naturally stayed in and around the settlements, this could have been problematic if they had free access to the arable fields and were able to feed on the crops. The animals could have been tethered to posts to prevent this. This certainly presents a hypothesis to help explain some of the numerous postholes that lack any clear spatial structure over the sites. Tethering animals to posts would also allow for the targeted management of grazing areas. At least some of the cows would have been used as traction animals, to plough the fields using an ard. Conceivably they could have also been used for the movement of various goods from one place to another. Fokkens states that there was a need to stall cattle once the ard was adopted in association with draught animals (Fokkens 1986, p. 13), but later notes  that there are few 
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examples of houses with internal stall partitions before 1400 BC (Fokkens 1999, p. 36). The issue of stalling cattle in Neolithic houses has been raised again with the discovery of structures at Veldhoven-Habraken (Van Kampen 2013, p. 47; see also Van Kampen in Drenth et al. 2014). It is suggested at this site that cows would have been held in individual stalls within the house, despite the lack of evidence. This is a relevant point to clarify, as these structures have been directly compared to the Zeewijk-Oost structure: stating Zeewijk-Oost is of a domestic nature (Van Kampen 2013, p. 43) which is contrary to the view presented here. In my opinion, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest the keeping of cattle within domestic structures in the Neolithic in the Netherlands. The case studies presented here indicate cattle were not housed in such a way.From the case studies, it is clear that these CWC settlements demonstrate the presence of domestic structures, with cattle, as well as crop cultivation next to or at some distance from the dwelling areas. Cereals, (emmer wheat, barley, and flax) were all processed in the settlements. For Mienakker, they were brought from the nearby fields and processed within a particular area of the settlement. For Zeewijk and Keinsmerbrug defined locations of cereal processing are less clear. At Zeewijk, the crops were grown directly beside the settlement, while at Keinsmerbrug they were brought in from elsewhere (Kubiak-Martens 2012, p. 90).  Bogaard has presented four models of crop husbandry (shifting cultivation, extensive ard cultivation, floodplain cultivation and intensive garden cultivation (Bogaard 2004, pp. 21-49) in relation to the Alpine foreland. With regard to Zeewijk Kubiak-Martens adopts Bogaard’s intensive garden cultivation model (Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 132), but without the justification of how to apply an agricultural model that considers a very different biotope. It would appear that none of Bogaard’s models are comparable to the Noord-Holland situation as floodplain and ard cultivation are regarded as two separate models. In the coastal wetlands, it is clear that extensive ard cultivation occurred within this floodplain environment, and that another model is required for this situation. Yet, it should not be taken for granted that ard cultivation was the only cultivation method these people employed. Just because evidence of one cultivation method is present at one site does not imply that a uniform cultivation strategy was applied throughout the settlement system occupying a varied and dynamic landscape. At Mienakker and Zeewijk cereals were not the only staple of the diet: wild plant foods were a substantial part of their subsistence. Crab apples, hazelnuts, acorns, and root foods were gathered, amongst others. Some of the crab apples were dried for storage and later consumption (Kubiak-Martens 2014, pp. 135, 139) whereas acorns were rigorously processed, pounded and pulverised before cooking (Kubiak-Martens 2014, pp. 135, 138-139, Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 152). Various pot cooked ‘meals’ have been identified which involve the mixture of the various food groups (Beckerman 2013, p. 54; Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2013, p. 144; Kleijne et al. 2013, p. 255; Beckerman 2014, p. 70; Oudemans and Kubiak-Martens 2014, p. 163). At Keinsmerbrug, the complete absence of wild fruits, hazelnuts, acorns (Kubiak-Martens 2012, p. 92), and root foods (tubers) is due to the seasonal use of the site (Kubiak-Martens 2012, p. 97), rather than a sampling issue. The extension of daily and seasonal routines into the ‘wild’ environment also involves animals. Fowling (with an emphasis on duck), hunting, and fish trapping occurred in various parts of the landscape. Mienakker attests to the skills of the population and the exploitation of the coastal resources by the abundance of haddock, a species only accessible in the 
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colder months and at considerable depths. Accessing this resource would have involved taking to the sea, and presumably the use of hook and line methods (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, p. 143). The catches were then brought back to the settlements for further processing.Differences can be seen to the structuring of space for processing activities between the settlement sites. Keinsmerbrug has a relative overabundance of duck remains, possibly reflecting thousands of caught ducks (Zeiler and Brinkhuizen 2012, p. 138). The vast quantity is unlikely to have been for immediate consumption. The processed duck meat could have been dried, and hung in the rafters of the house. The surplus could have been divided between the group members and taken back to their associated household groups. The spatial analysis demonstrates that duck, as well as fish, were processed in specific areas within the house. The habitation surface seems not to have been cleaned but sufficient fish bones were inadvertently moved to the walls of the house, marking its inner boundary. At Mienakker, the majority of the fish and bird remains were not found within the house, but in the outside activity area. At Zeewijk some fish remains were found within the general outline of the house, while the majority of the fish remains appear discarded with the duck and mammal remains in the depression next to the house. Possibly this reflects deliberate cleaning or refuse discard. Another pattern can be discerned with regard to remains of the seal remains, which occur at all of the sites. The bones often have signs of the de-skinning process indicating they were attached to hides. The majority of the seal carcass is absent from the bone assemblage, which suggests that the animal was butchered elsewhere, perhaps at the kill site. This presents three possibilities; • the seal could have been killed exclusively for its skin, a targeted kill;• the seal could have been killed for both its skin and meat; the skin was brought to the settlement while the rest of the animal was processed else-where;• the skin did not necessarily come directly to the settlement for processing, it remained within the wider settlement system being moved between settle-ments until required. 
The seal remains occur in the same contexts as the rest of the mammal bones, giving rise to little spatial differentiation.Differences in the way foodstuffs were treated in connection to space can also be traced in aspects related to food preparation and craft activities. Ceramic vessels, for instance, were used for cooking and storage (Beckerman 2014, p. 72). Although used on a daily basis, their contents may have changed seasonally. Food combinations would also have varied based on the available resources and stored materials. What has become apparent from this study is that complete pots were likely to reside in the houses, even after the abandonment of the settlement. The spatial dispersion of sherds indicates that they were highly susceptible to movement. The remains of ceramic vessels which were broken during habitation were not disposed of in any rigorous way. Hence, dispersion and continued fragmentation occurred due to habitual activities. What is in common at all of the sites is the use, storage, and final discarding of vessels within the house. Also, various craft activities seem to have been spatially organised increasingly in connection with the house. Craft activities such as woodworking, amber bead production, sewing, hide working, and string or net making, all played a 
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significant role in daily life. At Keinsmerbrug it would appear that craft activities (with the absence of amber working) took place in and close to the entrance of the dwelling structures; an area that would present good light conditions and protection from the elements when required. For Mienakker many craft activities were located within the house, with the amber working area set back from the hearth. The entrance location to this structure is, however, not clearly identified. A cache of flint appears outside of the house abutting the main activity area and is presumably associated with butchery activity. At Zeewijk-West craft activities present themselves less clearly in a spatial perspective, but it seems that amber working was also confined to the area of the house.
7.4 Biographies of abandonment and death
An important part of these biographies involves the subsequent addition of another context to the place after it has ceased to be a settlement. At both Mienakker and 
Zeewijk ‘mortuary’ or ‘ceremonial’ structures are built following the final phases of habitation. This is a substantial addition to the locations’ biographies, physical endeavours to either change the perception of these locations, or to instil a new identity to that place. Such a change in the biography of place could occur for various reasons. It could be deliberately imposed (through agency) or a more subtle change in the (applied habitus) perception of the places identity. An imposed change of identity would involve the reinvention of the place, overwriting or overriding the previous life-histories. This could be achieved through monumental construction, which would involve physical abuse, scarring, or mutilation of the place. Such 
change would force a conflict of identity, e.g. in times of crisis. However with such varied subsistence strategies any economic crisis seems unlikely to form the background. An alternative could be a crisis of identity where the local population 
tried to reaffirm their links to their ancestors, e.g. in the case an outside group claims authority. With no evidence of large scale outside contact and no signs of cultural 
conflict whatsoever, such a dramatic intrusion on these places is equally unlikely. Alternatively, the monumentalising of these locations could be an expression of a 
more natural, fluid association of the descendants with their ancestors. In the wider area of the Dutch wetlands, association of human burial has become established with settlement locations throughout the Neolithic. Raemaekers et al. (2009) are cautious about a contemporaneous relationship of the early Neolithic Swifterbant burials to the settlements (S1, S11, S22-23, Urk-E4, P14) (with the exception of the burials at Zoelen). However, settlement sites from the middle Neolithic have been associated with burials (see for example sites like Ypenberg, (Koot et al. 2008) and Schipluiden (Louwe Kooijmans and Jongste 2006)).The inclusion of human remains in a domestic context is not only deliberate but a distinguishing element of mortuary practice that spans two millennia (Louwe Kooijmans 2007b, p. 572; Amkreutz 2013a, pp. 49-50). Thus, the inclusion of a burial within the former settlement at Mienakker would indicate the continuation of such a tradition. Therefore, such a biographical transition could have been played out in a more habitual manner. The settlement was abandoned and not returned to. It was left to decay, and underwent a metaphorical ‘death’ in the minds of its former inhabitants or their descendants, but it was remembered. The area became no longer socially habitable by the living population. The localities of these former settlements could be referred to as places where previous generations once lived. A living group could draw their identity from 
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this if they perceived the ancestors to be of their descent. Thus, such a location could be left as a place of memorial. These former dwelling locations, became the remnants of ancestral dwelling, a location with cultural layers that represented past repetitive habitation events. At Zeewijk, human remains were not included in the monument, yet the method of construction employed was uniform and symmetrical. Its construction drew on the same ideas as at Mienakker, built upon and within a former domestic settlement context. The Mienakker structure is thought to have decayed in situ because there are no clear signs of demolition. At Zeewijk the structure was partially dismantled, the exterior posts removed leaving only those which form the central post line. The posts that were removed were extracted from their ritual context. Perhaps the identity associated with these posts was transferred to another place or to multiple locations, in a way drawing association of the ancestors from one location with those at another. The central posts were no different in terms of post width to those which formed the exterior; the central post line remained, perhaps a permanent marker continuing its memorial role. The repetitive nature of this type of habitation leaves localised mounding or heightening through the accumulation of habitation debris. The association of this place as a former dwelling mound could be viewed, in a sense, as an ancestral dwelling mound. Through time the relative elevation of these ‘ancestral mounds’ 38 would decrease due to the sites’ formation processes. The dark humic layers and shell outcrops could become overgrown with vegetation unless deliberately kept clean. Perhaps the construction of a ceremonial or mortuary structure is a response to the decaying nature of the former settlement, an enhancement to strengthen association with the ancestors and to retain them in the world of the living. The inclusion of a member of their own population in the Mienakker mortuary structure could be viewed as a reinvigoration of this association between their community and the ancestors while the more monumental structure at Zeewijk could be considered as the monumentalising of the ancestral location for years to come.
7.5 Conclusion
As demonstrated this biographical approach has enabled the adoption of a broad perspective. By taking into consideration the perspectives presented in section 2.2.3 the sites can be afforded a biography of their own, from conception to death and beyond into memory and the afterlife. With the realisation of the various life-histories, opposed to a sequential use-life, it has been possible to illustrate 
the complexity of the taskscape (figures 7.1-7.3), this is not only restricted to the comparable elements but also serves to present the inherent nuances both at and between the sites.  This approach may enable the incorporation of complexity within the more general narrative and allow for a more developed understanding of the emergent social structures. While this section treats the sites on the individual settlement scale the following chapter develops this theme further, bringing in the wider social implications and assesses how such a social system may have worked at the wider scale of the household and within a settlement system.
38 This is a deliberate use of the term Ancestral Mound to provoke the reader into thinking 
about the perception of other definitions of ancestral mounds as defined by authors such as Fontijn (2010, pp. 144-145) and Svanberg (2005).
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The preceding chapters have discussed the outcome of the spatial analysis of three CWC settlement sites in a methodological and interpretive perspective. It is clear that the nature of the available datasets imposed a number of analytical and interpretive restrictions. The majority of restrictions are based on the excavation methodology and analysis of the recovered materials. Regardless of the applied method, be it point or grid collection, uniformity and consistency of spatial data collection with its appropriate documentation is crucial. Alteration of the collection methodology during the course of data collection coupled with poor documentation causes uncertainty. If these factors are considered from the outset then there is no reason, in principle, why spatial analysis cannot be applied. The only remaining condition is the collection of archaeological materials to a suitable level of accuracy in order to be able to infer behaviourally meaningful spatial patterns. At the same time, the analysis has enabled new and unanticipated insights into the spatial complexities of site formation which can be related to several aspects of social behaviour and meaning of settlements. It has made clear that activities can be bounded physically within houses but also constrained by social considerations. Evidence of activities 
that took place elsewhere can also be reflected through social activities within the settlement. Settlements themselves are not static; their role in society can change and be developed. They can be subject to both temporal and social change. While we often try to label sites with a single functional description, sites can be dynamic, not conforming to dichotomies but to a process of social transition. Spatial analysis 
is an essential tool in the investigation of social processes. Once identified such processes can be used to form the site’s biography and thus allow various dynamic 
interpretations unconstrained by a single definitive interpretation.In this concluding chapter, we return to where it all started: Hogestijn’s model of the CWC settlement system (Hogestijn 1992, 1997, 1998). As outlined in the Introduction to this study (Chapter 1), the Odyssee-project set out to analyse the data of Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker and Zeewijk as a means to increase our perceptions of Late Neolithic behavioural variability. This allows the creation of a solid baseline for the interpretation of these sites against the background of Hogestijn’s ideas of how the CWC settlement system was organised. So what have we learned from the spatial analysis that forms the core of the present study?
8.2 Understanding CWC settlement dynamics
In 1992 Willem-Jan Hogestijn outlined a preliminary model of CWC settlement system following the excavations in the De Gouw area of Noord-Holland (Hogestijn 1992). A more structured model was presented in 1997 on the basis of the initial 
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analysis of Mienakker and Zeewijk (Hogestijn 1997), and later on in 2001, taking in more sites (Hogestijn 2001). The adopted approach assessed the sites primarily in an economic perspective, but also considers social aspects, albeit to a limited extent. 
The model, outlined in Chapter 1, is revisualised in figure 8.1, which resumes its main concepts and themes. The model is based largely on the economics, the organisation of labour, and logistic activities. Due to the inaccessibility of the archaeological data due to the previous absence of any substantial publications there has been a limited investigation to test the ideas which Hogestijn has presented. Earlier, Drenth et al. have taken issue with the validity of the archaeozoological evidence (Drenth et al. 2008, p. 168). The spatial aspects will be taken into consideration here.
8.2.1 Settlement types and cultural layers
The first aspect that requires investigation is the premise of a dual-functional 
settlement system as identified by the classification of Group 1 and Group 2 
settlements. These classifications are derived from the cultural layers extent: the 
larger (>3000m2) define permanent residential settlement, the smaller (<500m2) seasonal logistical settlement (Hogestijn 1992). The Group one settlements, Zeewijk 
and Kolhorn, are defined as ‘Dubbelster’ or double settlements. This is due to the occurrence of two areas of cultural layer in the ground surface. Hogestijn does not comment on whether these ‘double settlements’ demark two contemporaneous settlements or two separate habitation events (1997, p. 30), although he states that the larger settlements are not the consequence of multiple overlapping (Group 2) sites (1997, p. 103).The results of this study bring the idea of such a two-tier settlement classification into question. The cultural layer in the western half of the Zeewijk site has been demonstrated to consist of at least two concentrations of habitation. Both Beckerman from a ceramics perspective, and Nobles, from a spatial viewpoint, divided Zeewijk-west into two non-contemporary 
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areas (Beckerman 2014; Nobles 2014, pp. 202, 243, see also the case study in chapter 5). This opposes Hogestijn’s opinion that these cultural layers are not the consequence of palimpsest habitation (1992, p. 202). While it is plausible that the remainder of the unexcavated habitation to the east of the gully is the consequence of repetitive shifting settlement, there is not sufficient evidence due to the limited extent of the excavations. As such the dual-settlement system proposed in Hogestijn’s model is problematic as it is based on the assumed size of settlements, which is derived from the extent of the cultural layer.  However, very little is known regarding the formation of the cultural layer, although it is clearly the result of habitation activities. Hogestijn defines them as composed of reed material used for the construction of occupation floors (Hogestijn 1992, p. 199).  The excavators have reportedly mentioned clearance by multiple burning events as another possible origin for the cultural layer.39  This, however, is unsubstantiated by the micromorphological analysis, nor is it the result of the stacking of reeds (Exaltus and Miedema 1994, p. 300). The cultural layers are defined as a layering of material that consists of sand, silt, clay, and organic material, with the archaeological material therein (ibid, p. 296). As the micromorphological analysis was limited to a small number of sample locations, no site-wide interpretations could be offered.As demonstrated by the case studies it is probable that such settlement sites are a palimpsests of habitation and any single occupation phase could reflect a far smaller area than the compounded effect of these multiple habitations. The larger site at Zeewijk has evidence of year-round permanency, fitting with this Group one classification, while in accordance with Hogestijn’s model Mienakker, with a much smaller cultural layer, should have been used seasonally for logistical activities. The research, however, indicates that Mienakker saw year-round subsistence activities. Keinsmerbrug, on the other hand, fits into the model in a perspective of seasonality. Yet, the logistical nature of the model is too narrow to appreciate the wealth of social activities that took place at this ‘simple’ locality. Also, the cultural layer, a build-up of habitation material, does not necessarily present the limits of these settlements. At Zeewijk, for instance, features stretch beyond the cultural layer.
8.2.2 Group composition and built structures
Hogestijn’s model includes differentiation in the size of the social groups that occupied the settlements. He inferred from the ceramics that larger groups of people would have inhabited Group 1 sites than Group 2 sites (1992, p. 201). At the year-round settlements, such as Zeewijk, a family or extended family could have lived. At the seasonal settlements, such as Keinsmerbrug, a few members of several family units came together for cooperative activities. While a few individuals represent each family, this multi-family group could have been as large as the family 
or extended family unit, or even larger. One could expect this to be reflected by the size of domestic structures or multiple dwelling at settlements.The Neolithic settlements in the study area are affected by a plethora of postholes; it is a characteristic of these sites which blinds us, making us unable to see the ‘wood for the trees’. As such, dot-to-dot visual methods are not sufficient 
39 Exhaltus and Miedema (1994, p. 293) report that the excavators believed that the site was cleared by burning on several occasions.
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to reconstruct buildings and in many cases structures cannot be accurately identified from these features alone. This explains why many settlement sites are left with broad interpretations regarding vague conceptions of shelter. When structures are interpreted from these archaeological pincushions, they are often critically dismantled with ease, as there are so many possible configurations. In such a setting, finding three or more postholes in alignment is far from an achievement.At Zeewijk-Oost Hogestijn and his team identified a clear structure that was highly symmetrical and built of large posts. Five structures were reported at Zeewijk-West (Hogestijn 1997, p. 34), but none of these were clearly identified at the posthole level, and they remain vague even after re-evaluation. Within this study, the ovoid or naviform house identified by Hogestijn at Mienakker (MKII) saw minor alterations with the exception of the south-western extension. However, the so-called ‘hut’ at Mienakker turned out to be vastly underestimated. Only following the construction and digitisation of the entire site plan did the full extent of the structure reveal itself, while further analysis made it probable that it corresponds to a ceremonial structure instead of a domestic structure. At Keinsmerbrug, a series of structures could be identified, which seem to be connected with repeated visits by groups of people coming from different households, and being engaged with activities that conform to previous definitions of the social space.As it appears from the sites analysed here, the assumption that ‘heavier’ structures were present at the residential settlements and more ‘flimsy’ structures at the seasonal sites (Hogestijn 1992, p. 203) has no basis. This is due to the general absence of these ‘heavier’ structures in the record, at least where it comes to ‘domestic’ or ‘dwelling’ structures. Hogestijn himself makes the point that the locally available materials do not allow the construction of more sturdy structures (1992, p. 203). The only large ‘heavy’ structure is the ceremonial structure at Zeewijk-Oost, which has no involvement in the place as a domestic settlement, and might only have come into existence once the biography of the place was monumentalised by the very construction of this building. Typically, a similarly shaped, but much more flimsy structure arose at Mienakker, where it is connected to the burial of a deceased man. Hence, it would appear that there existed major variability in the appearance of built structures and that large, yet not necessarily ‘heavy’, structures fulfilled a particular role in the social history of locations.
8.3 An alternative model for CWC settlement in Noord-Holland?
From the spatial perspective, much of the model previously presented by Hogestijn is subject to critique, as the data cannot always support the underlying assumptions. The spatial analysis conducted in the context of this study has provided evidence that allows for alternative interpretations. Most recently Amkreutz (Amkreutz 2013b, pp. 369-417) has presented an interpretative structure for Neolithic settlements in the Lower Rhine Area. The categorisation he presents (see table 8.1) draws on the works of Binford (1980), Nicholas (1998; 2007a; 2007b) and Van de Noort and O’Sullivan (2006). This provides categories which are taken together to identify a settlement’s level of permanency in relation to various degrees of mobility. Although Amkreutz points out that his prescribed model is not suitable to describe the Vlaardingen Culture (2013b, pp. 401-407), and may therefore not be suitable 
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Table 8.1 Settlement 
categorisation model 
(after Amkreutz 2013b: 
375, table 8.3)
Evidence
criteria permanent seasonal Short-term extractive
Group composition Complete HH Complete HH Complete HH or task force Task force
Anthropological/
artefactual
Deciduous teeth, task range, etc. Deciduous teeth, task range, etc. Limited task range Specific task
Housing Durable (sturdy?) Limited durability Shelter, tents None, or shelter/tents
Dimension/
structure
+++ ++ + +/-
Spatial structure Spat. structured Limited spat. struc-turing Ad hoc Ad hoc/concentrated
Extent +++ ++ + +/-
Domestic animals Large contribution; all four present Combination of dom. & wild fauna Limited role, unless nomadic None
Wild animals Limited contribution of 
game, fowl, fish
Hunting, fishing, gathering fowling important Hunting, fishing, gathering fowling important Specific importance of hunting, fishing, gathering, fowling or combi
Crop cultivation Fields: ard marks / macro / palynology Limited evidence local crop production No crop cultivation, limited importance crop products Limited to no impor-tance
Seasonality Evidence for several seasons Evidence for restricted part of the year Evidence for restricted part of the year Evidence for restricted part of the year
Expected character Combi evidence year-round Indications may point to major season(s) of use (homogeneous) indica-tions (various) seasons Task related season-ality
Artefacts Complete range of artefacts, potential expedient technology Complete range of artefacts, potential expedient technology Limited range lith-ics,  limited mobilia (including pottery), curated technology
Specific toolkit, limited mobilia (often no pottery), curated technology, limited/no production
Dependency Independent (+ ex-
traction)
dependent dependent Dependent
Dependent (‘conjunc-tion’ to permanent or seasonal) On çounterpart’else-where, different season Sequence’of sites exploiting range Satellite sites, local base for small or short-er exped.
Relation Primary site One of primary sites/bi-modal Subordinate to perma-nent, seasonal, (short-term)
Investment +++ ++ + +/-
Mobility Logistical Logistical, 1-3 residen-tial moves ‘more frequent resi-dential mobility’, stays up to sev. weeks Logistical/targeted
Exchange & 
expedition
yes yes Yes/limited (unlikely/limited)
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either in the context of the CWC, I will briefly consider this approach where it comes to the spatial aspects of intra-settlement behaviour.Various assumptions are to be found within this model of habitation. The nature of structures, associations of various activities, and the range of archaeological remains, all combine to describe the degree of permanency that pertained to a particular settlement. It has already been demonstrated, with Hogestijn’s cultural layer delimitations, that the size of a settlement is far from being a clear indicator of people’s degree of permanency. It is assumed that permanent settlements have housing that is durable and long lasting; this neglects the possibility of maintenance of more ephemeral structures on a year-round basis. For a seasonal settlement, inversely, the assumption remains, the sturdier, longer lasting, structures would not exist, yet the sturdier they are, the less likely they will require maintenance until the following season. Amkreutz’s model assumes the structuring of space is greater at permanent settlements than at seasonal ones. The underlying assumption is that social behaviour alters dependent upon the permanency of habitation. At both Mienakker and Keinsmerbrug, space is highly structured. At Zeewijk-West, space appears to have a lesser degree of structuring, although it is difficult to define this clearly. This model is not a reliable method for settlement interpretation as it is not possible to use the spatial structuring of settlement materials to define its social role within the wider system. The analysis of the non-spatial factors, such as economy and technology, also presents inconsistencies. It is unlikely that past populations would have classified materials as we do today. Therefore, it is important that all aspects of the archaeological record be considered and cross-referenced to obtain the fullest possible interpretation of a site. Interpretation should allow for the integration of the full array of variability that exists and not reduce it to a static model. By incorporating the full range of archaeological data it is possible to include each site in a model, their assessment on a case by case basis enabling us to build towards a totality view that presents universal values as well as highlighting the regional variations and nuances that exist (Furholt 2014). Such a bottom-up approach permits the development of models that allow for the complexity that exists in terms of settlement dynamics.
8.4 A Social Perspective by means of a spatial analysis
When looking at the results of the spatial analysis conducted for Keinsmerbrug, Mienakker and Zeewijk it would appear that settlement based activities were 
spatially defined with the house as the spatial frame of reference. From the available 
evidence, it seems that house architecture in this period was fluid, in a broad sense free of formalised design. Between the sites, there is little in the way of comparable structural features. Such comparability is only visible within the individual settlement sites, which appears to be due to the repetition of habitation and the reuse of these locations for the same activities. In some sense, the structures that went before are reconstructed (or ‘reborn’) retaining their previous character and identity. This is indicated by the former ‘foundations’ being reused on subsequent habitations. It is apparent that there is at least one house structure associated with each settlement. For this area, it suggests the possibility of at least 20 houses in an area of roughly 20 km2. However, there is no direct correlation between the quantity of settlements and the number of houses. It has been demonstrated that these settlements were repeatedly reused, resulting in more than one house structure per 
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there. The house and settlements have displayed the ability to have their identity disseminated into subsequent structures. This identity can also be overwritten or amalgamated into other architectural forms that follow. Such actions have been identified at Keinsmerbrug through the repetitive use and reuse of activity areas. At Mienakker and Zeewijk it is not the house that forges their future identities, but the location itself, transforming from a place of domestic dwelling into an ancestral realm. This presents the concept of a settlement for the living and a settlement for the dead. Through the case studies the two aspects appear to be spatially conjoined. Rather than an opposing dichotomy the identity of the settlement, a dwelling place of earlier people, is recognised as a location of ancestral dwelling, blurring the world in-between that of former inhabitants and that of the ancestral world. The meanings associated with the house, and the settlement, are fluid, ever changing, interpreted, reinterpreted, written, rewritten. It has the ability to change form, metamorphose from a place ‘of the living’ to a place ‘of the dead’ while containing the multitude of identities it has been bestowed with.By putting conventional architectural techniques aside and concentrating on understanding the social spaces of a settlement, this study has shown that it is possible to get a closer appreciation of the meaning of the house within its wider spatial and temporal context. It is this level of understanding that Bailey (2005, p. 90) and Gibson (2003, p. 136) request in order to appreciate further these past societies beyond the recognition of the inert, passive, lifeless house plan. Even within De Gouw, a micro-region in Noord-Holland, the archaeological evidence points to a high degree of complexity that is hard to cast in simple economic models of settlement variability. The question that arises, then, is how this fits into the vast geographical span of the CWC world (of which we still have limited knowledge), and how this plays out over temporal manifestations of ideological dynamics throughout the Neolithic and into the Bronze Age.
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Figure 4.17  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the mammal remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.Figure 4.18  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the bird remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres).Top left: 0.50; top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.Figure 4.19  The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the mammal remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.Figure 4.20  The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the bird remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; top right 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.Figure 4.21  Top left: Kernel Density (KDE) of the bird remains. top right: Kernel Density (KDE) of the mammal remains. middle left: interpretation of the bird remains based on the KDE, Gi* and li analysis. middle right: interpretation of the mammal remains based on the KDE, Gi*, li and multivariate analysis. Bottom: distribution of seal remains.Figure 4.22  Multivariate visualisation of bird (red) and mammal (green) remains; yellow represents both bird and mammal remains. The blue spectrum is not present. This would normally be reserved for 
the fish densities, but these have not been analysed sufficiently for their incorporation. They can be brought into the blue channel if they are analysed in the future.Figure 4.23  Flint tool type distribution.Figure 4.24  Flint tool type distribution.
Figure 4.25  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint material with varying bandwidth parametres (metres). Top left: 0.50; top-right 0:90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.
Figure 4.26  The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the flint material with varying bandwidth parametres (metres). Top left: 0.50; top-right 0:90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.
Figure 4.27  Kernel Density (KDE) plots of the flint subdivisions. Top left: all 
flint; top right: flint flakes; bottom left: flint waste; bottom right: 
flint splinters.
Figure 4.28  Multivariate visualisation of the flint waste, flakes and splinters.
Figure 4.29  Interpretation of the flint material based on the KDE, Gi*, li and multivariate analysis. Flint areas F1-F5.
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Figure 4.30  Lithic refitting of the selected Raw Material Units (RMU). Refitting of RMUs 1, 2, 9 & 13 with associated interpretations.Figure 4.31  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the stone material with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; top right: 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.Figure 4.32  The Local Morans (li) (Outlier) analysis of the stone material with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). Top left: 0.50; top right: 0.90; middle left: 1.00; middle right: 1.45; bottom left: 1.50; bottom right: 2.00.Figure 4.33  The distribution of stone tools.Figure 4.34  Top left: stone material distribution; top right: stone material 
density (KDE); bottom:  interpretation of the flint material based upon the distribution, KDE, Gi* and li analysis.
Figure 4.35  Schematic overview of the amber refits as published in 2001 (after Bulten 2001, 477, Fig. 10).Figure 4.36  Top left: amber distribution (count); top right: amber density (KDE); bottom: pie chart distribution indicating the different subdivisions of the material. The expanded window of the main amber  concentration is shown in the upper right corner.Figure 4.37  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel 24.Figure 4.38  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel 28.Figure 4.39  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel 13.Figure 4.40  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel X.Figure 4.41  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel W.Figure 4.42  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel U.Figure 4.43  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel O.Figure 4.44  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel 26.Figure 4.45  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel b.Figure 4.46  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel c.Figure 4.47  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel e.Figure 4.48  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel f.Figure 4.49  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel g.Figure 4.50  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel h.Figure 4.51  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel i.Figure 4.52  Distribution (left) and dendrogram (right) of vessel j.Figure 4.53  Gi* (left) and Kernel Density (right) of the clay and daub. The circled point represents the location of the approx. 1 kg of remains which were removed from the analysis.
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Figure 4.54  Left: the botanical results by plant type. Right: the cereals by type. The pie chart diagrams illustrate the quantities of material in a ranked order (1-10, 11-100, 101-1000, 1001-5000, 5000+) and 
the radius of the chart reflects the quantity of remains.Figure 4.55  The associations of the different artefact categories into a single framework. These associations are discussed accordingly.Figure 4.56  The Slope Aspect map indicating the areas with varying degrees of steepness as well as direction.Figure 4.57  Possible other features and interpretations.
Figure 4.58  Multivariate visualisation of the animal, stone and flint material.Figure 4.59  Illustrative reconstruction of the MKII structure.Figure 4.60  Left Zeewijk-Oost structure. Right Mienakker MKI.Figure 4.61  The two structures superimposed on each other. The Zeewijk-Oost structure has been rotated eastwards by 5.42 degrees. The north arrow belongs to the Mienakker structure.Figure 4.62  An illustrative reconstruction of the MKI structure displaying the situation (a) and positioning (b, in blue) of the burial, the former creek and the MKI structure (c, light grey), and (d, below) potential roof forms.Figure 4.63  The ground plan of the Early Neolithic long barrow of Storgård in Denmark (after Kristensen 1989, 74, Fig. 3).
Chapter 5Figure 5.1  Extent of the excavated part in 1992 in relation to the cultural layer.Figure 5.2  Extent of the excavated part in 1993 in relation to the campaign of 1992 and the cultural layer.Figure 5.3  Extent of the excavated part in 1994 in relation to the campaign of 1992 and 1993 and the cultural layer.Figure 5.4  Overview of Zeewijk-West, showing all features.Figure 5.5  Overview of Zeewijk-East (central), showing all features.Figure 5.6  Right. Overview of Zeewijk-East (east), showing all features.Figure 5.7  Below. a) Widths and depths of the postholes of Zeewijk-West. b) Widths and depths of the postholes of Zeewijk-East (central). c) Widths and depths of the postholes of Zeewijk-East (east).Figure 5.8  The large structure of Zeewijk-East. Above overview of the excavated area of the large structure (in 1993). Below the plan and posthole depths of the large structure as published in 1997 (adapted from Hogestijn 1997, Fig. 7, 36).Figure 5.9  The base of one of the surviving posts with cut marks clearly visible (a. the base of the post still in situ, b. in removed position).
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Figure 5.10  Documented section of the large structure of Zeewijk-East, base plan after Hogestijn 1997, post numbers from the archive.Figure 5.11  Various representations of cow hoof marks. Figure 5.12  Cow hoof marks in the excavated square.Figure 5.13  The human footprints in the central (east) area.
Figure 5.14  The southern profile from the south of Zeewijk-West.
Figure 5.15  The northern profile across Zeewijk-West beyond the study area.
Figure 5.16  Zeewijk-East, the northern profile.
Figure 5.17  Zeewijk-East; top: the northern profile; bottom: the western 
profile.Figure 5.18  Extent of the excavated parts divided per year.Figure 5.19  The division of the 2m square using square 1982 as an example.Figure 5.20  The elevation of the lowest excavated layers below NAP (Amsterdam Ordnance Datum).Figure 5.21  Plot indicating the levels of slope relative to their direction.Figure 5.22  Overview of the features of Zeewijk-West.Figure 5.23  a) density of cow hoof marks using a 5 m search radius; b) density of postholes using a 5 m search radius; c) density of postholes using a 1m search radius. All densities were buffered at a radius of 0.5 m from the centre of thefeatures. The absence of recorded features in the southwest is striking.Figure 5.24  The Zeewijk-West structure: the archive image (for the location of this structure see Fig. 11.49).Figure 5.25  The Zeewijk-West structure: the isometric depiction of the same structure after Hogestijn 1997, 112.Figure 5.26  Overview of the features of Zeewijk-East.Figure 5.27  a) all postholes coloured by layer; b) all postholes coloured 
by layer with key elements defined; c) the U-shaped structure highlighted.Figure 5.28  The large structure in Zeewijk-East during the excavation campaign in 1993.Figure 5.29  The visible areas in the Zeewijk-East structure from the perspective of someone standing at the entrance of the structure.Figure 5.30  The large structure of Zeewijk-East. Two possible reconstructions; a) solid roof; b) ‘chimney’; c) entrance looking into the obscured area; d) view into the unobscured area. Even though the posthole arrangements are accurate, the illustrations present only two possibilities.Figure 5.31  A house at Ouedo-Gbadji in Benin, Africa (Pétrequin 1984).Figure 5.32  The site grid displaying the initial analytical areas.
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Figure 5.33  Animal bone distributions; a. all bones high=828.8 g, low=0 g; b. mammal bones high=823.3 g, low=0 g; c. bird bones high=38 g, 
low=0; d. fish bones high=35.05 g, low=0 g.
Figure 5.34  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the mammal remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres) 1.75 m; 2 m; 2.9 m; 3 m (top left to bottom right).Figure 5.35  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the bird remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres) 1.75 m; 2 m; 2.9 m; 3 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.36  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the fish remains with varying bandwidth parameters (metres) 1.75 m; 2 m; 2.9 m; 3 m (top left to bottom right).Figure 5.37  Kernel density estimates and multivariate visualisation of the bone data (KDE bandwidth = 1.75 m).Figure 5.38  The data extent with respect to: a. elevation; b. slope; c. the animal bone multivariate visualisation.
Figure 5.39  The distribution of the flint data (stars) in reference to the excavation year and trench type (squares). Each square represents a 2 m by 2 m area, each x represents the 1 m by 1 m subdivision.Figure 5.40  Flint distribution in quantities within the studied area.
Figure 5.41  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint waste with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.42  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint flakes with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.43  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the flint splinters with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).
Figure 5.44  Kernel density estimates and multivariate visualisation of the flint data (KDE bandwidth = 1.75 m).
Figure 5.45  The data extent with respect to: a) elevation; b) slope; c) the flint multivariate visualisation.Figure 5.46  The stone data: a) distribution plot; b) stone kernel density.Figure 5.47  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the stone material with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).Figure 5.48  The data extent with respect to: a. elevation; b. slope; c. the stone multivariate visualisation.Figure 5.49  Distribution of stone types.
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Figure 5.50  a) distribution of amber by quantity; b) density of the pieces of amber. Note high densities of amber are represented by only three 
to five pieces.Figure 5.51  Pie chart representation of the amber categories.Figure 5.52  The Gi* (hotspot) analysis of the amber with varying bandwidth parameters (metres). 1.75 m; 2.9 m; 3 m; 5 m (top left to bottom right).Figure 5.53  Distribution of the analysed sherds with the original sample areas outlined in black.Figure 5.54  Pie chart representation of the weight of sherds per unit in reference to: a) temper type; b) decoration form.Figure 5.55  Distribution in weights of the undecorated sherds.Figure 5.56  Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel 124, 29, 123 and 131.Figure 5.57  Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel 12, 13, 15 and 28.Figure 5.58  Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel C, 14, XV and III.Figure 5.59  Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel 2, aa, XX and XVIII.Figure 5.60  Spatial distribution of sherds (by weight) of vessel 88, T, 5 and 20.Figure 5.61  The Zeewijk-West area displaying all features and graphical 
overlays indicating the elevation profiles from points A-B and B-C; vertical scale is provided.Figure 5.62  a) density of cow hoof marks using a 5m search radius; b) density of postholes using a 5m search radius; c. density of postholes using a 1m search radius. All densities were buffered at a radius of 0.5 m from the centre of the features. The absence of recorded features in the southwest is striking.Figure 5.63  Summary of the concentrations of the clustered sherds from the vessels. Vessel 123 and or V28 are depicted in two locations, indicating a second grouping of lighter sherds.Figure 5.64  Summary of the distribution of the animal remains, banded within 
the depression: mammals in the west, followed by bird and fish remains.Figure 5.65  Summary of the distribution of the stone remains.
Figure 5.66  General location of the previously identified Zeewijk-West structure.Figure 5.67  Summary of all the datasets and their data extents.Figure 5.68  Overview of Zeewijk-East (east) excavation by year.
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Figure 5.69  Animal remains with the average weight (in g) of material 
indicated per group of test pits; all quantified weights are rounded to the nearest whole number.
Figure 5.70  Flint remains: a) quantity of flint per square; b) flint type per square.Figure 5.71  a) distributions of stone; b) weights of ceramic sherds.
Chapter 6Figure 6.1  The effect of varying grid resolutions on an artefact distribution.Figure 6.2  The various methods of excavating a grid unit in terms of depth and stratigraphy.
Figure 6.3 Plans of the six Late Neolithic houses from the Limfijord area, Denmark, after Simonsen (1983, p. 87).Figure 6.4  House 4 from P14, stars indicate ‘missing’ postholes (Anscher 2015, p. 381)
Chapter 7Figure 7.1  A visualisation of the various taskscapes apparent at Keinsmerburg incorporating topological aspects. Arrows indicate 
the flow and the association of resources.Figure 7.2  A visualisation of the various taskscapes apparent at Mienakker 
incorporating topological aspects. Arrows indicate  the flow and the association of resources.Figure 7.3  A visualisation of the various taskscapes apparent at Zeewijk 
incorporating topological aspects. Arrows indicate the flow and association of resources.
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Figure 8.1  Hogestijn’s model (see figure 1.4) represented as an annual schemaFigure 8.2  Gerritsens cultural biography of a farmstead (2003, p. 40)Figure 8.3  Potential settlement dynamics of a single household group.
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Dutch Summary - Samenvatting
In de provincie Noord-Holland zijn circa 20 nederzettingen toegewezen aan de Enkelgrafcultuur (2900-2300 cal. v. Chr.). Kenmerkend voor deze nederzettingen zijn de donkere humeuze lagen, die goed bewaard zijn gebleven in Holocene gebieden. Tot nu toe zijn deze vindplaatsen in dit gebied zijn sterk onderbelicht gebleven en de meerderheid van het archeologische onderzoek was gericht op grafcontexten, met name individuele graven, en op materiaal, zoals aardewerk. Dit heeft geleid tot een enkelzijdige beeld van deze cultuurgroep. Op basis van eerdere onderzoeksresultaten van deze opgravingen is een economisch model gevormd (Hogestijn 1992), dat helaas niet verder ontwikkeld kon worden door het gebrek aan gedetailleerde analyses van verdere opgravingsresultaten.Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de ruimtelijke data om een beter begrip van menselijk gedrag te krijgen in de Nederlandse kustgebieden van Noord-Holland, gedurende het neolithicum. Archeologische theorie en ruimtelijke methoden zijn gecombineerd om een archeologisch kader te creëren voor de analyse van ruimtegebruik. In deze context gaat ruimtelijk onderzoek verder dan de visualisatie van ruimtelijke verspreidingen. Het proefschrift verkent de mate waarin de artefacten onderworpen zijn aan tafonomische processen voordat gedetailleerde ruimtelijke analyse toegepast wordt. De vastgestelde patronen tonen duidelijk het bestaan van zich herhalende gedragingen, op basis waarvan activiteitengebieden gedefinieerd kunnen worden. Deze patronen laten het belang van ruimtelijke indeling van dagelijkse taken zien, zoals vuursteen bewerking, het behandelen van barnsteen of het verbouwen van graan. De ruimtelijke indeling van vondstassemblages duiden op begrenzingen binnen de nederzettingen, waarbij sommige activiteitengebieden wijzen op gebouwde structuren, andere op het gebruik van open ruimtes.Dagelijkse bezigheden zijn vertegenwoordigd in de nederzettingen, maar wijzen ook op een wijder gebruik van het landschap, taskscape. Dit is een ingewikkeld concept, dat een integratie omvat van de exploitatie van het landschap, sociale verbanden en materiële associaties binnen de nederzettingscontext. Toch heeft elke nederzetting haar eigen biografie; de nederzettingen functioneren niet alleen als een geïsoleerde eenheid, maar waren ook deel van een sociaal netwerk. Gedurende de bewoning waren de nederzettingen een plaats voor de levenden, maar na verlating verkregen zij ook een voorouderlijke rol. Deze 
associaties met de voorouders zijn gemonumentaliseerd in Zeewijk – in de 
vorm van een aanzienlijke structuur – en te Mienakker, waar een gebouw met een menselijk graf in de verlaten nederzetting werd geplaatst. Deze structuren benadrukken de diffuse tweedeling tussen de plaats van de levenden en de plaats van de voorouders. De sociale dynamiek is in context geplaatst en gecontrasteerd met de huige modellen. De resultaten laten een veel dynamischer nederzettingssysteem zien, waarin vindplaatsen fasen van herhaaldelijk gebruik en achterlating ondergaan. Door hergebruik zijn verschillende palimpsesten ontstaan. Dit proefschrift schept een beeld van dwelling in the neolithic, maar zet aan ook tot verdere discussie over het dagelijks leven en het rituele leven van mensen in het derde millennium voor onze jaartelling.
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This volume presents a detailed spatial analysis of the sites of Keinsmerbrug, 
Mienakker, and Zeewijk. These Late Neolithic settlement sites define the western­
most edge of the Corded Ware Culture (c. 2900­2300 cal BC). The people took part 
in a broad spectrum of activities: hunting, gathering, fishing, agriculture, animal hus­
bandry, and artisan crafts. They maintained their regional traditions while dwelling 
on the edge of this Neolithic cultural group. The study depicts Neolithic households 
as highly mobile with sedentary and seasonal settlements. The patterns that emerge 
from the in­depth spatial analysis of material distributions indicate the presence 
of spatially bound locations for specific activities. This structuring of space further 
supports the identification of various dwelling structures. Neolithic monumentality 
is, for the first time, identified within the Dutch coastal wetlands. The biographical 
perspective underlines the ephemeral nature of the divide between the place of the 
living and the place of the ancestors.
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